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THE MAKING OF THE ENGLISH BIBLET

The task assigned is a delightful and a simple one. It

is to review briefly, and in bare outline, a story which, in

its fulness, is as fascinating as it is familiar. The whole

story could not be told. It leads us forward in thought

to work not yet complete, for men will continue to pro-

duce English versions of the Bible; and as we look back-

ward, we are led through the labors of translators and

copyists and saints and apostles and prophets to the very

mind of God its Author and its Source. The character

of this occasion and the necessary limitations of time confine

our review to that portion of the process which was ac-

complished by men of England and which culminated in

the production of that version, which, for three hundred

years, has been in reality the Bible of the English-speaking

world.

The interest centres about three great names
:
John Wic-

lif, William Tyndale, and King James the First. Of
course there are others which we must mention and which

we should hold in grateful remembrance to-day.

We might allow ourselves the pleasure of rehearsing the

story, familiar to us all from childhood, of Caedmon the

untutored keeper of cattle at the Abbey of Whitby, who
leaves the banquet hall, when the harp is being passed, be-

cause he cannot sing; but as he falls asleep in the stable

' An address at the Tercentenary Celebration of the Publication of the

Authorized Version, Princeton, May 9, 1911.
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he dreams that a heavenly messenger appears and bids

him “sing the beginning of created things”, and imparts to

him a divine gift of sacred song; when he awakes he re-

calls what he has sung and finds that he is able to add to

the verses; so that at the bidding of Hilda the Abbess he

enters the Abbey as a monk and composes his famous para-

phrases of Scripture, of the Old Testament narratives, and

the stories of Christ and His apostles, the glories of heaven,

the horrors of hell. Dim, indistinct through the mists of

ages, we see him; his work was ended in A.D. 680; yet

we can still hear his voice, first in the great chorus which

has rendered in the language of England the inspired

truths of God.

Or we might linger for a moment with Aldhelm, Abbot

of Malmesbury, as in disguise of a minstrel he sits, with

his harp, on the bridge. He has concluded that the average

Englishman cares little for a sermon, and so he gathers

a crowd by his playing, and then sings the message of his

Lord. He was not the last nor the least successful of those

who have sought to secure audiences by means of music,

but he was probably the first to translate the Psalms into

the Anglo-Saxon speech.

Then too we must mention the “Venerable” Bede, the

most illustrious scholar of western Europe. Some of you

have stood by his tomb in the superb lady-chapel at Dur-

ham; but all of us are turning in memory, at this hour, to

the little cell in the monastery at Jarrow-on-Tyne. It is

Ascension Day 735; the old monk is dying; between the

farewells to his followers he is endeavoring to complete a

translation of the Gospel of John, “Eor”, as he said: “I

do not want my boys (followers) to read a lie or work to

no purpose, when I am gone.” The sun is sinking as the

last verse is reached; and then, “It is finished”, cries the

weeping scribe; “Yes, it is finished”, replies his master,

“and now lift me to the window where I have so often

prayed”
;
and with the gloria upon his lips he breathes out

his life. Worthy is he to be mentioned; and worthy to
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stand at the head of the long line of translators of the

English Bible; for in his learning, his piety and his devo-

tion he is a true type of these illustrious men.

Then too we must name King Alfred, for he too is a

type—a king, beloved as was David, teaching his people

to sing in their own tongue the Psalms of David, and pre-

fixing to the laws of England his own translation of the

laws of God—truly phophetic of the influence the Word
of God was to have upon the national life of English-speak-

ing peoples.

We might pause to glance at Aelfric, at Bath, in the

year looo, translating the Gospels, or later, as Archbishop

of Canterbury translating the historical sections of the Old

Testament. In one of his homilies upon the Bible, he

gives us the very message for this hour : “Whoever would

be, one with God must often pray and often read the Scrip-

tures, for when we pray we speak to God, and when we
read the Bible, God speaks to us. The whole of the Scrip-

tures are written for our salvation, and by them we ob-

tain a knowledge of the truth.”

Or we might notice how, after the Conquest, when An-

glo-Saxon has been replaced by Anglo-Norman, Orm, for

example, is furnishing a metrical paraphrase of the Gospels

and Acts, in 1215; while William of Shoreham, in 1320,

and Richard Rolle, in 1340, are producing paraphrases of

the Psalter. However, neither in the Anglo-Saxon period,

nor in the Anglo-Norman, do we find the entire Bible in

the vernacular; nor do we find it the purpose of the trans-

lators to give the Bible to the people but more usually to

the clergy.

The glory of first furnishing the whole Bible, to the

entire nation, in the English tongue, belongs to John Wic-

lif. This distinguished scholar, ardent patriot, devoted

Christian, was unquestionably one of the greatest men of

his age, or of any age. Educated at Oxford, receiving

the highest University honors, serving as Master of Bal-

liol, appointed chaplain to the king, he won national dis-
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tinction and popularity by defending the action of king and

Parliament in refusing to send tribute to the Pope. Later,

at Bruges, representing the king at a conference with the

papal nuncio, he became more definitely aware of the cor-

ruption of the church, and returned to England with the

belief that indulgences, pardons, transubstantiation, the

worship of images, saints and relics, were all parts of a

gigantic fraud, and that the only way to defeat the Pope

and to reform the church would be by placing the Bible

in the hands of the people. Amidst growing unpopularity,

with his doctrines condemned by the church, himself under

the ban of excommunication, he turned his whole attention

to the task of translating the Bible from the Latin Vulgate

into language which could be read and understood by the

simplest peasant. Beginning with the Apocalypse and next

translating the Gospels, he completed his work on the New
Testament in 1380. Two years before his death, in 1382,

assisted largely by his friend Nicholas of Hereford, he

completed the translation of the whole Bible. This work

was revised and hanuonized by John Purvey in 1388. It

was at once given a wide circulation. Even to-day there

are in existence 170 manuscripts of this version, 30 be-

ing of the original work, and 140 of the revision by Purvey.

Of course this translation was denounced by the papal

authorities, and it was made a punishable offence to copy

or even to read it; and yet Wiclif was allowed to die in

peace in his quiet home at Lutterworth, where he had long

served as parish priest. Some forty years later at the

command of the pope his body was exhumed and burned,

and the ashes cast into the Swift, the little stream which

runs by Lutterworth to the Avon.

“The Avon to the Severn runs, the Severn to the Sea;

So Wiclif’s dust shall spread abroad, wide as the waters be”.

Thus popularly has been symbolized the limitless influence

of Wiclif; and it would be difficult to overestimate that in-
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fluence. He crystalized the dialects of England into a uni-

fied language. He made the Bible the palladium of civil

and religious liberty for the English nation. He not only

placed an indelible stamp upon all subsequent versions of

the English Bible, but it is his essential and undying glory

to have been the first, by a hundred years, to produce a

translation of the whole Bible, not only in English but in

any language of the European world.

It must be remembered here, however, that his work was

a translation of the Latin Vulgate; it was therefore a

translation of a translation. Necessarily, too, his work

was circulated only by means of manuscript copies. The

honor of producing a printed Bible, translated into English

from the original languages, belongs to William Tyndale.

It is to him the Authorized Version owes its character, its

form, its style. This version is in reality merely a revision

of the work of Tyndale. Its vocabulary is certainly his;

less than 350 words used by him are omitted from this

version. Peculiarly is the style his own in its unique ten-

derness and majesty, its simplicity and its grandeur. No
one name should be held in higher honor at this hour, than

that of this scholar, hero, martyr. Wiclif is rightly called

“the Morning Star of the English Reformation”, but it

is due in large measure to William Tyndale that it ob-

tained its glorious noon.

Only a century elapsed between the death of Wiclif, in

1384, and the birth of Tyndale, in 1484; yet in that time

two events took place which made possible the character

and wide influence of Tyndale’s work. The first of these

was the invention of printing. The Bible of Wiclif had to

be copied by hand, laboriously, letter by letter. The pro-

duction of a single manuscript often required nine months,

and the expense of two hundred dollars. We know what

it is to-day to have Bibles printed at the rate of one a

minute, and to have Testaments sold for a penny each.

The second event was the revival of learning. As a

result of the fall of Constantinople, in 1453, Greek scholars.
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and manuscripts of the Bible, were scattered widely over

Western Europe. The Old Testament in Hebrew was

printed in 1488. Erasmus printed his New Testament in

Greek in 1 5 1 6. It has been familiarly said that “Greece

rose from the grave with the New Testament in her right

hand”.

Thus with the Bible placed before him in the original

languages, and with the printing press at his command, the

time for Tyndale’s work had come. And he was prepared

for his task. His training at Oxford, his knowledge of the

Hebrew and the Greek, his deep piety, his reverence for

the Bible, all contributed to this preparation, but most im-

portant of all was his fixed determination to make the

translation of the Bible into popular English the one goal

and purpose of his life—a purpose expressed in the words,

so often quoted, addressed to the papist who had declared

that the laws of the pope were more necessary than the

laws of God: “i defy the pope and all his laws; if God
spare my life ere many years I will cause a boy that driveth

the plow shall know more of the Scriptures than thou doest.”

In undertaking this work he finds little encouragement

among his countrymen. Going to London, and receiving

no welcome for himself or his project at the palace of Tun-

stall, Bishop of London, he is entertained for a time by

Humphrey Monmouth; but soon concludes that there is no

room to translate the New Testament “not only in the

Lord of London’s palace but not in all England.” There-

fore, in 1524, he goes into voluntary exile, and leaves the

land of his birth, never to return. We fi.nd him at work in

Hamburg, in Wittenberg, and in Cologne. When, in Co-

logne, he is about to print his first edition of the New
Testament, his project is discovered, and he is compelled

to flee to Worms with the printed sheets of the 3000 copies

of this quarto edition. Here he issues an octavo edition of

3000 copies, and then the quarto edition. * These copies

reach England in 1526 and receive a ready sale, but meet

with such violent opposition from the officers of the king
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and the church that they are soon destroyed; only a frag-

ment of a single copy of each edition now remains. But

the work of translation has been done; England has a New
Testament, accurately translated and in popular speech.

Edition after edition is put forth, and in spite of opposition

copies are scattered broadcast through the land.

Tyndale continues his toil, and in 1530 completes the

translation of the Pentateuch. While still at work on the

Old Testament he is betrayed and arrested at Antwerp, in

1535 - For a year and a half he is imprisoned at Vilvorde,

and October 6, 1536, is strangled and burned at the stake

as a heretic. But his last prayer: “Lord open the King of

England’s eyes,” is marvellously answered, in so far at

least as it expressed the yearning of his soul for royal per-

mission to publish the Bible in English, and thus for the

permanence of the work for which he laid down his life.

During the very year of his imprisonment, in October 1535,

Miles Coverdale issued the first translation of the entire

Bible in English'—a translation however out of the Latin

and German, not, like Tyndale’s work, out of the Hebrew
and Greek. The second edition of this Bible was printed

in England, in 1537, and was the first Bible to be printed

on English soil; no less memorable is the fact that it was

“set forth with the King’s most gracious license.”

Then too, in that same year, the very year after the

martyrdom of Tyndale, appeared the Bible of “Thomas
Matthew”, the real author of which was undoubtedly the

heroic John Rogers, who himself suffered martyrdom in

1555. The content of this Bible was two thirds the work

of Tyndale, and one-third of Coverdale; and yet the king

who allowed Tyndale to be put to death for translating the

Bible, now permits a Bible, practically Tyndale’s own work,

to be “printed with the royal license”. This was actually

the first “authorized version” of the English Bible.

The year 1539 is characterized by the publication, not

only of “Taverner’s Bible,” the work of a lawyer, but by

the production of the “Great Bible”, which was named
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from its size, fifteen by nine inches, and which, by royal

proclamation, was ordered to be placed for public reading

in every church in England; and this too in the third year

after Tyndale’s death.

Then, in 1560, when the English exiles in Geneva pro-

duced a Bible which has been named from the place of its

publication, while the work was carefully done by scholars

who had access to many other sources and versions, the

work was in substance only a third revision of the Bible of

Tyndale. The popularity of this Bible was very great.

It was the Bible of the Puritans, and it was extracts from

this version which were carried by the soldiers of Crom-

well. It had but one formidable rival, the “Bishops Bible”,

published in 1569, by a number of Anglican clergymen,

chiefly bishops. This too was a revision of' the work of

Tyndale; but while it was supported by the influence of the

church, it was too inaccurate for scholars, and too expen-

sive for the people. Thus, while the Roman Catholic trans-

lation of the Vulgate New Testament into English was

made at Rheims in 1582, and was widely distributed, there

were in England only two versions, the Geneva and the

Bishops, contending for the supremacy, on the accession of

King James.

Of this ruler, whose name is ever glorious because of

its connection with the Word of God, it is neither possible

nor desirable to sf>eak at length. We need not be reminded

of the fact that he was proud, pedantic, tyrannical
;
that the

immorality of his court was only comparable to the im-

becility of his government; that he was “the wisest fool

in Christendom”; and that his learning was largely theo-

logical, illustrating the fact that theological erudition is

no guarantee of morality or common sense; and yet with

this, and much more, in mind, it must be frankly admitted

that, to the encouragement, determination and personal in-

fluence of this same King James, we owe that superb

version of the Bible, the production of which we celebrate

to-day.
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Of the details of the work we know but little, and with

them we are not specially concerned. We remember that

the suggestion of such a version was made to the King by

Doctor Reynolds, at the famous, and otherwise fujtile,

Hampton Court Conference, in January 1604. The sug-

gestion gave the King an opportunity of displaying his

theological and Biblical knowledge, and of declaring all

versions of the Bible to be poor, and the Geneva Bible of

the Puritans naturally “worst of all”. The same year the

King appointed fifty-four members of six committees, to

meet, two at Westminster, two at Oxford, two at Cam-
bridge. Forty-seven editors are known to have taken part

in the work chiefly during the years 1608 to 1611. It was

the task of great scholars, carefully accomplished: “We did

not huddle it through in seventy-two days”, they declared,

“but spent twice seven times seventy-two”. The work was

done thoroughly, reverently, superbly, so that the result

seems less like a translation from another language than like

an original work.

Of this “Authorized Version” two things must be said:

first, it was not a version, and second, it was never

authorized. Instead of being a new version it was in reality

a revision of the work of Tyndale; not more than four

words in a hundred were altered. The phrase on the title

page “translated from the original languages” is not to

be taken too literally. It is true, these revisers drew from

every possible source, and compared all existing versions;

but the work of Tyndale shaped all that was done. As they

declared : “We never thought from the beginning that we

should need to make a new translation, nor yet to make a

bad one a good one, but to make a good one better, or out

of many good ones one principal good one, that hath been

our mark”.

Nor yet was this version ever authorized; it is true that

it was published at the command and under the benediction

of King James ;
but it was authorized by no act of Parlia-

ment or Convocation, of Privy Council, or of King. It
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owed its primacy and its acceptance as the Bible of the

English world solely to its intrinsic excellence and its sur-

passing merits
;
that is its glory and the proof of its worth.

As to-day we pause and call to mind the heroic and godly

men by whose gifts and toil this particular version came

into being, and as we shall further dwell upon its literary

and spiritual influence, we should be impressed more deeply

with the debt of gratitude we owe to those who so labored

and suffered for us, and we should realize anew our re-

sponsibility to translate this divine book in terms of human
need, and to transmute its teachings into character and life.

Princeton. Charles R. Erdman.



THE INFLUENCE OF THE ENGLISH BIBLE ON
ENGLISH LITERATURE'

Two distinguished men of letters were recently invited

in connection with the Tercentenary celebration in England

to prepare papers on this subject, “The Influence of the Eng-

lish Bible on English Literature.” Both declined, one giv-

ing as his reason that everything that could be said on the

subject has been said; the other that it would take him at

least twelve months to prepare anything worthy of the

theme.

It was not, without hesitation, therefore, that I accepted

the invitation of the Faculty two or three months ago fear-

ing to adventure myself where the angels (or archangels)

of literature fear to tread. But it is worth while sometimes

if one cannot be original to repeat the best that has been

said. At such a May festival as this everyone may bring

his chaplet of flowers
;
even if they are very common flowers.

Every lover of literature and of the English Bible should be

ready to-day to utter his Jubilate, and join the general Lob-

gesang. Let us first of all offer our praises to Almighty

God who has brought to pass this wonderful thing that by

common consent the English Bible is now accounted the

chief classic of our literature, as Mr. Froude says
—

“a liter-

ature in itself
;
the rarest and the richest in all departments

of thought or imagination.”

The supremacy of the English Bible does not need to be

proved
;
but it is worth while to seek a clear understanding

of what this means and how wonderful is the process by

which it has come to its throne of power.

As to the fact, it is hardly necessary to cite authorities,

for the authorities all agree—the most illustrious and yet the

most unlike; not only those whose professional fife is bound

‘ Delivered (in substance) at the Tercentenary Celebration, Prince-

ton Theological Seminary, May 9, 1911.
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up with it, but others quite as much: Hallam, for instance

—in a sentence
—

“Its style, the perfection of our English

language” ;
Lord Macaulay that “if everything else in our

language should perish, this book alone would suffice to

show the whole extent of its beauty and power”
;
Professor

Huxley that “for three centuries this book has been woven

into all that is best and noblest in English history” being

“written in the noblest and purest English”
; J. R. Green that

it is “the noblest example of the English tongue” “from the

instant of its appearance the standard of our language”
;
the

Roman Catholic Faber that it is “God’s greatest gift to the

many millions of Britons and Americans”, the “felicities

of which often seem to be almost things rather than words.”

Time would fail us to tell of Carlyle and Coleridge and

Walter Scott and Ruskin and among the last Mr. Watts

Dunton who speaks of the “great style” characteristic of

the Bible
;
nor is it necessarjL Perhaps Professor Saints-

burj' of Oxford, great among living authorities, may speak

for them all when he says “It is unnecessary to praise the

Authorized Version of the English Bible—because of the

mastery which its language has attained over the whole

course of English literature.”

Professor Phelps of Yale, charmed and amused us all in

New York at the Tercentenary Celebration by adopting the

phrase of the moment,—“The English Bible,” he said, “is

simply the whole thing.”

We are within bounds then if we say that, in a true sense

of the word, English literature as a whole is a Biblical liter-

ature or, if you please, a Biblicised literature. There is

but one sun in the firmament, though there may be a

moon (or moons) and galaxies of stars. Milton, Shakes-

peare, the early dramatists, the Lake poets, the Victor-

ian writers, the great historians, the great essayists,

the masters of narrative fiction,—none outshine the sun;

none can shine without the sun. Periods of com-

parative obscuration there may be, but the system as a whole

is Copernican and not Ptolemaic. At nearly the same time
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when Galileo was battling for the central place of the

sun in the physical heavens, the English Bible was coming to

its place in the literary firmament. Now and again some

brilliant meteoric genius may seek to break loose disdain-

ing the general law
;
but such are wandering stars and their

fate we know. No one has yet arisen great enough to re-

ject the primacy of the English Bible with any hope of liter-

ary immortality. This being the fact the next question

naturally is, How has all this come about? By what con-

spiracy of benign influence, more powerful than the sweet

influence of Pleiades ? The answer to such a question would

fill a volume and I can only hint at some things which seem

especially appropriate to this festival of commemoration

and to this place. We have laid such an emphasis in all our

Theological curricula upon the English Bible that it is highly

desirable that those who preach it should know something

at least of how it came to wield such a sceptre over all other

books.

Eirst of all the linguistic pedigree of the Book considered

as a translation partly accounts for its power. We are es-

pecially this year called to commemorate the Authorized or

King James Version and we must not withhold the high

praise that belongs to that noble company that met in Ox-

ford and Cambridge and Westminister with such men as

John Reynolds, the flower of Puritan culture on the one

hand and on the other Lancelot Andrews, a rare blending of

scholarship, saintliness and the fair humanities—the type of

the finest Anglicanism. But their work was a finishing

work and not the main work. It is imjwsible to understand

what they did except in the light of that larger and, may we
say, even greater company who began to lay the foundation

two centuries and more before.

What has already been said will show you that our Bible

is not a wild rose flowering in a desert, but the rarest pro-

duct of the gardener’s art. It has taken a long time to de-

velop the American Beauty or the Princeton Rose. This

“Rose of Sharon’’ retains its native v/ild fragrance; but
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careful culture and skillful grafting have made it a miracle

of finished beauty. To understand this we must know some-

thing about the gardeners and also of the soil in which it was

grown and the sub-soil,—the religious life not only of Eng-

land, but of mediaeval Europe. The stir and thrill of great

events, the birth agony of new life for men and nations,

were necessary to produce it. Our Version is thus a com-

posite photograph in which are blended the intellectual

features of the whole company that produced it. Above

all others we may distinguish the cast of countenance

of William Tindale and possibly behind him another in

an elder day the “Morning Star of the Reformation”^ who
shone in that matin prime when Dan Chaucer was singing

of April showers and unrolling his magic tapestry in-

wrought with a processional of Canterbury pilgrims—or

in twentieth century parlance, a motion picture vivid with

the life of that long gone time when “Our ost upon his

styrops stode” and called on the “Persone”, “for Goddes

boones tel us a tale”. The Persone reproved him “so syn-

fully to swere”, whereupon the “ost” exclaimed, “I smel a

loller in the wind” and the “Shipman” broke in with a

tale more to his liking. But later the Persone took a text

in the Latin Bible from Jeremiah and preached a long ser-

mon on “Contricioun”.

When Chaucer wrote this Wycliffe’s Bible was already

in circulation and he must surely have seen it. The pic-

ture which he draws of the “Persone of a Town”

“Who taught Christs lore and his Apostles twelve.

But first of all he folowede it himselve,”

seems like a sketch from the life of Wycliffe, not in his

University robes and dignities, as the Master of Balliol,

but as the faithful Priest of Lutterworth where as Tenny-

son sings
—

“the Word was born again.”

It is assumed that in accordance with the general tradition John

Wycliffe himself was the author of at least part of the first English

Bible. A contrary view is now advanced, for instance, by Alfred W.
Pollard in a recent volume, Records of the English Bible, Introduction.
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Scholars in early English tell us that through Chaucer

and Wycliffe what had been a midland dialect became

standard English. Such words for instance as “advan-

tage”, “person”, “glory”, “divine”, “disciples”, “reason-

able”, and others quite as familiar, were introduced into

our language by Chaucer, the father of English poetry.

Wycliffe’s English was closer to the speech of the common
people than courtly Chaucer’s; racy and pungent Saxon,

more like Bunyan in a later time. This is particularly

true of his Bible translation although made from the Lat-

in Bible of Jerome. These two great historic contempo-

raries stand at the very head-waters of English literature.

The head-waters give character to the whole stream

;

Chaucer is the father of English poetry; Wycliffe perhaps

cannot so definitely be called the father of English prose,

but he comes near to being so. If Chaucer is a “well of

English undefiled”, so is Wycliffe also and, according to

modern standards, of even purer English than his illus-

trious fellow.

What precise degree of influence Wycliffe had on Tin-

dale is not agreed among scholars and critics. A sen-

tence in Tindale’s Preface would seem to indicate that he

hadi no direct influence and our scholar experts, approach-

ing it from the Biblical side so interpret it; yet, we can-

not lightly set aside our American master of English, Pro-

fessor Marsh, who in his admirable Lectures on the Eng-

lish Language declares that “Tindale is merely a full grown

Wycliffe” and that Wycliffe “originated the consecrated

dialect of the English Bible while Tindale gave it finish and

perfection.” Whether he did or not, he and his poor priests

circulating their manuscript copies through England pre-

pared the minds of the people to appreciate Tindale when

he came and made Bible English the groundwork of the

language of literature.

William Tindale evidently had translating genius. There

is no better authority than Bishop Westcott and what he

says of Tindale is profoundly significant. “He felt by a
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happy instinct the potential affinity between Hebrew and

English idioms and enriched our language forever with the

characteristics of the Semitic mind.” His style of inter-

pretation, according to the same high authority, is profound-

ly original and at the same time popular rather than literary.

It is surely a mark of his genius that what he chose because

he was bent on being understood of the common people in

his own day has become the accepted classical dialect of

high literature
—“High Wenli”, to use a Chinese phrase.

Above all other translators he has given the main stuff—the

corpus of our English Bible, not only in the Old Testament,

but even more in the New, for Bishop Westcott again affirms

that the substantial basis of half the Old Testament (prob-

ably) and the whole of the New is his, so that when we read

King Janies we really read William Tindale.

This does not ignore what was subsequently done by

Coverdale who as Dr. Eadie beautifully said “furnished the

semitones in the music of its style,” or by Rogers, for

doubtless it was he who appears in what is called Matthews

Bible, or by the others which I can only name, or the Gene-

van Version, next to Tindale perhaps most influential, bear-

ing indirectly the impress of Calvin, certainly of the School

of Calvin. The swelling current of Bible translation re-

ceived the contribution of that pellucid stream, clear and

cool from the alpine heights. At quite the opposite pole

from the Genevan Version is the work of the Roman
Catholic translators of Rheims or Douay by which in a

measure our translators were influenced. Their princi-

ple of slavish adherence to the Latin which they translated,

made their English at times un-English and scarcely intelli-

gible
;
yet, they brought something that was worth preserv-

ing,—for instance, the beautiful phrase of our Version : “the

ministry of reconciliation.” It would be unbecoming at such

a time to forget for a moment that the company whom King

James gathered together were genuine scholars who had

both the critical acumen and the true scholarly spirit of

humility that made them do just enough and not too much.
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With infinite pains they brought to consummation the best

in all prior translations. Like good musicians they were not

ambitious to shine as soloists, but to produce a grand orches-

tral effect, so that we have indeed a Version whose praises

it would be difficult to exaggerate or over-state. It is a

triumph of pure scholarship in the best sense. So highly

is this appreciated, that there are those who do not hesitate

to say that the English Version surpasses in places the orig-

inal Scripture considered purely as literature.

Professor Benjamin Jowett took this view, and quite re-

cently Canon Vaughan, in a notable article, who also claims

Lord Tennyson as an adherent of it. Mr. Bryce, who has

rendered us all such services, not only as an Ambassador

to this country from the Court of St James, but by his

masterly historical treatises, in a characteristic address

last week took similar ground, defending the position that

the Gospels and the Epistles are (in a literary sense) more

impressive in the English of the age of Shakespeare and

Bacon, when our language had risen to its full stature, than

in the Greek of the first century when Greek had sunk below

the classical level.

One hesitates to question such masters, but there is room

for doubt to say the least. Apart from its bearing on our

doctrine of inspiration, it is fair to ask whether it is the func-

tion of translators after all to improve on the original. A
good translation is a mirror and though we may prefer our

mirrors to flatter us when we look into them, we do not

account them as quite fulfilling their function if they do so.

If a prophet or apostle wrote colloquially, should his trans-

lator make him speak classically in the grand style? At

all events it is high enough praise that these translators (sit

venia verbo) taught Moses and Isaiah to speak idiomatic

English, albeit with a slight Jewish accent,—a Hebraistic

tinge which after a while became classic English usage,

accent and all. This is a wonderful linguistic phenomenon.

The slight Hebraisms of the Version have been so “An-

glicized”, that English folk have all but forgotten that they

26
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are anything else than Saxon. Verily Tindale might have

been a theological Professor, either in the Semitic depart-

ment, or that of the English Bible.

Wycliffe’s Version was the first great piece of English

prose. Tindale might almost be called the second, for the

fifteenth century has little prose literature to boast of.

Professor Marsh declares that his New Testament has ex-

erted a more powerful influence on the English language

than any other single production between the ages of Rich-

ard II and Queen Elizabeth, and J. R. Green from the his-

torical standpoint comes to the same conclusion.

The bearing of this on the question of the influence of

the English Bible on English literature need not be elabor-

ated. At a time when literary forms were still fluid, the

Moses of the English Bible showed all translators the pat-

tern which he had seen in the Mount. He who makes the

mold largely makes the product, and the growing and de-

veloping English Bible from Tindale or even from

Wycliffe to King James became “the glass of fashion and

the mold of form” in the highest and best sense of the

word. Naturally this would be true with writers on dis-

tinctly religious subjects as, for instance, such important

prose works of the sixteenth century as those of Sir Thomas
Moore and Hooker, “the judicious Hooker”. The sermons

and treatises of the great Protestant and Puritan and Angli-

can divines contain material of the highest value considered

merely as literature. Apart from its theological uses it has

powerfully affected the general body of Eiiglish literature.

Who can measure the influence of Milton pealing forth his

organ notes not only in epic and ode, but in lofty prose
;
or

of Bacon not so much in his philosophical treatises which

were more Latinized in style as in his immortal essays, where

there can be counted seventy Biblical allusions?

Next to the Bible itself stands Bunyan, for a long per-

iod the most widely read English author, whom M. Taine,

though without any faith in Bunyan’s dotcrines, recognizes

as a master of the English tongue, almost beyond compari-
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son. “Bunyan has the freedom, the tone and the ease and

the clearness of Homer.”

But it is quite as signal a mark of the divine providence

that was watching over English belles lettres and embalming

it in Scripture diction, that the minor dramatists and poets,

for instance ungodly Christopher Marlowe and “rare Ben

Jonson”, were not untouched by the potent literary in-

fluence which no one could escape. Chiefest of all stands

William Shakespeare, of whose religion we must stand in

some doubt
;
certainly not a Puritan

; according to his modern

appreciator and critic. Dr. Brandes, hating Puritanism;

but under the spell of the Genevan Version. One loves to

think of the boy Shakespeare who was four years old when

the Genevan Version was published, sitting in the chimney-

seat at Stratford and pouring over the Genevan Version,

as later Abraham Lincoln in his still humbler cabin devoured

King James. It has often been shown, and never better

than in the latest treatise by Dr. Thomas Carter, how the

plays reveal to the literary microscope not so much direct

quotations as delicate turns of phrase and subtle phases of

thought that could only have come from the Genevan Ver-

sion. The divinity that shapes our ends surely was shaping

English literature when it saturated William Shakespeare’s

mind in his early childhood with the English Bible.

We cannot follow down the glowing pathway fascinating

as it is. High-souled Sidney, courtly Raleigh, quaint Her-

bert, pithy Fuller and the rich and varied splendor of Jer-

emy Taylor spread across the firmanent like a milky way.

The poets notably depend upon the Bible from Spenser the

poets’ poet, through all the high succession to Tennyson,

whose abundant reference to the Bible Dr. van Dyke has

drawn out in detail; and Browning even more overflowing

with Biblical allusion, as Mrs. Machen has taught us in her

admirable book—and latest of all Kipling, not only in the

solemn Hebraic tones of the “Recessional”, but in lighter

measures, for instance, in “Pharoah and the Sergeant”

—
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a picture of how English non-commissioned officers drilled

the Egyptian soldiery into an effective fighting force

:

“Said England unto Pharoah, ‘You’ve had
miracles before,

When Aaron struck your rivers into blood;

But if you watch the Sergeant he can show
you something more,

He’s a charm for making riflemen from mud.’
’’

or this.

“Said England to the Sergeant, ‘You can let

my people go!’

(England used them cheap and nasty from the

start).

And they entered ’em in battle on a most
astonished foe

—

But the Sergeant he had hardened Pharaoh’s
heart.

That was broke, along of all the plagues of

Egypt,

Three thousand years before the Sergeant
came.

And he mended it again in a little more than

ten,

So Pharaoh fought like Sergeant Whatsisname !’’

Evidently a knowledge of Old Testament history is neces-

sary to understand Kipling. It sounds also as though in

his uncritical simplicity, he held fast to the historicity of

the Exodus. He actually seems to believe not only in

Moses but in Aaron

!

The great singers have all sung in this key. Creative poetic

genius of every school and in every age has kindled its fire at

this ancient shrine. It was true at the beginning, but it is

still more true at the end of three hundred years. In prose

it is not less so. The best English usage today according

to the keenest critics is less Latinized and more Saxon than

it was in the time of King James; more like Bunyan', more
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like Tindale and Tindale perfected by the careful and judi-

cious scholarship of the Authorized Version.

There was a time when Saxon-English—and Bible Eng-

lish'—was not so generally acknowledged as the best, but it

has become so now. Professor Cook of Yale says “that

the movement of English diction, which in the seventeenth

and eighteenth centuries was on the whole away from that

of the Bible, now returns with ever accelerating speed

toward it.”

Approaching now the deeper reasons for the paramount

influence of the English Bible on English literature, we
must not forget that the making of the Version was part

of a larger and deeper movement of which it was the expo-

nent and expression. It might have been linguistically all

that it is and never have come to its own but that, concur-

rently with its production, Europe was passing through the

agonizing birth throes of the Protestant Reformation.

Wycliffe was, as John Milton says, “the first preacher of

the Reformation to Europe.” The text for that preaching

could be nothing else than the English Bible. But it never

could have been what it was and is if the translators had

been merely literati or nice textual scholars concerned

merely to purvey exquisite literary delicatessen to dainty

palates. They were on the contrary good shepherds bent on

feeding the flock of God with the wholesome necessaries

of the spiritual life.

It may be truly said of them that they translated in the

selfsame spirit which moved the original writers of Holy

Scripture. With eternity ever before their minds they gave

the English folk not only Saxon diction but supernatural

ideas so that the way of life was made luminous and real

to their readers. The seed which they sowed fell upon good

ground for the people were hungry for the Bread of Life.

It is indeed the Protestant Bible that we have, not because

Protestants claim a monopoly in it, but because it is of the

essence of Protestantism that the common people shall hear

in their own tongue the wonderful works of God. No one
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has brought out this fact more keenly than our foreign critic,

M. Taine, a skeptic and agnostic, but a man with piercing

insight, who draws the picture, first of the Pagan Renais-

sance and its amazing effect on the English people. From
the Bible he says “has sprung much of the English lan-

guage and half of the English manners.” “To this day

the country is Biblical. It was these big books which trans-

formed Shakespeare’s England.” He paints in vivid colors

the yeoman, the artisan, the shop-keepers with the Bible

on their tables in the evening, bare-headed, listening to a

chapter. Professor Saintsbury says “it soaked from every

side, at every pore, into the miderstanding and heart of

the English people.”

The greatest genius in order to succeed must have an

audience—a public. God raised up Tindale and his fellows

and gave them such an audience—a growing multitude who
feared God and could not be satisfied with mere literature,

as they were hungry and thirsty for the Bread of Life.

Then, too, among Tindale’s most effective coadjutors

were his enemies. The fires of Smithfield served to burn

the patterns which he drew into the very substance of Eng-

lish life. People had few books
;
they cared for few and for

none as they cared for this. Henry VIII and Bloody

Mary forced the English mind and conscience to behold the

realities of life and death and eternity just at the time when

the Providence of God raised up a group of men to put

into their hands His own Word in its naked majesty and

ineffable tenderness.

History is made by the conjunction of forces and events

out of the control of man and it was such a conjunction

that made Protestant England and in Protestant England

made the Bible the daily bread for men’s souls.

Nothing was further from the thoughts of either Wyc-
liffe or Tindale than to seek literary preeminence, but the

promise was fulfilled to them; they sought first the King-

dom of God and His righteousness and literary reputation

was added unto them.
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This is unmistakable the moment we put the English Bible

into contrast with the vernacular Versions of Romanized

countries in Europe. Under the shadows of the Inquisition,

earlier considerably than King James, Cassiodore de Reyna

toiled at the Spanish Bible as Tindale had toiled in English.

He left his task unfinished, but Cyprian de Valera took it

up and a few years earlier than King James the whole Bible

was published. We still have it and circulate it in Latin Amer-

ica as well as in Spain. It is beloved by Spanish Protestants

with an intensity of attachment which rivals or surpasses the

attachment of Englishmen to the English Bible; but it has

no relation to Spanish literature. The masters of Span-

ish letters know it not. Ticknor in his History of Spain

does not mention it; though he does mention that long be-

fore Tindale or Wycliffe a Spanish monarch sought to fix

the Castilian as a literary language by putting the Bible

into it and that a similar attempt was made in Catalan

—

significant and admirable attempts, but seemingly failures

because there was no disposition to read the Bible in Spain.

The Valera Version is not nearly equal in intrinisic merit

to King James; but it was not for that reason that it failed

to reach the national mind of Spain, but because Spain

quenched the light and rejected the Reformation. In France

it is not ver}<- different though Calvin himself with his rare

mastery of French toiled over the Olivetan Version, and

there have been other Versions
;
but neither there nor in Italy

nor in any other of the Romance languages, has the Bible

any recognized relation to general literature. Dante made

modern Italian by his Divina Commedia, turning away from

the classical Latin. If he had translated the Bible, it is not

likely he could have dominated Italian language and liter-

ature with it. In Germany, on the contrary, Luther made
modern High German by his Version. Protestant Ger-

many along with Protestant England has sanctified its liter-

ature, humanly speaking, because it has recognized the light

of the world and walked in it. Well might Cardinal New-
man exclaim in despair, “The literature of England is
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against us. It is Protestant in warp and woof. We never

can unmake it.”

Not only the great masters of literature admit their debt

to our Version, but English speech everywhere is permeated

with it in incalculable ways. It is the gold basis for our

major coinage; but it also supplies the smaller coin of popu-

lar phrase. Everybody talks about “highways and hedges”,

the “still small voice” and “the thorn in the flesh” and the

“root of all evil” and “the sweat of the brow” and “coals of

fire” and “pearls before swine”'—the list can be drawn out ad

infinitum.

It is striking to observe how popular Bible titles for pop-

ular novels have become. Thackeray set the example in his

“Adventures of Philip On his Way through the World.

Who Robbed him. Who Helped him and Who Passed him

by.” “Cometh Up Like a Flower” is another. The Prodi-

gal Son has furnished, I believe, several lesser writers with

titles. It is doubtful whether most of Miss Wharton’s

readers know that “The House of Mirth” is borrowed from

Ecclesiastes. Indeed the very enemies of the Bible, when

they would attack it, must sharpen their swords with the

keen phrases of Job or Isaiah or St. Paul, recognizing that

the English Bible has become a national habit. Mortised

thus into the very framework of literature and woven into

the speech and usage of daily life
;
shining like the sun upon

the just and the unjust, it is natural that we should feel

si comfortable security that it never can be dislodged or

torn out of its place of supreme honor. But let us not be too

confident, lest we forget what put it there, for that alone can

keep it where it belongs.

The literary reputation of the English Bible is the conse-

quence and not the cause of its power. The true cause of

its whole influence is the conviction, bred into the bone of

English Christendom, that it is the very Word of God—the

ultimatum of Deity. If once that conviction be impaired,

we need not fancy that its literary power and influence

will not wane. Already we see unwelcome signs of care-
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less neglect—the outgrowth of worldly living and a skep-

tical habit of mind. When men cease to believe in its full

divine authority, they will presently find plausible reasons

for denying its supreme value as literature. So in this year

of commemoration, it is of the first importance that we

should understand that Almighty God gave it to us, not in-

deed by mechanical dictation, not by poetic afflatus, but by

a true theopnciistia. Its power in English is a derived power

drawn from its aboriginal form. Is it not wonderful that

though only a translation and not indigenous to our soil,

it should yet dominate our literature?

How fair it seems, our much loved English Bible, like a

stately vessel coming from some distant ocean laden with

rare spices and costly treasures to visit our shores

!

We know what masters laid thy keel.

What workmen wrought thy ribs of steel.

Who made each mast, each sail, each rope,

What anvils rang, what hammers beat.

In what a forge, in what a heat.

Were shaped the anchors of thy hope.

New York. John Fox.



THE ENGLISH BIBLE IN THE SPIRITUAL LIFE
OF THE ENGLISH-SPEAKING PEOPLE.^

In attempting to treat so spacious and many-sided a

theme, within the time allotted to each of the speakers on

this occasion, one can at most hope only to touch upon a

few fundamental considerations. I shall confine myself

to two main lines of thought, from which we may, as I trust,

take a rapid yet fairly comprehensive view, alike of the

general principles that underlie this subject and of their

concrete expression and practical significance in the particu-

lar period of history to which these commemorative exercises

direct our attention this morning. In the first place, then,

let us consider the nature of the spiritual influence exerted

by the Bible as such, and’ in the second place let us try to

form some estimate of the range or extent of this influence,

in the case of the English Bible, upon the spiritual life of

the English-speaking people.

The Bible is emphatically the book of life. It is a collec-

tion of writings which, as a matter of observation and ex-

perience, are as vitalizing as they are vital. Directly or

indirectly they all bear testimony to One who professed to

come into this world that men might have life, and have

it abundantly, and who, judged by the events of history,

has brought life and immortality to light for a multitude

whom no man can number. What the evangelist John

says concerning the purpose of his own Gospel is true in a

sense of all the Scriptures ; “But these are written that ye

may believe that Jesus is the Christ, the Son of God, and

that believing ye may have life in his name.”

In its realization of this mission the Bible, it must be em-

phasized, renders its chief service to the individual. Its

’An address delivered in Miller Chapel on Tuesday, May 9th, at the

celebration of the three hundredth anniversary of the publication of the

Authorized Ve’’sion of the English Bible.
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message and its ministry are primarily personal. Its di-

vinely ordained method of ennobling society as a whole is

that of transforming, simultaneously indeed yet also separ-

ately, its constituent units. One by one, men, women, and

children are to appropriate its treasures of truth and grace

and life until, in the consummated kingdom of heaven, the

race and the cosmos are fully redeemed. Even the subtle

intangible yet most real and potent spiritual atmosphere

or climate which we instinctively feel when we enter a

community in which the human spirit has for many genera-

tions homed itself in the sacred Scriptures can and must

be traced back to the influence of the Sun of righteousness

upon those rivers of living water which, as the Savior

affirmed, gush forth from the regenerated personality of

each of his followers. Here as in every other vital process

the personal factor is the determining one.

Nor is it difficult for us to understand how the Bible be-

comes the word of life to every one who really accepts its

great message. For the unique excellence of the book is its

profound, intense, all-pervading spirituality. It is the record

of God’s self-disclosure to his people for the benefit of the

whole race, and as such a revelation it is fitted to be the

bearer of a new and divine life for the children of men.

Not that any magical power inheres in the mere letter of

Scripture. It is the Spirit that giveth life—that same Holy

Spirit who makes those whom he regenerates see with the

certainty of an immediate intuition the perfect agreement

between the new life that has sprung up in their own hearts

and that wonderful world of spiritual truths and heavenly

energies and transcendent glories which they behold in the

Bible. In a word, the Spirit-led reader finds in the inspired

volume as nowhere else him whom to know is eternal life.

When this is said, everything is included. For as Princi-

pal Fairbairn reminds us, “Man’s thought of God, of the

cause and end alike of his own being and of the universe, is

his most commanding thought; make it and you make the

man.’’ Does not the repeated experience of every one of us
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testify that the unity of our own personal life emerges most

clearly to our view when, as in the act of prayer, we stand

face to face with the only true and living One? Man’s re-

lation to God is, in fact, the fruitful mother-principle that

organizes the whole system of his thoughts, affections, as-

pirations, and purposes. Historically, as Dr. Kuyper, in

his noble “Stone Lectures’’ has so well showed, there have

been developed five characteristic expressions of this funda-

mental relationship between the finite and the Infinite.

Paganism seeks and finds and worships God in the creature.

Islam takes the antithetic extreme that cuts off all contact

between God and the creature, isolating the former from

human affairs and confining the latter within a realm of in-

exorable fatalism. Modernism in its atheistic and agnostic

forms as seen in the shibboleth of the French Revolution,

“No God, no master,” tries to annihilate all relation to

God, because he is conceived as a power hostile to the state

and society. We are concerned more particularly with those

other two comprehensive life-systems which have grown up

side by side in our western world upon substantially the same

biblical foundation, Romanism and Evangelicalism. With

all they have in common, the former maintains that God
enters into fellowship with man only by means of a middle-

link, an external visible institution : it is the hierarchical

church that stands between the soul and the source of its

life. Over against this the Protestants, and notably of

course that commanding constructive genius of the more

thorough-going Refonned faith, John Calvin, proclaimed

the epoch-making truth, that God, though standing in ma-

jestic sovereignty above all his creatures, can and does

enter into immediate fellowship with them in the person of

the Holy Spirit. In nothing is the contrast more striking

than in the views of the two parties concerning the Scriptures

themselves. The Romanist accepts the Bible as the word

of God primarily because the church tells him it is such

;

the Protestant accepts the Bible as the word of God primar-

ily because God himself by an immediate tcstimonio Spiritns
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Sancti tells him it is such. To the Protestant the message

of the Eternal in holy Scripture is self-evidencing. To him

God here speaks directly in such wise that he is convinced

that it is God who is speaking to him.

But not to dwell upon this particular application of the

principle which led the Reformers to oppose the whole

papal system, we would emphasize the fact that this self-

authenticating revelation of God which the Bible records

becomes the chief means for the divine regeneration of

human life. When man finds the living God, especially as

made known in the person and mission of his only begotten

Son, then man also finds himself. He passes through a

crisis of his spiritual being that little by little transforms

from within his whole life. Standing before the holy Lord

God Almighty the sinner feels his soul lacerated by the

consciousness of his guilt. But the divine majesty is not

completely unveiled until the white radiance of ineffable

purity is seen to fall upon the Christ and then to break into

the varied hues of that condescending love and redeeming

grace that can stoop from the heavenly glories to the lowest

abysses of human sin and shame and misery for the salva-

tion of men. This is the marvel of marvels that the quick-

ened soul. Spirit-led and Bible-fed, ever finds in the Gospel

—

God himself undertakes the sinner’s cause. God is for him;

God is with him
;
God is in him. Through the slow and oft-

times painful steps of self-examination, and self-condemna-

tion, and self-renunciation, the penitent rises, by the aid of

a divine Redeemer, to the heights of true self-realization.

The cross of Calvary, once the object of the guilty man’s

scorn and derision, becomes luminous with a hope that

flashes its radiance towards all the horizons of his life and

even beyond into the solemn grandeurs of the eternal world.

Outside of the Scriptures, left to himself, man had lost him-

self amid the vague shadows of a transitory order of things

;

but now in the faith that is in Christ Jesus he finds himself,

because he rediscovers his Father and his God and all the

abiding realities of the spiritual universe. He has become a
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new creation. His life has a new centre and a new circum-

ference; new ideas and new ideals; new motives and new

powers for the realization of the divine purpose that shapes

his character and conduct and destiny, the attainment of

Godlikeness. No wonder he calls the Bible his sacred book.

For all his most precious interests whether of time or of

eternity, are bound up with its life-giving words. It is the

light, the inspiration, the comfort and joy of his needy

soul as nothing else on earth can be. It is his chief means

of spiritual grace and development, working silently day

by day, like the sunshine, to enrich and beautify his life.

As another has said, “It is thus the revelation of God to

man
;
the revelation of man to himself

;
and the revelation of

the spiritual constitution, meaning and destiny of that cos-

mic process by which our humanity has come into existence

and by which also it will be ultimately ‘delivered out of the

bondage of corruption into the glorious liberty of the chil-

dren of God.’
”

Such, then, is the function of the Bible as “the friend and

aider of those who would live in the spirit.” Wherever,

through the long centuries, the Scriptures have entered into

the language, literature and life of a people, wherever their

vital message has been appropriated by the human spirit,

there these characteristic, life-quickening, life-transfonning,

life-ennobling, life-spiritualizing influences of the Gospel

have made themselves felt. And not only so, but from the

day of Pentecost to the present time there has been a measur-

able correspondence, as if between cause and effect, be-

tween the study of these living oracles and the quantity and

quality of the spiritual life of each generation.

When, therefore, we now undertake to estimate the range

or extent of the spiritual influence of the Bible in its Eng-

lish translations, particularly in the Authorized Version,

which by way of eminence has been the English Bible of

the last three centuries, we are confronted by a fact that is

as unique as it is significant : no people of the modern world

have had their life more thoroughly moulded by the Scrip-
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tures in the vernacular than have the people of English

speech. How far this may have been due to the number

and excellence of their biblical versions, or to that spirit-

uality of mind which they had in common with other Teu-

tons of the North, or perchance to the reflex influence of

that great literature of theirs, which came to surpass all

others not only in its composite richness, its intellectual

maturity, its creative energy, but also in its ethical serious-

ness, its democratic sympathies and its religious earnest-

ness, we need not pause to consider. The fact itself is plain

enough. How then may we estimate its meaning? We
might undertake a historical comparison between our Eng-

lish-American civilization and that based upon the mediae-

val conception of the Bible in its relation to church and state.

Or we might look at those more static expressions of the

spiritual life of a people which we find in their literature

and art. But in view of our having thus far spoken chiefly

of the dynamic principles by which the Scriptures as such

operate in the regeneration of the individual life, it will be

more appropriate to pursue the parallel line of investigation

and see how far these same principles have affected the

various social institutes of the English-speaking world.

We have seen that the primary service which the Bible

renders is always a personal one, the spiritual improvement,

amounting to a positive renewal and not a mere reformation,

of every man, woman or child who truly receives its mes-

sage of salvation. We now maintain that its secondary

service to society as a whole is equally vital and, because of

the vaster issues involved, even more important—that of

maintaining and helping to realize the exalted ideals and the

beneficent tendencies of those social institutions which at

their best have grown up, if not solely yet chiefly, under

the inspirations and the sanctions of the Gospel itself.

First, then, we have the family, the primary social in-

stitute, the cornerstone of the home, the school, the church,

the state, the nation. It is, of course, based upon natural in-

stincts of the most powerful character, “whose roots are in
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the body, but whose flowers and fruits are in the soul.” It

secures through marriage and parentage a more intimate

blending of physical and spiritual interests than does any

other human relationship. While, therefore, we cannot say

that it owes its very existence to the Bible, it is a truth

worth our remembering at such a time as this, that the best

homes that the world has ever seen have been those nur-

tured in the soil and atmosphere of the religious life of the

countries in which the Bible has been supreme. The very

words father and mother, brother and sister, son and daugh-

ter, in our own language, have been expanded beyond their

limits in paganism and filled with the richest, because the

most spiritual content. In the English-speaking world

as nowhere else is that dictum verified, “Only where Christ

is crowned king is woman a queen in her home.” I am
aware, indeed, that the Puritans of England and New Eng-

land are not now held in the same high esteem they once

were. Doubtless, we realize more thoroughly that they

had their roughnesses, their austerities, their tempermental

limitations. But for all that, their lives were centered in

God and circumferenced by the spiritual. Their abodes on

the earth were sanctuaries of prayer and Bible study and

sacred song, and right well did they understand that most

delicate and difficult but withal blessed task of inculcating

in children the fear of the Lord that is the beginning of

wisdom, and that disposition of mind and heart that seeks

and finds God in the common things of life and puts the

spirit of divine worship into all the work of life. Here,

of a truth, in the purity and sanctity of the home, we have

one of the open secrets of the spiritual excellence and su-

premacy of our Anglo-Saxon civilization. The courtesies,

the proprieties, the humanities of our domestic life, its

moral strength and beauty, we owe directly to those spirit-

ual influences that have flowed into the sanctuaries about

our hearths from the holy hill of Zion, “fast by the oracles

of God.”

Again, consider the varied blessings that the spiritual
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life of the English people, quickened and nurtured as it

was by the Bible in their vernacular, has brought to their

own and other lands through the manifold activities of the

second of our social institutes, the church. The church

is the congregation of believers, the communion of those

sharing the kindred life of faith in Jesus Christ. As such

she is the most spiritual of all the organized forces in human
society. I can only enumerate some of her most character-

istic and important achievements.

The most obvious is that magnificent missionary enter-

prise that has sent English-speaking heralds of the cross

unto the very ends of the earth. Two events, neither of

which can be rightly understood except from the point of

view of the religious history of the world, prepared the way

for this unique glory of the island-home of our spiritual

forefathers—the wresting from Spain by England of the

supremacy of the seas, and the evangelical revival in Great

Britain and America in the eighteenth century. Since then

the spiritual life of the English-speaking people has never

ceased to blossom and bear fruit in almost every land and

clime; and, as if conscious of, and grateful to God for the

source of its sustenance, it has, through the British and

Foreign Bible Society and our own American Bible Society

spread the good seed of the word broadcast over the earth

in the form of over two hundred and fifty millions of copies

of the holy Scriptures.

Equally noteworthy is the service of the church in the

educational world. Without attaching any undue import-

ance to that creation of the religious life of England, the

modern Sunday school, which has the teaching of the Bible

as the very ground of its existence, and without dwelling

upon the varied service of biblical instruction which the

missionary experts abroad and our ministers at home are

more and more emphasizing as an essential in all true evan-

gelization, I would allude to that splendid chapter in the

spiritual development of mankind which the church has

inspired by her constant devotion to the cause of the com-
27
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mon school, the private academy, and the higher institu-

tions of learning. Wherever the Scriptures have been right-

ly used they have not only showed the inadequacy of merely

intellectual discipline, aesthetic culture and utilitarian train-

ing, but have also dignified and sanctified art and science

and learning by making them the true interpreters of the

glory of that God who desires his children to know him in

the works of his hand in nature as well as in the special

revelation of his grace.

And what shall we say of the numberless humanitarian,

charitable and philanthropic institutions and movements of

which in all ages, and never more than in the English-

speaking world of to-day, the church has been the fostering

mother? With all their defects and limitations they have

been among the crowning glories of our Anglo-Saxon

civilization. The Gospel has heroically grappled with the

problem of evil and has done much toward its solution by

means of a myriad-fashioned social helpfulness. And mark

you, the church has been enabled to render this service

herself and to inspire even those outside of her membership

to aid her in the task, only by means of that basal principle

of her faith which we have emphasized : in the presence of

the eternal God, the loving heavenly Father, every human
life is sacred, and inasmuch as the redemption in Christ

Jesus makes a brotherhood of all believers, the strong are

constrained to bear the burdens of the weak, the afflicted

and the unfortunate. It is because the English Bible has

entered so profoundly into the spiritual life of the English-

speaking people that these social duties of the Gospel have

been so well understood and, on the whole, so faithfully

performed by them.

Still further, it has been the church, the company of those

who owning allegiance to Jesus Christ seek to realize his

ideals of moral character and conduct, that has done most,

by precept and example, to lure and lift the souls of men

to higher planes of ethical living. By common consent the

Scriptures are the most potent influence to vitalize and
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develop the moral life of the race. They purge and enlighten

conscience
;
they energize and determine the will of man for

righteousness as no other force can do, because they bring

motives deep as eternity to bear upon his choices and because

they present as the model for our lives One who has not

only created humanity’s ideal of perfection but can also

bestow the power that transforms his worshippers into a

living likeness to himself. As read in the privacy of the

home, but even more as proclaimed in the great congrega-

tion, where deep answers unto deep in the experience of the

common faith, the Bible moves us, guides us, checks us, and

sustains us in our efforts to realize the manifold excellence

of the life that is dedicated to the high ends and aims which

it keeps before us. The much praised moral earnestness and

sobriety, the ethical gravity and impressiveness of our Eng-

lish and American literature are due chiefly to the sublime

ideas and ideals of the Bible and the embodiment of these in

the conduct of the men and women who have adorned its

teachings by their lives.

I can only allude to the last great service which the Bible

has rendered through the organized church; I mean its

constant influence in keeping religion itself pure and spirit-

ual. Divine worship is grounded in the very instincts of the

soul and is therefore a universal phenomenon in human
life. But we need to remember that it is the Bible above

all other forces that makes and preserves spiritual religion

as a living reality, safeguarding it from superstitious errors,

sensuous practices and conventional formalism. It does

this by means of its basal doctrine that the supreme object

of our interest and devotion is a spiritual Being of infinite

holiness who must be worshipped in spirit and in truth, with

loving gratitude and joy, it may be, but ever also in humil-

ity and purity of heart. Thus by virtue of the cleansing

and strengthening currents of their spiritual influence the

Scriptures have been the chief agency for ennobling and

sanctifying religious worship itself in Protestant England

and America.
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The third social institute that reflects, and therefore helps

us to guage, the influence of the Bible upon the spiritual

life of the English-speaking people is the state.

It is, of course, no accident of history that the most

democratic governments, those guaranteeing the largest

measure of popular freedom, have been reared in those

countries in which the Gospel has most firmly established

itself. For while Christianity as such favors no one poli-

tical system as against another, it always and everj'where

brings to bear upon a nation’s life three far-reaching fun-

damental principles that slowly but steadily make for re-

publicanism in the state as well as in the church. First, it

makes its appeal, as we have seen, primarily to the indi-

vidual, calling upon him to exercise the prerogatives of his

manhood as a free agent in the highest sphere of his thought

and action, the realm of his relation to his Maker and Re-

deemer. Secondly, it recognizes and enforces the sacred-

ness of his own personality as a social unit, requiring him,

if need be—and in England the need arose more than once

—

to assert against the “divine rights” of unjust kings, the

diviner rights of his own enlightened conscience. And
thirdly, it places all men, rich and poor, king and subject,

master and slave upon substantially the same moral plane

before God as the one sovereign Lord and Judge of all.

Nothing short of these sublime spiritual conceptions and

convictions inculcated by the Bible could ever have shat-

tered the despotisms of caste and class and secured the polit-

ical enfranchisement of the individual citizen to the extent

to which we find it developed in the modern world, first of

all in the Calvinistic Netherlands, then in England in the

wake of the “glorious revolution” of 1688, and best of all

in the constitutions of our several commonwealths and the

federal government. It is because of the presence of these

dynamic principles of the Gospel in our life and literature

that Wordsworth’s lines are true

—

“We must be free or die who speak the tongue

That Shakespeare spake.”
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And the best guarantee for the perpetuity of a govern-

ment of the people, by the people, and for the people, is

found in those supplementary truths of the Bible that there

is no liberty worthy of the name save that which exists in

obedience to righteous authority; that there can be no just

laws or ordinances among men unless they are grounded in

the eternal Righteousness
;
and that the glory of every state,

as of every individual citizen, depends upon an ever-deep-

ening conception of, and an ever-increasing devotion to, the

revealed will of the King of kings and the Ruler of all

nations.

And now lastly, we have the great English-speaking race

itself as the most extensive and the most important of the

social expressions of the spiritual influence of the Bible in

the modern world. Anglo-Saxon civilization is, indeed, a

complex product, to which many forces, some of them

purely material, have contributed. But its noblest features,

its best tendencies, its brightest hopes are simply inexplica-

ble apart from that Book of books, the very translations of

which into the vernacular have, through the passing cen-

turies, been the dominating force in creating the first great

bond that holds the Anglo-Saxon world together, our com-

mon speech; and the spiritual revelations of which have

touched these mighty sister nations at a profounder depth

of their common interests than has any other factor that

has ever entered into the life of either of them.

Friends, what means this universal thanksgiving and joy

on both sides of the Atlantic Ocean in connection with those

two series of events that are in all our thoughts to-day, in

which the King of England and his humblest subject and

President Taft and the rank and file of our citizenry are so

deeply interested—the various celebrations being held in

both countries to commemorate the publication three hun-

dred years ago of this noble English version of the Bible,

and these good substantial steps, quite unprecedented in

the history of the race, that are being taken on both sides

of the water to insure by means of a permanent tribunal of
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arbitration lasting and honorable peace between Great Bri-

tain and the United States of America? One sentence tells

the whole story : through the written word Christ the incar-

nate Word is coming forth into our Anglo-American civi-

lization in the glory of his Saviorship, conquering and to

conquer, after the divinely appointed order of Melchizedek,

the King of righteousness first of all, and after that also

the King of peace.

So to-day we give God thanks, and ascribe to him all the

glory, for the remarkable influence in the past of the Eng-

lish Bible upon the spiritual life of the English-speaking

people; and for the future, we pray, for ourselves and for

all the tribes and kindreds of the people on the face of the

earth

“Word of life, most pure and strong

Lo! for thee the nations long.

Spread, till from its dreary night

All the world awakes to light.”

Frederick W. Loetscher.Princeton.



NOTES ON THE HISTORY OF THE AUTHORISED
VERSION OF THE BIBLE IN SCOTLAND.

I. THE RECEPTION OF THE AUTHORISED VERSION.

In an appendix to his Additional Memorial on Printing

and Importing Bibles Dr. John Lee says : “In Scotland the

people have been accustomed to borrow all the works used
in the service of the church. They have never had a ver-

sion of the Scriptures except what was borrowed. They
have a borrowed Confession of Faith, borrowed Catechisms,

a borrowed version of the Psalms in metre (furnished

chiefly by Barton and Rous).”*“ This, when viewed in

connection with our exclusiveness in doctrine and polity, is

one of the enigmas of Scottish ecclesiastical history. From
Dr. Lee’s researches it would appear that the Genevan
Version of the Bible held its own with King James’ Version
until 1640. This was the version that had been chiefly

** This statement, while to all intents and purposes correct, requires

a word of explanation as far as a Scottish translation of the Scrip-

tures is concerned. In 1500, Murdoch 'Nisbit made a translation of

the New Testament for his own use. Dr. Lindsay thinks that it

was taken from one of the vernacular editions of the Scriptures used

by the Lollards (Scottish Historical Review, April, 1904) but as it was

practically a private venture for private purposes it has scarcely the

right of being reckoned a Scottish Version.

A much more interesting question for Scotsmen is the fact that as

early as i6oi the question of a new translation was brought before the

General Assembly which met that year at Burntisland, King James
himself being present. Calderwood’s account of the affair may be

quoted:—“In the last sessioun it was meaned by sindrie of the breth-

rein, that there were sindrie errours in the vulgar translatioun of the

Bible, and of the Psalmes in meter, which required correcting; as

also, that there were sindrie prayers in the Psalme Booke that were

not convenient for the tyme. It was therefore concluded, that, for

the translatioun of the Bible, everie one of the Brethrein, who had

greatest skill in the languages, imploy their travells, in sindrie parts

of the vulgar translatioun of the Bible that needed to be amended, and

to conferre the same together at nixt Assemblie.” Nothing, however,

ever came of the proposal.
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used in Scotland and was the popular version alike in Eng-

land and in Scotland. Whatever significance may be now
attached to the phrase “Appointed to be read in Churches”

it would appear that it does not imply compulsion.^ For on

turning to the works of Scottish writers it is noticeable

that even those most willing to show obedience to the House

of Stewart continued using the Genevan Version. It was

used by Dr. William Guild, chaplain to Charles I. In Sir

James Sempill of Beltrie’s Sacrilege Sacredly Handled, that

is according to Scripture only; for the use of all churches in

general, but more especially for those of North Britaine

(London: 1619) the Genevan Version is used. The same is

true of the Dikaiologie (London; 1614) and Triumph of

a Christian (1615) both by William Cowper, bishop of

Galloway. The bishop also used the Genevan Version for

the texts of his sermons. In James Baillie’s sermon Spirit-

ual Marriage preached at Westminster (London: 1627)

dedicated to nine peers and seven other courtiers of the

Scottish nation the Genevan Version is always quoted.

Struthers^ in his Christian Observations and Resolution for

Death, both printed at Edinburgh, 1628, follows a like

course. Zachary Boyd, also, uses the Genevan Version in

the Last Battell of the Soul (Edinburgh: 1629). William

Wischart, parson of Restalrig, generally uses it in his

' The question as to the authorisation of King James’ Version was

raised on the issue of the Revised New Testament in 1881. Dr.

Wordsworth, Bishop of Lincoln, and Lord Selborne, the Lord Chan-

cellor, were inclined to regard the words “appointed to be read in

churches” as implying authorisation by some competent authority.

Their letters appeared in the Times (June 10, 1881) and are reprinted

in Dr. Schaff’s Companion to the Greek Testament and the English

Version, p. 334. The subject was thoroughly discussed by Dr. Randall

Davidson, now Archbishop of Canterbury, in an article in MacMillan’s

Magazine for October, 1881 (see summary of his argument in Schaff,

PP- 331-333), and from the evidence he adduces there can be very

little doubt that the phrase did not imply compulsory authority. The

Scottish usage as noticed above confirms Dr. Davidson’s contention.

“ Calderwood leaves us in no doubt to which side Struthers’ sym-

pathies leaned. Time and again he refers to Patrick Galloway and

Struthers as the “two pensioners” (Hist, of the Kirk of Scotland, vii.).
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Exposition of the Lord’s Prayer (London: 1633). John

Abernethy, Bishop of Caithness, in his Physicke for the

Soule quotes from the same version. And Alexander Hen-

derson in preaching before the General Assembly in 1639

quotes his text from the Genevan Version.® From the

foregoing evidence it would appear that the use of the new

version was not compulsory
;
otherwise those who were

favourable to the. royal policy would have shewn their

anxiety to meet it in using the Authorised Version.

When we turn, in search of evidence, to ecclesiastical

courts or church formularies we fail to discover anything

that will account for the position ultimately attained by

the Authorised Version. No doubt it is enacted in the

Canons and Constitutions Ecclesiasticall (1636) that: “In

every church there shall be provided at the charge of the

parochin, a Bible of the largest volume, with the Booke of

Common Prayer and Psalmes, newlie authorized. The Bible

shall be of the translation of King James; and if any

parochin be unprovided thereof, the same shall be amended

within two months at most after the publication of this

constitution.’’ This decree, however, is of little signifi-

cance; for two years afterwards the Glasgow Assembly

made short work of the Canons and Constitutions Ecclesias-

ticall. The book was condemned as “contrary to the Con-

fession of Faith and repugnant to the established govern-

ment, the Book of Discipline, and the acts and constitution

of our Kirk.” The very fact that the Authorised Version

was recommended in this book shews that it must have had

some hold, otherwise it might have been set aside in the

mighty ecclesiastical upheaval which Scotland experienced

at this time. The formularies adopted by the Scottish

Church from the Westminster Assembly while referring

to the Scriptures make no mention of any particular version

which, in the very nature of things, showed the wisdom of

those who were responsible for drawing up the Westminster

Directory for Public Worship and the Confession of Faith.

° Lee’s Memorial, pp. 90-92.
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The Authorized version made its way on its own merits

independently of ecclesiastical enactments.

The new version evidently was regarded by some in

Scotland as standing in need of revision. At least, there

was a proposal for revision in the following quaint terms :

—

“For ye bettering of ye Inglish translation of ye Bible (ist

printed A.D. 1612) by Mr. Jno Row,'^ ’tis offer’d. That

these five things are to be endeavoured

I. That evil and unmeet divisions of chapt^s, verses, and

sentences be recti fy’d and made more proper, rationall,

and dexterous, w^h will much clear the scope.

II. That needles transpositions of words, or stories,

pj'tending to Hypall or Synchyses, be waryly amended
;
or

noted if they cannot.

III. That all vseless additions be lop’t off, yt debase the

wisdom of ye Spirit; to instance

—

1. All ye Apocryphall writings
;
being meerly humane.

2. All popish and superstitious prints, plates, and pictures.

3. Apotheosing and canonizing of some (not oth^s) as

Sts., S*^ Luke : not St Job . .

.

4. Spurious additions, or subscriptions (to Epistles)

words & Sentences.

IV. That all sinfull & needles detractions be supply’d; and

yt lies in 6 things viz.

1. Let all sentences, or words detracted, be added in ye

text.

2. Epitomize ye contents, & chapfs better at ye topps of

ye leafe.

3. The parenthesis ought not to be omitted, where ’tis.

Mohn Row was the son of Rev. John Row, Carnock, author of the

Historic of the Kirk of Scotland. He continued his father’s Historie

from 1637 to July 1639. He had been sometime Master of the Gram-

mar School, Perth, and afterwards Principal of King’s College, Aber-

deen. His Hehrwce Linguce Institutiones appeared in 1644, the first

book of the kind printed in Scotland. His XiXias Hebraica: seu, vo-

cabiilarium appeared the same year, and his ’Euxapicrria BacrAiKi; m
1660.
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4. Exhaust not the Emphasis of a word, (as Idols, 13

wayes exprest).

5. Nor ye Superlative, left only as a positive.

6. Notificatum, not noticed at all.

V. As respecting mutation, or change, 4 things are need-

ful
;
namely,

1. That nothing be changed, but convinc’t apparently,

to be bett^:

2. Yet a change not hurting truth, piety, or ye text, may
be just & needfull.

3. Many evil changes are to be amended as these 9 in

particular

:

( 1 ) When words or sentences, are mistaken.

(2) When ye margin is righter than ye line, as in 800

places (& more) it is.

(3) When particles are confounded.

(4) When a word plurall, is translated as singular.

(5) When the active is rendered as if a passive.

(6) When the genders are confounded: as mostly ye

cantic: bee.

(7) When Hebrismes are omitted, in silence, or amisse.

(8) When participium paiil is rendered as if it were

Nyphall.

(9) When conjugatio pyell is Inglish’t as if Kal.

4. (On the other hand) 9 good changes are to be warily

endeavour’d, viz.

(1) Put ye titles of ye true God (all ouer) litera Capital!.

(2) Let Magistrates correct misprinting of Bibles.

(3) Put more in Inglish, (even propria nomina:) less in

Heb. Gr. & Latin termes.

(4) That Ingl. words (not understood in Scotland) be

idiomatiz’d.

(5) That all be Analogical! to Scripture termes, not

toucht wth our opinion, or error.

(6) Something Equivocal to Keri, & Kethib, be noticed.

(7) That letters, poynts, and stopps, be distinctly notified.
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(8) The paralel places ought to be well noted, in the

margin.

(9) Things not amiss, may be endeavo''ed to be bettered.

The like is (as to N. T.) to be endeavored, many
words wanting their owne native idiom and import, and

sometime ye translation overflowes in ye Inglish; or els is

defective: and some words confounded: (Ex:gr: Bvva/u<:,

power, and i^ovaia
,
in 70 or near 80 places translated power

wch is properly authority, &c).

All this has been essayed by divers able Hebritians

:

as Mr H
: J : Mr Jn C. &c whose notes, and pains are yet

conceal’d in private hands, but may come to light, and

publick use, in due time.”

This proposal for revision like that of the Long Parlia-

ment in 1653 came to nothing^ and is, as far as is known, the

only proposal emanating directly from Scotland for a re-

vision of the Authorised Version.

The only active opposition to the Authorised Version

came from the Gibites or the “Sweet Singers of Borrow-

stouness”—a small sect of the later Covenanting period.

Their leader “Muckle John Gib” was a ship captain and

from the scattered accounts coming down from this period

it is evident the Gibites were under strong delusions. It

is unnecessary to dwell on their strange vagaries® except

in so far as to point out their attitude to the translation of

the Scriptures made in 1611. The Government of the time

had as little respect for the Gibites as they had for the

Cameronians, with the result that numbers of them were

cast into prison. In fact the Government were not slow to

ascribe the excesses of the former to the latter. While in

prison a number of the Gibites sent out a protest in which

they say :
—

“It seemed good to the Holy Ghost and to us

“For an account of the Long Parliament’s proposal see Whitelocke’s

Memorials and Wescott’s Hist, of the English Bible, pp. 120, 121.

'“Gib’s Blasphemous Papers, May ist, 1681’’ are given in Wodrow’s
History of the Sufferings of the Church of Scotland, vol. iii. Donald

Cargill expostulated with these fanatics but failed to bring them to

a right state of mind in divine things.
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to take out of our Bibles the Psalms in metre” supporting

their action by quoting:
—“For I testify unto every man

that heareth the words of the prophecy of this book, If any

man shall add unto these things, God shall add unto him

the plagues that are written in this book” (Rev. xxii. i8).

Concerning the Authorised Version they say:
—“We, being

pressed to the work by the Holy Ghost, do renounce the

impression and translation of both the Old and New Testa-

ment.” They offer objections to the dedication, to the divi-

sions into chapters and verses as being of human invention

—which, it must be admitted, were not the worst features

of their religious insanity. They also objected to “the

drawing scores betwixt the books of the Bible.” The

Gibites soon died out and never exercised to any appreciable

degree an influence on the religious or ecclesiastical life

of Scotland. Their opposition, therefore, to the Authorised

Version is not recorded here because if its importance but

simply as a passing incident not without interest in the his-

tory of the Authorised Version in Scotland.

II. THE BIBLE SOCIETY OR APOCRYPHA CONTROVERSY.

The Apocrypha Controversy, though having only a dis-

tant relation to the main subject of this article, is of interest

because of the prominent part taken in it by Scotsmen and

also because of the great commotion it caused in the auxil-

iaries of the British and Foreign Bible Society in Scotland.

It is also to be borne in mind that this Controversy may be

held as directly responsible for the insertion of articles III

and IV in the constitution of the National Bible Society of

Scotland which this year has celebrated its jubilee. This

Society was formed by the amalgamation of the National,

Glasgow, and Edinburgh Bible Societies in i86i. The latter

Society took a prominent part in the Controversy the mem-

ory of which is perpetuated in the articles already referred

to and which are as follows :
—“The only version of the

Holy Scriptures, in the English language, which the Society

shall circulate or hold in .stock shall be the Authorised Ver-
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sion; and as regards translations into other languages, only

such shall be adopted as shall be in harmony with the prin-

ciples of the Society, and shall be approved of from time

to time by the Board of Directors (article III). The
Society shall consist of all who are willing to unite in pro-

moting its object: but none except Protestants holding the

doctrine of the Holy Trinity shall be admissible to hold any

office in connection with the management of the Society

(article IV).”

The story of the rise of the Controversy is soon told.

Robert Haldane on a visit to London called with a friend at

the offices of the British and Foreign Bible Society to make

some enquiries in connection with an edition of Martin’s

French Bible, which he had himself originated. This edi-

tion had been printed at Toulouse, at the expense of the

Society under the inspection of Professor Chabrand. For-

getting his umbrella, Mr. Haldane returned next day for it

and was requested by Mr. Zachary Macaulay, the distin-

guished philanthropist, to join a sub-committee, which was

then in conference with Dr. Pinkerton in regard to the

Toulouse Bible. To his great surprise he learned that the

Apocrypha had been appended to this edition and also to the

earlier edition of 1817, notwithstanding that his contribu-

tions had been given on the distinct understanding that these

editions would contain nothing but the pure Word of God.

This discovery led to a prolonged controversy which con-

cerns us here from only the Scottish standpoint.'^

The printing of the Apocrypha with the Bible was clearly

against the rules of the British and Foreign Bible Society

and after Mr. Haldane’s protest it was thought the pub-

lishing of the Apocr}'^pha with the Bible would cease. But

in 1824 on application by Dr. Van Ess, a German Roman
Catholc priest, the Society voted £500 for an intermingled

Apocrypha. On 21st September the Edinburgh Bible So-

' Lives of Robert and James Haldane (London: 1852) p. 517. For

a fuller account of the Controversy see Henderson’s The Religious

Controversies of Scotland, pp. 95-110, where a list of works having

reference to the Controversy will be found.
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ciety sent a letter of expostulation. Another remonstrance

was sent in January of the following year. And in March

of the same year a protest came from Cambridge threaten-

ing the withdrawal of the signatories’ subscriptions unless

the Apocrypha was printed with the Bible. The Committee

of the British and Foreign Bible Society fell in with the

views of the Cambridge protesters and there was nothing

for it now but that the Edinburgh Bible Society should take

a firm stand. In 1825 they issued their Statement Relative

to the Circulation of the Apocrypha by the British and For-

eign Bible Society. Five thousand copies were printed

and circulated over the country. It gave a brief summary

of the events connected with the rise of the controversy, the

Resolutions of Rev. W. Craig, an Episcopal clergyman, and

an Appendix drawn up by Professor Paxton, shewing the

false doctrines and superstitions sanctioned by the Apocry-

pha. While Mr. Haldane was the first to bring the matter

before the Edinburgh Bible Society he did not take a public

part in the controversy until near the end of 1825. At this

time he issued his Review of the Conduct of the British and

Foreign Bible Society relative to the Apocrypha, and to their

Administration on the Continent; with an Answer to the

Rev. C. Simeon and Observations on the Cambridge Re-

marks. Mr. Haldane sent forth his first charge with the

appropriate mottoes:
—“Add thou not unto his words, lest

he reprove thee, and thou be found a liar” (Prov. xxx.

6) and “Shouldest thou help the ungodly, and love them that

hate the Lord?” (ii Chron. xix. 2). Mr. Haldane’s Re-

view, says his biographer, was unanswerable and closed the

first campaign in the Controversy.

At this stage the report of the Special Committee, to

which the question of the Apocrypha had been referred, was

given in to the British and Foreign Bible Society. The

Report was Anti-Apocryphist but compromising and un-

satisfactory. While matters were thus progressing there

appeared on the stage one of Scotland’s great ecclesiastical

leaders—the Rev. Dr. Andrew Thomson of Edinburgh.
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He was one of the most powerful debaters of his day and

his appearance in the controversy gave it a new significance.

Dr. Thomson took the high ground that the whole question

involved the integrity of the canon and the supremacy of

the Bible. He had been appointed Secretary of the Edin-

burgh Bible Society and the first public intimation of his

appointment was the issue of the Second Statement by the

Edinburgh Society. Dr. Thomson was assailed with unjus-

tifiable asperity. No doubt he had struck out strongly himself

but there were more personalities in the return attack than

were justifiable. But those were the days of sledge-hammer

blows which controversialists gave and returned in a way
that would be considered out of place in modem times.

This Second Statement of the Edinburgh Bible Society,

says the biographer of the Haldanes, “fell amongst the

Philo-Apocryphists like the stroke of a tempest.” In a third

Statement the Edinburgh Society gave the three points

on which they could not agree with the deputation sent from

London. These were:— (I) As to the propriety of an ex-

pression of regret for the past violation of what was now
admitted to have been the fundamental law. (II) The

necessity of breaking off all connexion with foreign Socie-

ties which should continue with their own funds to adulter-

ate the sacred canon. (HI) Some change in the member-

ship of the London Committee, so as to ensure an adminis-

tration in accordance with the laws of the Society.

Mr. Haldane’s Review was answered by Dr. Steinkopff,

the foreign secretary of the Society in his Letter addressed

to Robert Haldane, Esq., containing some Remarks on his

Strictures relative to the Continent and to Continental Bible

Societies. This called forth Mr. Haldane’s Second Review,

which, like the first, passed through two large editions. This

Review made a profound impression and was described by

Dr. Andrew Thomson as “by far the most powerful essay

which has yet appeared on the controversy.” He also says

:

—“It gives such a view of the Foreign Societies, as should

make every man tremble at the thought of employing them as
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agents.” The Apocrypha Controversy in the nature of

things raised the questions of the Canon and Inspiration.

It called forth, among other works, Carson’s Treatise on In-

spiration and Haldane’s Books of the Old and New Testa^

merits proved to be Canonical and their Verbal Inspiration

maintained and established with an Account of the Introduc-

tion and Character of the Apocrypha.

One terrible blow to the British and Foreign Bible So-

ciety was the discovery that Dr. Van Ess who had received

in nine years £20,000 in grants besides a salary from the

Society, had all the while been acting as printer, publisher

and bookseller to his own evident advantage. Notwithstand-

ing this discovery and others of a like disconcerting kind,

there was no proclamation of peace between the belliger-

ents. The Edinburgh Bible auxiliary took up a separate

position from the British and Foreign Bible Society. Dr.

Thomson, the great protagonist in the conflict, as one

about to lay aside his armour and surveying the field where

the battle had raged so fiercely, said at a meeting held in

Edinburgh in 1830, shortly before his death:
—

“Sir, I

have fought for myself; I have been called to do so; hav-

ing withstood to the face and sharply rebuked and relent-

lessly exposed the desecrators of God’s Holy Word
I have fought for my brethren, and, verily, from such I

have had my reward. But, sir, I have fought for the Bible,

the book of God, the record of saving faith, the foundation

on which rest all our hopes for eternity. I have fought for

the Bible, and there is a reward for that; there is a reward

for it here (pointing to his breast)
;
there is a reward for

it yonder (pointing to heaven)
;
and that is a reward which,

be he friend or be he foe, no man taketh from me.” His

death was like the fall of a standard bearer in the battle,

but the conflict was not to be given up, and the echo from

the field of battle is still to be heard in Scotland and should

not be forgotten.

Among those who took the side of the Apocryphists

was M’Gavin, the editor of the Protestant, who wrote:

—

28
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“I wish all the world had the Bible even with the Apocry-

pha beside it, nay even with Tom Paine beside it. I would

trust God’s Word in the presence of its greatest enemy, and

feel no anxiety about the consequence.” Dr. Wardlaw,
also, took the same side and being inspired by the conflict,

lapsed into rhyme. His verses contain some sage advice

to controversialists in every age what though his verse

be homely. Here are two stanzas :

—

“O shun the dogmatical airs of conceit

!

Forget not how little the wisest can know.

In the twilight of heavenly science below

:

The high ipse-dixit, infallible tone

Is the right of the Pope and the Council alone.

When you quote an opponent, be candid and fair,

’Tis needful the more that the virtue’s so rare;

Disjoint not the periods to answer your end.

Nor a word nor a syllable alter or bend,

I always suspect—latet anguis in herba,

When a man does not quote my ipsissima verba”.

Another distinguished Scotsman who took part in the

Controversy was the brilliant but erratic Edward Irving.

He had risen from a sick-bed to utter his protest at a Lon-

don meeting but so heated were the feelings of the audience

that they refused to listen to him. When order had been

restored he delivered his message from the Edinburgh

Bible Society, but his eloquence had no subduing effect on

his audience, for disorder reigned supreme. “I see,” he

said, “it is vain to speak, for you are determined that I

shall not be heard. However, I have performed my duty

to my Lord Jesus Christ: let those answer to Him who

have withstood me. And I will say this also, I have stood

alone,—alone, too, not among my enemies, but my brethren.”

With these words we may fitly close our brief sketch of the

Apocrypha Controversy. It had to do, as will be seen, with
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the printing of the Apocrypha with foreign translations of

the Bible-and did not apply so much to the Authorised Ver-

sion, but its bearing on matters so closely connected with

the Bible entitles it to more than a passing reference in any

account of the history of the Authorized Version of the

Bible in Scotland.

HI. THE PRINTING OF THE AUTHORIZED VERSION.

In April 1568, Robert Lekprevik received a license “To
imprent all and haill ane buke callit the Inglis bybill imprentit

of before at Geneva.” Every other person was forbidden to

print during the period of his right, which was declared

to be for twenty years. Lekprevik never printed a Bible,

so that the people were as dependent as formerly on im-

ported editions. The first portion of the Bible printed in

Scotland, either in English or any other language,® came

from the press of Thomas Bassandyne and Alexander Ar-

buthnot in 1576. This was a New Testament. When the

Old Testament was finished the whole work was issued with

the title:
—“The Bible and Holy Scriptures contained in

the Old and Newe Testament. Printed in Edinburgh be

Alexander Arbuthnot, Printer to the Kingis Majestie dwell-

ing at Kirk of Feild. 1579. Cum gratia & privilegio

regiae Majestatis”. Other editions of the Genevan Ver-

sion were issued in 1601 and 1610.® The Genevan Version,

though not largely printed in Scotland, was brought in in

great numbers for sale, and in Scotland as in England it

was the Bible of the people.

In the year 1611 when the Authorised Version was issued

from the press, Thomas Findlasone received authority from

the Lords of Secret Council “to imprint and caus be im-

printit, all and sundrie utheris actis, statutis, proclama-

tiounis, letteris, and chargeis concerning his Majestie and

his estait; as also the buikis of Holy Scriptour, contening

“Lee’s Memorial for the Bible Societies, p. 28.

*A list and description of these editions will be found in Aldis’

List of Books Printed in Scotland before 1700 and Lee’s Memorial

for the Bible Societies.
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the Auld and New Testamentis, in all languages, in haill

or in part, and in quhatsumever volumes, grytt or small.”

All printers, booksellers and others were prohibited “to

print, or cans be printed, within or out-with the said

realme, any of the saidis haill buikis particularlie specifeit

heirin, in the said Actis of Counsall or gift foirsaid; or to

bring hame, or any way to sell, the samyne within the said

realme, during the said haill space of twentie yearis nixt

and immediatlie following the dait of thir presentis, (ex-

ceptand alwayis the Byble, the New Testament, and the

Psalm Buik, quhilkis sail nawayis be comprehendit under

this present gift, but speciallie reservit and exceptit furth

thairof) under the pane of five hundereth merkis.” This

license was granted from 1612 to 1632 but as Thomas
Findlasone died before it expired, his second son Walter

received the right for thirteen years so that the grant ran

to 1641. Dr. Lee concludes that the reservation of the

Bible in the gift of Findlasone in 1612 was probably dic-

tated by the King’s desire to facilitate the introduction of

the Authorised Version. Be that as it may, Findlasone

never printed any edition of the Scriptures, though author-

ized to print them in all languages. In the license, how-

ever, he was not empowered to penalize those who printed

or imported Bibles, with the result that the “heirs of An-

dro Hart”^° printed an edition of the New Testament in

1628.“ This was the first issue of any portion of King

James’ translation in Scotland.

“ Andro Hart was both a bookseller and printer. He died in 1621

;

after his death his business was taken over by his wife and children

and was carried on under the trade name “Heirs of Andro Hart”

until 1639.

““This edition”, says Dr. Lee, “has a calendar prefixed, containing

a much smaller number of holidays than were inserted in that of the

Church of England. The Table of Moveable Feasts includes only

Whitsunday, Easterday, and the beginning of Lentron. In this re-

spect it corresponds with the edition printed at Dart, for Andrew Hart

and the Heirs of H. Charteris, in 1601,—with this difference only,

that the first day of Lent is called in that edition Fasting-even. Both

editions omit Advent Sunday, Ascension-day, Rogation-day, Septua-

gesima Sunday, etc. {Memorial pp. 82, 83).
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Another edition of the New Testament (King James’

translation) was issued from Raban’s printing press, Aber-

deen, in 1631. In 1632 Robert Young was appointed

King’s printer and from 1641 he had as partner Evan Tyler.

Young issued an edition of the Bible^^ in 1633 with two

issues of the New Testament, one bearing the imprint:

“Printers to the King’s most excellent Majestie”—the

other:
—

“Printed by Robert Young, printer to the King’s

most excellent Majesty for the Kingdom of Scotland”.

The impression of the latter which is sometimes accom-

panied by the Old Testament, says Dr. Lee, is said to have

been extremely limited. Mr. Aldis, however, in his List

of Books gives the Bible of 1633 as a separate entry. It is

probably to this edition that reference is made in a letter

quoted in Lord Hailes’ Memorials and Letters. The writer

says :
—

“That you may taste a little of our condition I have

sent you two of your own Scots Bibles, the New Testament

only, wherein they have placed such abominable pictures,

that horrible impiety stares through them. These come

forth by public authority. Do you shew them to such as

you think meet.”^® Young also issued two editions of the

New Testament in 1635'—an octavo and duodecimo. Two
editions of the New Testament were, again, issued in

1636.^^ An octavo edition of the Bible came from his press

in 1637 with three editions (8°, 12°, 32°) in 1638. Robert

Bryson who had commenced business as a printer in suc-

“ Aldis’ List of Books, p. 22.

““These pictures’’, says Dr. Lee, “are said to have been impressions

from the plates of the book entitled, Imagines Vitce, Passionis et Mortis

D. N. Jesu Christi, etc., printed by Boetius a Bolswert, anno 1623. It

is asserted in one of the charges against Laud, that he had brought

these popish pictures from foreign parts, and that with his good liking

they were bound up in English Bibles, which were called the Arch-

bishop of Canterbury’s Bibles. The number of plates in the original

book is said to have been seventy-four, most of them finely executed.

The Edinburgh Bible of 1633, in which they have in some instances

been inserted, is printed in double columns, and bears a great resem-

blance to some London editions of the same period’’ (Memorial, p. 97).

“Aldis’ List of Books, pp. 24, 25.
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cession to the Heirs of Andro Hart in 1639 issued a 24°

New Testament in 1641. Evan Tyler printed the Bible

in parts in 1642 and two duodecimo editions of the New
Testament were issued the same year; the one from the

press of J. Bryson and the other from that of Tyler. An
octavo edition of the New Testament of this year gives the

printers’ names as Young and Tyler. In 1643 1647
Tyler issued 16° editions of the New Testament and an

octavo in 1648. Octavo and duodecimo editions of the

Bible were printed by Tyler in 1649. There seems to have

been a lull here in printing Bibles in Scotland for a number

of years. No doubt the mighty upheavals in Church and

State had their effect even on the printer’s art. Robert

Sanders, Glasgow, “printer to the toun” issued a duodecimo

New Testament in 1666. Dr. Lee mentions an edition of

the New Testament “printed in the letter called English

Roman by George Swintoun and James Glen” in 1669.

The following year there were two issues of the New
Testament—one from the press of Robert Sanders, Glas-

gow, and the other from Andrew Anderson’s press. An-

derson had been a printer in Glasgow, but removed to Edin-

burgh in 1661, and on loth June, 1663, was appointed

printer to the town and College. His edition of the New
Testament was printed in black letter. The work was

carelessly done
;
so carelessly, indeed, that the Lords of the

Privy Council interfered. In their enactment issued in

1671 they declare that “having considered the great danger

which may ensue to the Christian religion from incorrect

copies of the books containing the Holy Scriptures, and

that of late the New Testament hath been printed at Edin-

burgh, in a black letter, by Andro Anderson, printer, for the

use of children at schools, with many gross errors and faults

in the impression, do therefore prohibit and discharge all

the stationers and others of this Kingdom to vent and put

to sale any of the copies of that edition of the New Testa-

ment until the same be first amended, and a title-page pre-

fixed thereto. And do ordain and command the printer
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thereof to receive from the stationers all the copies of the

same remaining with them unsold, and before thay be of-

fered again to sale, to correct and amend the errors of the

same, and to prefix a new title-page thereto, bearing that this

edition is corrected and amended in the year 1671 and that

under the pain of payment of one hundred pounds sterling

in case he fail therein.” Instead of Anderson’s career

as a printer being put to an end by the above enactment,

one is amazed to discover that within three months he ob-

tained a gift under the Great Seal, afterwards ratified by

Parliament, constituting him and his heirs his Majesty’s

sole, absolute an4 only printer. Anderson was privileged

not only to print Acts of Parliament and other govern-

mental official documents but also “Bibles in all volumes

with the psalmes thereuntil thrie partes of the Bible and New
Testaments in all volumes all bookes of divinity, commen-

taries, concordances, books of the cannon or civill lawes.’’^'^

In 1673 Anderson issued an edition of the Bible “in a letter

called pereill letter with notes in the volume of 12”, and in

the same year another “printed in the same letter without

notes in the volume of 18”. Andrew Anderson and his

Partners^® issued a duodecimo edition of the Bible in 1675,

and the following year an octavo edition was issued from

the same press.

Anderson died in 1676 and the business was carried on by

his widow. Her appearance on the stage of affairs opens

up one of the most extraordinary chapters in the annals of

Scottish printing. She set herself to punish severely any

attempt to deprive her of the monopoly which she enjoyed.

Printers were brought to book, and booksellers were pun-

ished for importing Bibles and other books. The struggle

went on for years. Had she devoted a tithe of the energy

with which she pursued printers and booksellers to the

more laudable work of turning out correct editions of the

“Acta Sec. Concil. (Oct. 12, 1676).

“This is the co-partnery of Andrew Anderson with G. Swintoun,

J. Glen, T. Brown and D. French from 1671-1675.
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Bible, it would have been more to her credit. As it was,

some of the Bibles turned out from her press were a scandal

to the printer’s art. In 1678 there was issued from her

press a quarto edition of the Bible. Sanders issued a duo-

decimo edition of the New Testament from the Glasgow

press in 1686 and another in 1691. Mrs. Anderson issued

a duodecimo Bible and a duodecimo New Testament in

1694. Another two duodecimo editions of the Bible were

issued from the same press in 1696 and 1698.

Before making reference to later editions something must

be said about the kind of work turned out by Mrs. Ander-

son. Here are some of the misprints ^“Righteousness”

for “unrighteousness”
;
“he killed” for “he is killed”

;
“en-

ticed in everything” for “enriched in everything”; “either”

for “neither”
;
“would” for “word”

;
“perfect” for “priest”

;

“we know” for “we keep”; “hast slain” for “wast slain”.

The octavo edition of 1694, a copy of which is in the Brit-

ish Museum, has a notebook attached with the following

errors noted:
—“Rame” for “Ramah” (Matt. ii. 18);

“brackers” for “brother’s” (Matt. vii. 3) ;
“the house” for

“that house” (Matt. vii. 27); “dardness” for “darkness”

(Matt. viii. 12); “obey them” for “obey him” (Matt,

viii. 27) ;
“them which do do iniquity” (Matt. xiii.

41) ;
“when” for “went” (Matt. xxii. 15) ;

“and” for “ask”

(Matt. xxii. 46) ;
“the disciples of John and of John” for

“of John and the Pharisees” (Mark ii. 18) ;
“his eyes” for

“his ears” (Mark vii. 35) ;
"‘her right mind” for “his”

(Luke viii. 35) ;
“this man was” for “this was” (Luke

xxiii. 47) ;
“knoweth” for “I know” (John v. 32) ;

“your

father” for “your fathers” (John vi. 49) ;
“peole” for “peo-

ple” (John vii. 31) ;
“then said they to him again” repeated

(John ix. 26) ;
“leadeth them not” for “out” (John x. 3) ;

“speaking” for “speak in” (Acts ii. 6) ;
“longed” for

“lodged” (Acts x. 23)

;

“there” for “three” (Acts xi. ii)

;

“otion” for “oration” (Acts xii. 21) ;
“accorning” for “ac-

cording” (Acts xiii. 23) ;
“ma” for “man” (Acts xiv. 8) ;

”Eadie’s English Bible, n, 318, 319.
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“spira” for “Syria” (Acts xx. 3) ;
“Priscilla” for “Drusilla”

(Acts xxiv. 24) ;
“beaking” for “speaking” (Acts xxvi. 14) ;

“forgive” for “give” (Roms. viii. 32) ;
“seen Jesus” for

“not seen” (i Cor. ix. i); “wanteth” for “vaunteth” (i

Cor. xiii. 4) ;
“preached” for “reached” (ii Cor. x. 14)

;

“published” for “punished” (ii Thess. i. 9) ;
“tears” for

“ears” (ii Tim. iv. 4) ;
“with stood” for “stood with”

(ii Tim. iv. 16) ;
“which covereth the sinner” for “con-

verteth” (James v. 20) ;
“speak” for “seek” (i Pet. iii.

ii).^® In an edition published by Mrs. Anderson in 1705^®

there are five columns in which the italic a occurs at least

seven hundred times, for example:

—

“And Abraham rose

up early in the morning, and took bread and a bottle of

water and gave it unto Hagar (putting) it on her shoulder)

and the child and sent her away: and she departed and

wandered in the wilderness of Beersheba” (Gen. xxi. 14)

It is only just to say that the quarto edition of 1678 “is

better than almost any which has been printed in Scotland

of late years, except the royal quarto 1822.^*’ But from

1678 to 1712 the different editions degenerated. The 1698

edition is indistinctly printed and full of errors such as :

—

“Against Satan” for “against himself” (Mark iii. 26) ;

“bring for” for “bring forth” (Luke i. 31) ;
“of the flesh”

for “of the will of the flesh” (John i. 13) ;
“does of the law”

for “doers of the law” (Rom. ii. 13); “ye were not the

servants of sin” for “ye were the servants of sin” (Roms,

vi. 17) ;
“eject” for “elect” (Roms. viii. 33), but bad as it is

with errors from a typographical standpoint, it is beautiful

when compared with the 1694 New Testament.

Mrs. Anderson unfortunately had imitators, and Dr. Lee

“Eadie’s English Bible 11, 318, 319.

” Dr. Lee says about this edition, though not so full of errata, it is

printed so as to puzzle the best reader who is not acquainted with the

sacred text. He gives the following illustration ; “Whyshoulditbethough

tathingincredible w* you, y* God should raise the dead” (Memorial,

p. 166.).

“ Lee’s Memorial, p. 163.

Ibid., p. 165.
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has pointed out a number of misprints in nineteenth century-

editions. For instance, in the Edinburgh quarto Bible,

1808, “thereof” for “therefore” (Micah vi. 16); “hear”

for “heard” (Luke iv. 28); “in” for “vain” (Gal. ii. 21);

“her” for “their” (James i. 27). In a quarto Bible, Edin-

burgh, 1822:—“made” for “make” (Is. xl. 3) ;
“hath” for

“have” (Jer. xv. 10). In an octavo New Testament, Edin-

burgh, 1812:—“comest” for “cometh” (Matt. xvii. 27) ;

“the” for “thee” (Matt, xviii. 17) ;
“the” for “thee” (Mark

X. 52) ;
“may” for “many” (Luke vii. 21) ;

“my” for “may”

(Acts viii. 22). In an octavo New Testament, Edinburgh,

1816:—“comest” for “cometh” (Matt. xvii. 27)

;

“they”

for “that” (Luke viii. 14) ;
“them” for “him” (Luke xx.

15); “you” for “your” (Phil. i. 25); “offered” for “suf-

fered” (i Pet. iii. 18). In an octavo New Testament, Edin-

burgh, 1824:—“comest” for “cometh” (Matt. xvii. 27) ;

“strayed” for “strawed” (Mark xi. 8) ;
“puffed” for

“puffed up” (i Cor. iv. 6); “offered” for “suffered” (i

Pet. iii. 18). In an octavo Bible, Edinburgh, 182^:

—

“fifty” for “fifth” (Ezek. viii. i). In a i2mo Bible, Edin-

burgh, 18^4:—“cost” for “coast” (Zeph. ii. 7). In a

i2mo Bible, Edinburgh, 18^6:—“four” for “your” (i Thess.

iii. 7). In a 24mo New Testament, Edinburgh, 18^2:—in

Heb. vi. 17, two lines are transposed unintelligibly. It will

be seen from these examples that the Bible suffered severely

at the hands of printers in Scotland. The best editions of

the Bible were those issued by James Watson. His smaller

Bibles of 1715, 1716, 1719 and especially his folio of 1722

occupy an honored place.

The matter of incorrect editions of the Scriptures was

often brought before the General Assembly, and in 1717

the Assembly instructed the Commission “to take the most

effectual course to get the printing, vending, and importing

of incorrect copies of the Holy Scriptures, and of our Con-

fession of Faith, and Catechisms, stopped and prevented.”

The Commission of Assembly, 1719:
—

“Considering that

the work of the foresaid Committee is not yet fully finished.
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and that it is fit that a proposal tending so much to the hon-

our of religion should meet with all due countenance and

encouragement, renewed the instructions, directions, and

powers given by the said former Commission to the fore-

said persons, ministers, and elders.” In 1793 the Synod of

Glasgow and Ayr transmitted an overture to the General

Assembly to the following effect :
—“Whereas it is notorious

that the late common edition of the Bible is printed so im-

perfectly, and on such bad paper, as to be almost illegible,

it is overtured that proper means be used that the Bible shall

be printed in such a distinct manner, and on such paper^^

that it may be read with ease by the common people.” The

Assembly gave the following deliverance on the overture :

—

“The Assembly feel it their bounden duty to pay every atten-

tion to the printing of the Bible; but upon considering the

letter from his Majesty’s printer, and having viewed the

said specimens which were given in, they think it unneces-

sary to proceed any further in this matter at present.” It

would appear that the King’s printer was in no special hurry

to bring out the new edition of the Scriptures for we find

the Synod of Glasgow and Ayr again returning to the

charge and sending up the following overture to the Assem-

bly in 1796:
—“Whereas it was overtured by the Synod of

Glasgow and Ayr (April 1793) that the common edition

of the Bible was inaccurately printed, and in many parts

illegible
;
and whereas the Assembly inquiring into this mat-

ter, had satisfying sp>ecimens laid before them of a new

edition being in the press, and which it was by them under-

stood was to be then soon published, agreeable to said speci-

mens; and whereas it does not appear that his Majesty’s

printers have made any progress in said publication since

that period, it is therfore humbly overtured to the ensuing

General Assembly, that they inquire into the causes of such

““Certainly it is”, says Dr. Lee, “that after that time, as well as

before, the Bibles used in schools were printed so ill, that many pages

had the appearance of being obliterated. The paper was said to be

made of the refuse of cotton, and the substance had so little tenacity

that part of it often stuck to the face of the types”

—

Memorial, p. 195.
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delay, and appoint said publication to be made with all con-

venient speed, or otherwise proceed in this business as they

shall see cause.” The overture was dismissed by the As-

sembly “in respect that the important object mentioned in it

has already been obtained by the printing and publication

of a new edition of the Bible.

The printing of the Bible was a blot on the printer’s art

in Scotland. It is the one book that cannot claim a num-

ber of good editions. This state of matters was largely

due to the monopoly long enjoyed by the privileged printers.

While in England there were three privileged presses, in

Scotland there was but one. The last holders of the privi-

lege were Sir David Hunter Blair and John Bruce, Esq.,

and latterly his neice Mrs. Margaret Tindal Bruce. In

1824 they brought an action against the Bible Societies in

Scotland and succeeded in interdicting them from bringing

into Scotland any copies of the Scriptures printed in Eng-

land. The case was appealed to the House of Lords, but

here in 1829, the decision of the Court of Session against the

Bible Societies was affirmed. “The result was”, says Dr.

Eadie, “that the British and Foreign Bible Society might

despatch Bibles to all the ends of the earth, but they durst not

send down an English Bible into Scotland, even to their own
auxiliaries.”^^ It was this action at law that called forth

Dr. Lee’s Memorial for the Bible Societies in Scotland;

Containing Remarks on the Complaint of His Majesty’s

Printers against the Marquis of Hiintly and Others: Edin-

burgh: 1824. This was followed in 1826 by his Additional

Memorial on Printing and Importing Bibles; Containing

Remarks on the Answers for Sir David Hunter Blair,

Bart., and J. Bruce, Esq., His Majesty’s Printers to the

“®“An edition, published in the course of that year with Canne’s

notes (of which copies may still be found in what is called the Old

King’s Warehouse, and in many booksellers’ shops) presents to the eye

one of the most disagreeable specimens of typography in the world; and

it is so far from being legible, that it is difficult to say whether it is

correct or not.”—Lee’s Memorial, p. 197.

English Bible, ii. 324.
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Petition of George Buchan, Esq. and others. With a Con-

tinuation of the Appetidix to the Former Memorial; for the

Use of Counsel only: Edinburgh: 1826. The pamphlets

are a credit to Scottish historical research. They are now
somewhat scarce. Both are usually bound together and

make a volume of 396 pages with about 200 pages addi-

tional of Appendices. Dr. Lee has gathered together in

these pamphlets an extraordinary mass of information about

the English Bible in Scotland, bibliographical, typographi-

cal and historical. The work was thoroughly done and it

still occupies the first place on the subject. Fortunately

the monopoly was abolished in 1839, and the Scottish

printers are free to publish the Scriptures, subject to the

supervision of a Board in Edinburgh, of which the Lord

Advocate is the head. The printer must inform the Board

of his intention of putting an edition to the press and enter

into a bond for £500. Each sheet is to be inspected by the

Board, and not until it is passed by them or their reader is

the printer allowed to issue it. The Board reserves the

right of cancelling any erroneous page.^^

The withdrawal of the privilege had the effect, among
others, of a considerable reduction in the price of Bibles and

a large increase in their circulation. The prices fell one half

and this enabled many to become possessors of a Bible

who had hitherto been denied the privilege.

Wick, Scotland. D. Beaton.

“ Eedie’s English Bible, ii. 324-5.



CONXERXING THE INCARNATION AND THE
ATONEMENT

In The Harvard Theological Reznew for October, 1909,

there appeared an article by Professor Josiah Royce of

Harv’ard that may well challenge thought. Dr. Royce is

one of the half dozen English speaking men who have

attained to the greatest depth and height as thinkers in

Philosophy, and he is a man of passion as well as of in-

sight. The subject of the article is the question: “What
is vital in Christianity?”

Dr. Royce discusses the claims of the different elements

in a religion to be resp>ectively regarded as vital—its cult,

its religious practices, its creed, its spiritual attitude. He
does not take it for granted that the ritual of a religion may
not for some persons, in some stages of advance, be the

most vital thing in it. But he gives his strength mainly

to discussing two answers which one might supposably make

to his question. One answer is that what is vital in Chris-

tianity is simply the spiritual attitude and the life inculcated

by Jesus in his teachings and his example. The other

answer is to the effect that the idea of the divine-human

redemption for man is a true idea and is also vital in

Christianity. Which is the vital thing—the spiritual life

in a man, with its practical results, or the divine-human

redemption? Of course the orthodox reply is that the

vital thing is the spiritual life in its relations to the divine-

human redemption; and that if either is to be regarded

as more vital than the other, then the divine-human re-

demption is the more vital. We shall see how the reply

of Professor Royce agrees with this.

Please to have the thesis sharply in mind. No one

doubts that a Christian should possess the spiritual attitude

and the life and the aims that Jesus inculcated and ex-

emplified. This is vital. Are the incarnation and the

atonement also vital?
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I. Let US begin by giving attention to the phraseology

in which Dr. Royce formulates the question and gives his

answer to it.

In dealing with his work I quote profusely. I do this

partly for the sake of being fair to Dr. Royce, by giving

his ideas in his own language; but also in order to do

myself the pleasure of repeating some particularly fine

utterances on a great theme.

Dr. Royce says that there are two answers, especially to

be considered, to the question, “What is vital in Chris-

tianity ?”

“The first answer may be stated as follows : What is

vital about Christianity is simply the spiritual attitude and
the doctrine of Christ, as he himself taught this doctrine

and this attitude in the body of his authentic sayings and
parables, and as he lived all this out in his own life” (p.422).
“The second answer is as follows: What is vital about

Christianity depends upon regarding the mission and the

life of Christ as an organic part of a divine plan for the

redemption and salvation of man” “In brief, what is

vital to Christianity includes an acceptance of the two
cardinal doctrines of the incarnation and the atonement”

(pp. 423-424).

He takes pains to guard these two answers against being

unworthily understood. He says:

“Each of these answers is an effort to rise above the

levels wherein either religious practice or intellectual belief

is over-emphasized”.

He says that the first answer does not indicate

“a willingness to degrade Christ to the level of a mere
teacher of morals, and Christianity to a mere practice of

good works”.

He says that the second answer does not

“make true religion wholly dependent upon the accept-

ance of certain metaphysical opinions regarding the super-

human nature of Christ” .... “Both view Christianity as a

faith which gives sense to life, and also as a mode of life

which is centred about a faith” (pp. 424-425).

By way of defining more precisely the relations between

these two answers he adds

:
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“The question is simply this : Is the gospel which Christ

preached, that is, the teachings recorded in the authentic

sayings and parables, intelligible, acceptable, vital, in case

you take it by itself? Or, does Christianity lose its vitality

in case you cannot give a true sense to the doctrines of

the incarnation and the atonement . . . ? And fur-

thermore, can you, in the light of modern insight, give

any longer a reasonable sense to the traditional doctrines

of the atonement and the incarnation? ... Is Chris-

tianity essentially a religion of redemption . . . ? Or
is Christianity simply that religion of the love of God and
the love of man which the sayings and the parables so

richly illustrate?” (p. 425).

This statement of the question by Dr. Royce is sufficiently

clear, is it not? His answer to the question is equally

e.xplicit, and is equally made unmistakable by being repeated

in varying forms. If Dr. Royce had stopped with his

statement of the question, I suppose that everybody would

have felt certain as to how he would answer it. When you

know that a man is from Harvard, and when you further

know that he regards all the New Testament statements

concerning the incarnation and the atonement as legendary,

what can you expect but that he will deny that the religious

doctrine taught in these^ legends can be anything very

vital? Here comes in the surprise. This is not the reply

that Dr. Royce makes. His reply is the opposite of this,

and is as emphatic as language can make it. Note his

words

:

“Yet, as a student of philosophy, coming in no partisan

spirit, I must insist that this reduction of what is vital in

Christianity to the so-called pure Gospel of Christ, as he

preached it and as it is recorded in the body of the pre-

sumably authentic sayings and parables, is profoundly un-

satisfactory” (p. 426).

This proposition he argues in full, reaching conclusions

which he states as follows:

“I conclude then, . . . that a simple return to”

that which is “directly and fully expressed in the sayings

of Christ . . . is an incomplete and therefore inade-

quate religious ideal. . . . The transformation of the
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inner life which the sayings teach is ... a vital part

of Christianity. But it is by no means the whole of what
is vital to Christianity”. “What is most vital to Chris-

tianity is contained in whatever is essential and permanent
about the doctrines of the incarnation and the atonement”.
“The original teaching of the master regarding the king-

dom of heaven ... is not so vital, is not so central,

is not so essential to mature Christianity as are the doctrines

of the incarnation and the atonement when these are rightly

interpreted” (pp. 432-433).

In these statements Dr. Royce is careful to limit his ad-

herence to the doctrines of the incarnation and the atone-

ment by the phrase, “when these are rightly interpreted”.

Presently we will compare his interpretation with that of

the orthodox tradition. But nothing in the comparison

can change the fact that in the incarnation and the atone-

ment he finds something—something, whatever it may be—
more vital than even spiritual attitude and transformation

of life.

II. The significance of this advocacy of the doctrines of

the incarnation and the atonement consists partly in the

circumstance that it comes to us out of a certain atmos-

phere. Were it from some pen at Princeton it would be

simply the thing that one might expect. But it comes from

a man who accepts some of the New Testament state-

ments concerning Jesus and his teachings as authentic,

because it is easier to account thus for them than to account

for them as inventions; but who rejects more than half

the New Testament statements, including some which he

regards as having been made by Jesus himself
;
whose

theological views are as unlike the orthodox tradition as

are his critical views; who says of himself and of like-

minded men

:

“The Christ whom the traditional doctrines of the atone-

ment and of the incarnation present to us appears in the

minds of most of us as the Christ of the legends of the

early church,—a being whose nature and whose reported

supernatural mission seem to be involved in doubtful mys-
teries. . . . The modern mind has come to be un-

willing to accept as . . . historical . . . certain

29
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well known legends. ... I myself believe it to be a

perfectly reasonable unwillingness” (p. 433).

Comparing the idea of Christianity as a life with the idea

of Christianity as centering in the incarnation and the

atonement, he says

:

“On the one hand the Christ of the historically authentic

sayings,— ... ;
on the other hand the Christ of

legend, whom it is impossible for us modern men longer to

conceive as the former ages of the church often conceived

him”. “The doctrine in question seems to be, at least

in the main, unknown to the historic Christ, in so far as

we can learn what he taught, while both the evidence for

the traditional doctrine and the interpretation of it have

rested during Christian history upon reports which our

whole modern view of the universe disposes many of us

to regard as legendary, and upon a theology which many
of us can no longer accept as literally true” (pp. 427, 426).

Dr. Royce frequently uses the word “Christ” as a proper

name. He says that Jesus regarded himself as “the Mes-

siah of his people”. Yet he repudiates with contempt the

position of any one who
“to-day can still find a place for the Messianic hopes and

for the doctrine of the last judgment in his own interpreta-

tion of Christianity” (pp. 429-430).

In this case note that what he rejects is not something

which he regards as legendary, but something which he re-

gards as the opinion of Jesus himself. With him it is a

matter not of self-conceit, but of simple sound judgment,

that he regards himself as qualified to deny certain things

which Jesus affirmed, and to complete certain teachings of

Jesus by showing that they had implications which Jesus

himself did not understand. He says that the teachings

imply the doctrine of a divine-human redemption, although

this doctrine was “unknown to the historic Christ” (pp.

426flf). The noteworthy phenomenon in the case is that

a man who believes that the doctrines of the incarnation

and the atonement were unknown to Jesus, and who holds

that all the direct mention of them in the New Testament

is mere legend, should nevertheless defend these doctrines

as being that in Christianity which is most vital.
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III. Glance now at the arguments with which Dr. Royce

supports his thesis. First comes the argument just men-

tioned, from the implications in what he regards as the

authentic teachings of Jesus. I must not take time to

sketch this argument, but Dr. Royce emphasizes by repeti-

tion the idea that the teachings of Jesus imply more than

they explicitly state, and that the true ideas of incarnation

and atonement are thus implied. To me his argument seems

absolutely incongruous with his own critical presupposi-

tions, but as an argument proving a conclusion it is lucid

and decisive. The life and teachings and sufferings of

Jesus, even after you have exscinded from them all direct

testimony as to the divine-human redemption, still teach

that truth by inevitable implication.

His principal argument, however, is philosophical. He
starts with the proposition that “The truth about the in-

carnation and the atonement seems to me to be statable”

(p. 438). By way of stating it he first defines his idea

of God. If there is a position common to pantheism and

theism, that seems to be the position he occupies. “On
purely rational grounds”, he says, “God and his world are

one” (p. 440). He describes his view as his “own formu-

lation of” “what is called philosophical idealism”, of “the

theory of the Divine Immanence”.

By way of defining he distinguishes God from “the world

of our usual experience”, from the world “as our sciences

study it”, which, he says, “is but a beggarly fragment of

the truth”. The world which he identifies with God is

“the entire world, of which our known world is a frag-

ment,—the totality of what is, past, present, and future,

the totality of what is physical and of what is mental, of

what is temporal and what is enduring”. “Like the logos

of the fourth gospel, this entire world is not only with

God, but is God”.

By way of limiting such statements as these he per-

petually speaks of God as real, as living, as conscious, as

“a spirit and a person”, as knowing and choosing. God

“is infinitely more than any finite system of natural facts
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or of human lives can express”. “This untiy is not a dead

natural fact. It is the unity of a conscious life”. He
speaks of the “entire world” as “present at once to the

eternal divine consciousness as a single whole”, as being

“what he is conscious of choosing as his own life”. He
speaks of “the relation of the real individual human person

to the real God” (pp. 434, 438, 439, 440).

Having thus explained his idea of God, he turns to the

problem of evil. “Why, then, if the world is the divine life

embodied, is there so much evil in it?” (p. 440). Under

this question he discusses admirably the problem of human
vicarious suffering. He speaks of “the true and highest

values of the spiritual world” as consisting in “the triumph

over suffering, over sorrow, and over unreasonableness”.

He says that these values appear “in our human lives in

three forms”. In their lowest form they appear when we
practice fortitude under suffering. In a higher form they

^
appear when we sympathize with others and become their

^ comrades in suffering. But there is a still higher form of

them'—that which is exhibited by those “who are willing to

suffer vicariously, to give their lives a ransom for many”

(p. 443). This idea he expresses more fully in other pas-

sages.

“When one is willing to suffer vicariously . . . ills

that he might have avoided, but that the cause to which
he is loyal, and the errors and sins that he himself did not

commit, call upon him to suffer in order that the world
may be brought nearer to its destined union with the divine”

(pp. 440-441).
“There is never any completed spiritual triumph over

sorrow which is not accompanied with the willingness to

suffer vicariously; ... to force one’s very sorrow to

be an aid to the common cause of all mankind” (p. 445).

When we have before us these two ideas—first the idea

of God as personal and conscious, immanent in the universe

and thus identical with the universe, and second the idea

of human vicarious suffering, we have the elements of Dr.

Royce’s interpretation of the doctrines of the incarnation
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and the atonement. This principle of vicarious suffering,

he declares, is a principle for the universe and for God,

as well as for men.

“Perfect through suffering,—that is the universal, the

absolutely necessary law of the higher spiritual life. It

is a law that holds for God and for man” (p. 441).

This idea he expands into fuller statements.

“The true doctrine of the incarnation and of the atone-

ment is, in its essence, simply the conception of God’s nature

which this solution of the problem of evil requires. First,

God expresses himself in this world of finitude, incarnates

himself in this realm of human imperfection, . . . that

through finitude and imperfection, and sorrow and tem-

poral loss, he may win in the eternal world (that is, pre-

cisely, in the conscious unity of his whole life) his spiritual

triumph over evil” (p. 444).

To prevent misunderstanding he explains that the doc-

trine of the incarnation, as thus understood, is not merely

the doctrine of God immanent in us, nor the doctrine of

“the natural divinity of man”. As distinguished from these

it is the doctrine “that God will be born in us and through

our consent”, transmuting “transient and temporal values

into eternal meanings” (p. 444). This idea of God being

born in us he illustrates from the preaching of Eckhart the

mystic. He might equally well have illustrated it from

the familiar Christmas hymn of Phillips Brooks:

“No ear may hear his coming.

But in this world of sin,

Where meek souls will receive him still,

The dear Christ enters in.

O holy child of Bethlehem

!

Descend to us we pray

;

Cast out our sin, and enter in

;

Be born in us this day”.

In further explanation concerning the atonement he says

:

“The true doctrine of the atonement seems to me simply

this : We . . . are destined to win our union with the

divine only through learning to triumph over our own evil,

. . . This conquest we never accomplish alone. As
the mother that bore you suffered, so the world suffers for
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you and through you and in you until you win your peace

in union with the divine will. . . . When you sorrow,

then, remember that God sorrows,—sorrows in you, since

in all your finitude you still are part of his life; sorrows

for you, . . . ;
and sorrows, too, in waiting for your

higher fulfilment, since indeed the whole universe needs

your spiritual triumph for the sake of its completion” (pp.

444-445 )-

Such is the interpretation which Dr. Royce gives to the

doctrines of the incarnation and the atonement, regarded

as eternal and vital truths. Let us complete the account

by observing where he classifies himself as compared with

other thinkers, and how he regards his view in its relation

to the New Testament records.

His classification of himself is expressed in the statement

that the men who “in various ages of the church, and in

various ways”, have taught the doctrine of the “Essential

Christ” as distinguished from the historical Christ “have

been nearing in various degrees the comprehension of what

is vital in Christianity” (p. 438).

His idea of the New Testament accounts of the incarna-

tion and the atonement is easily understood. He regards

these accounts as purely legendary, but as efforts of the

religious consciousness of the early church to set forth the

truth—the truth of which men in past ages have sometimes

had dim glimpses, but which the modern mind is now at

last able to formulate. He says

:

“Whatever is vital in Christianity concerns in fact the

relation of the real individual human person to the real

God. To the minds of the people whose religious tradition

we have inherited the relation first came through the sym-
bolic interpretation that the early church gave to the life of

the master”. “I personally regard the supernatural

narratives . . . simply as symbols,—the product in-

deed of no man’s effort to deceive, but of the religious

imagination of the great constructive age of the early

church. . . . The truth which lies behind these sym-
bols is capable of a perfectly rational statement, . . .

is independent of the legends. It relates to eternal spiritual

facts” (pp. 437-438).
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“These miraculous reports are best understood when we
indeed first dwell upon them lovingly and meditatively,

but . . . view them as symbols, . . . and there-

by learn to interpret the actually definite, and to my mind
unquestionably superhuman and eternal, truth that these

legends express, . . . The tale is not literally true.

But its deeper meaning may be absolutely true. ... It

is the office of religion to interpret truths which are in

themselves perfectly definite, eternal and literal, but to

interpret them to us by means of a symbolism which is

the product of the constructive imagination of the great

ages in which the religions which first voiced these truths

grew up. There are some truths which our complicated

natures best reach first through instinct and intuition,

through parable and legend. . . . But ... we
may also hope, in the fullness of our own time, to compre-
hend these truths by a clearer insight into the nature of

that eternal world which is indeed about and above us

all” (p. 435) -

.

“Now all this teaching is old”. He says that it was the

earliest teaching of the church in the matter. “When later

it said, Tn the God-man Christ God suffered, once for all

and in the flesh, to save us; in him alone the Word became
flesh and dwelt among us’, the forms of its religious im-

agination were transient, but the truth of which these forms

were the symbol was everlasting. And we sum up this

truth in two theses; First, God wins perfection through

expressing himself in a finite life and triumphing over and
through its very finitude. And secondly, our sorrow is

God’s sorrow. . . . Our fulfilment, like our existence,

is due to the sorrow and triumph of God himself. These
two theses express, I believe, what is vital in Christianity”

(P- 445)-

IV. The views thus presented are open to comment.

I. A satisfactory thing is that Dr. Royce presents his

view as being mainly an old one. He is simply trying to

formulate more carefully certain truths which the Church

has always recognized.

Note an instance or two in addition to those already

given. He says that the conception of God which he de-

fines is “the view of the divine nature which the church has

always more or less intuitively felt to be true”, though
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some parts of his own formulation of it “have been upon

occasion formally condemned as heresy” (p. 439). He
says that his “solution” of the “problem of evil” “has long

since been in substance grasped and figured forth in sym-

bolic forms by the higher religious consciousness of our

race” (p. 440). In regard to certain elements in the view

he presents he says:

“There has always existed in the Christian church a

tradition tending to emphasize the conception that the super-

natural work of Christ, which the church conceived of in

the form of the doctrines of the incarnation and the atone-

ment, was not a work accomplished once for all at a certain

historical point of time, but . . . perhaps, that it ought
to be viewed as a timeless fact, which never merely hap-

pened, but which is such as to determine anew in every age
the relation of the faithful to God” (p. 435).

He says that though the Church has at times condemned

something of this sort as heretical, nevertheless “such opin-

ions have in fact entered into the formation of the official

dogmas”. He might have added that the current thought

of the Church conceives of the “work of Christ” as being

both “a work accomplished once for all” and “a timeless

fact”, the two conceptions not being contradictory.

In our time, when one is so often exasperated by hear-

ing some inferior statement of an old truth exploited as if

it were a modern discovery, it is refreshing to note how
really great thinkers like Dr. Royce pursue the opposite

course. In the highest degree laudable is the ambition to

formulate the old truths more perfectly.

2. In the mind of Dr. Royce God is a reality, and in the in-

carnation and the atonement are not mere ideas, but facts,

and facts of the most practical character. He has no use

for “the god-concept” as a substitute for God. He does

not resolve God into a notion of “the universe in its ideal-

achieving capacity”. Whether or no you regard his theism

as perfectly satisfactory, it is at all events pronounced. To
the citations already made add the following, taken from

the most distinctively pantheistic passage in the article.
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“In the course of infinite time a divine plan, an endlessly

complex and yet perfectly definite spiritual idea gets ex-

pressed in the lives of countless finite beings and yet with

the unity of a single universal life” (p. 440).

Verbally this is very unlike the answers to the Catechism

questions, “What is God ?” “What are the decrees of

God ?”
;
but it would be interesting to work out the question

how far the two really differ.

3. Dr. Royce is profoundly correct in recognizing the

fact that there is an element of symbol in our finite utter-

ances concerning God. All thinking persons are conscious

of this. In the book of Job Zophar asks

:

“Canst thou by searching find out God ? Canst thou find

out the Almighty unto perfection?”

Finite minds cannot adequately express the infinite. If

we speak of God we have to speak anthropomorphically.

This fact has three bearings on such an article as that of

Dr. Royce.

First, it should affect his estimate of the doctrines here-

tofore held. The men who have formulated or held these

traditions have mostly been men who were conscious of

these human limitations, and what they have said should be

understood accordingly. It is not fair play needlessly to

put mechanical interpretations on their utterances; though

it is of course true that among the millions who have

spoken on these subjects some have uttered wooden ideas.

As compared with what inferior men have published, this

paper of Dr. Royce is singularly free from the assumption

that all orthodox thinking is mechanical.

Second, Dr. Royce is evidently aware that he himself is

far from having escaped the limitations that attend human

thinking. He holds that the truth behind the symbols is

“statable”, “is capable of a perfectly rational statement”,

that we may hope that it will yield to the “clearer insight”

of the modern mind
;
but his own statement of it is not

intelligible apart from symbol. The statement that “God

expresses Himself in this world of finitude, incarnates Him-

self in this realm of human imperfection” is not a bit less
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symbolical than the statement that “the Word was made

flesh, and dwelt among us”. It is only by a hard struggle

with phrases that Dr. Royce retains the pantheistic idea

in his doctrine of vicarious suffering
;
his thought constantly

slips the pantheistic leash. He says that God and the

“eternal world” are identical
;
and yet he tells us that “God

expresses himself in this world of finitude” in order that

he may “win” something in the eternal world (p. 444).

We, being parts of the eternal world are identical with

God, and yet “God sorrows in you, . . . sorrows for

you, . . . sorrows, too, in waiting for your higher

fulfilment”. We are “destined to win our union with the

divine” (p. 444). Great souls willingly suffer “that the

world may be brought nearer to its destined union with

the divine” (p. 441 ).

With all its alleged advances in insight the modern mind

still has to use human phrases when it speaks of the divine.

And third, an event is not necessarily legendary because

it is symbolical. The doctrine of the “essential Christ”

is a positive doctrine; why should it be coupled with a

denial of any New Testament fact in regard to the his-

torical Christ? If one holds that divine-human redemptive

suffering is one of the eternal principles of the universe,

how should that prevent his holding that the sufferings of

Jesus Christ, once for all, were a unique expression of this

principle? If one regards the divine-human redemption as

a “timeless fact” “which never merely happened” (p. 435),

but is always happening, he may nevertheless hold that it

actually happened, uniquely, in one supreme instance.

Some facts are as well fitted to be symbols as legend can

possibly be. If the incarnation and the atoning death are

facts, they are not for that reason any the less symbols

of any truths for which they stand. A typal fact is a

symbol of the highest order.

4. Dr. Royce’s interpretation of the doctrines of the

incarnation and the atonement includes, as we have seen, a

doctrine of vicarious human suffering. What may be dis-
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tinctively called vicarious sufifering, by human beings for

human beings, is suffering voluntarily undertaken by the

sufferer, not incurred by his heedlessness or his misdoing.

It is suffering to which he is providentially and divinely

called, not that which he undertakes lightly or foolishly.

It is suffering for the benefit of others, and it includes,

often, the rescuing of men from evil consequences which

they had incurred through their own wrong-doing. All

that is finest in common life is more or less connected with

vicarious suffering of this type; and the most conspicuous

noble deeds in history have been instances of the same type.

Dr. Royce does not present this as a new idea, and it is

not new. It is the old familiar argument from the anal-

ogies of experience, by which the advocates of the doctrine

of the atonement have defended that doctrine when it was

attacked. Barring possible differences in theistic concep-

tions, what Dr. Royce says concerning fortitude and sym-

pathetic comradeship in suffering, and concerning vicarious

underserved suffering for the salvation of others, has its

place in the orthodox theories of the atonement as well

as in the theory of Dr. Royce. Of course we all welcome

this timely restatement of this truth.

5. When Dr. Royce broadens this idea of human vi-

carious suffering, saying that it is a law for God and the

universe as well as for men, and identifying it with the

Christian doctrines of the incarnation and the atonement, it

is less easy to pronounce a simple judgment concerning his

view, or to compare it with other views that have been

held., One or two points, however, are clear.

By the very terms which he uses he plants himself on the

Evangelical side. He holds that the men who have advo-

cated the doctrines of the incarnation and the atonement

have been in the right, however mistaken they may have

been in some of their interpretations. It follows that those

who deny or ignore these doctrines are in the wrong.

Presumably he expects little sympathy for the view he

has presented except in the orthodox ranks.
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Among Evangelical teachers the present tendency is to

accept a good many different theories of the atonement as

presenting each some important aspect of a great and many-

sided truth. Dr. Royce’s view is hardly of this character.

Persons who hold narrowly to the idea that the incarnation

and the atonement are merely an object lesson in the duty

of selfsacrifice for others will have no trouble in squaring

their ideas with those of Dr. Royce. Many of us, how-

ever, have a conception of right and wrong as well as of

good and evil; a conception of justice as well as of for-

bearance and kindness; a conception of reward and punish-

ment as respectively expressing approval of right and dis-

approval of wrong; an idea of the forgiveness of sins as

well as of the alleviation of discomforts. Dr. Royce’s

presentation does not necessarily exclude any of these, but it

does not specifically include them. It is not easy to decide

how far his silences indicate that his opinions differ from

ours.

The New Testament and the Evangelical theology em-

phasize not the sufferings of Christ, but His death. His

blood, the cross; Dr. Royce, like many individual Evan-

gelical teachers, emphasizes the sufferings. We emphasize

the idea of substitution in the work of Christ, the idea com-

ing into the problem in more ways than one; how far Dr.

Royce does this we need not undertake to decide further

than to note that all vicarious suffering is in a very real

sense substituted suffering.

However the view of Dr. Royce may compare with the

Evangelical view, he claims to have proved, on purely

rational grounds, that vicarious suffering is the law of the

universe; that for mankind, in virtue of the truth of the

immanence of God, this amounts to redemption through

divine-human suffering; and that the New Testament and

the Church, teaching these propositions in the doctrines of

the incarnation and the atonement, have essentially taught

the truth. If he does not accept the whole Evangelical

doctrine, he at least accepts the parts of it which have
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given most offense. As against all to whom the cross is

a stumblingblock he vindicates its right to stand as the

most vital of religious emblems.

His argument for this particular position is invincible.

Independent of any differences that may exist in our under-

standing of the matter, he is profoundly in the right in

his appraisal of the incarnation and the atonement as more

vital than even the ethics of Jesus. His position is repre-

sentative. A person who is really in earnest, and to whom
religion is a reality cannot -forever be content to think of

religion as a mere sentimental annex to good morals, or

as mainly a higher form of amusement which human beings

instinctively devise for themselves. The utterance of Dr.

Royce should be welcomed as a timely protest against the

current superficiality in religious thinking, as a reinforce-

ment to the ranks of those who are contending for serious-

ness and reality in religion.

6. As between Dr. Royce’s doctrine and the doctrine

as commonly held by Evangelical people, there arise ques-

tions of relative utility. From the point of view of one

who agrees with him in regard to the incarnation and the

atonement, is there anything better for an ordinary person

to do than simply to accept these doctrines as they are

stated in the New Testament? Is there any better way of

stating them—stating them for the purposes of a religion

for persons of all sorts and conditions—than the New
Testament way? Religious statements are needed for per-

sons of all types of culture; Dr. Royce would not claim

that his own statements are suited to any persons save

those of one type of culture; how would he make provision

for others? I think that he would be surprised if he found

as much as one person who should understand what he has

said exactly as he himself intended it. I think that he

would not be surprised if many intelligent persons, reading

what he has said, should have a different understanding of

it from that which he intended. This is not indicative of

lack of lucidity on his part, but of the difficulty of making
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our ideas intelligible in these regions of refined thinking.

If the conclusions which Dr. Royce has reached are true,

there is need that these truths be made intelligible to per-

sons unaccustomed to speculative subtleties. One can hardly

be sure whether Dr. Royce would not be content to express

the doctrine of the incarnation and the atonement in the

forms in which the Church has commonly expressed them,

provided it were understood that the expressions are sym-

bols rather than absolute statements of fact. The New
Testament statements and the other orthodox formulas have

always been regarded as attempts to express the infinite in

finite language, and therefore as having a certain symbolical

character. They are pedagogically adapted for being held

in the memorj^ so as to be mentally digested. Dr. Royce

finds that, as symbols, they convey to his mind the great

truths of the divine-human redemption. He would doubt-

less join in the affirmation that millions upon millions of

persons who were not up in the mysteries of pantheistic

theism have to some extent assimilated the biblical teach-

ings concerning the atonement and the incarnation, and have

found them spiritually nourishing. Is there anything better

than this for most persons to do?

7. One more point. How do the conclusions of Dr.

Royce agree with his presupposition that the parts of the

New Testament which speak of the incarnation and the

atonement are legendary? Is he correct in regarding these

as legend, having only a symbolical value; or is the Evan-

gelical tradition correct in regarding them as true to fact,

though having also the value of symbol through their being

the expression of infinite truths in finite language? Are

these parts of the Jesus narrative fiction, or are they

typical fact?

The passages which teach this doctrine of a divine-

human redemption, of the incarnation and the atonement,

are not confined to the Gospel of John, or to parts of the

New Testament which the critics of any school may re-

gard as the latest. To say nothing of the Synoptic Gospels,
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these passages are found in the Acts in the record of the

earliest teachings of the apostles, and in several of the

earlier Epistles. On strictly critical grounds there is no

reason why one should regard the record of the ethical

teachings of Jesus as authentic, but the records concerning

the incarnation and the atonement as legendary. No one

can adduce any strong reason for regarding them as legen-

dary except as he first assumes that the superhuman element

in them renders them incredible.

But Dr. Royce says that the superhum.an fact in them is

not incredible. He affirms, “on purely rational grounds”,

that what we know concerning the incarnation and the

atonement is “unquestionably superhuman and eternal

truth” (p. 435). In the wide margin which he recognizes

between the “entire universe” and the fragmentary uni-

verse known to our science there is plenty of room for the

superhuman, no matter what theory of miracle one holds.

To him the spiritual nature of God and the divine-human

redemption, as set forth in the New Testament, are not

incredible, but are indubitable facts; to this extent these

alleged legendary parts of the New Testament are true to

fact. Where, then, in these passages, shall one draw the

line between what is fact and what is fiction? One who
disbelieves in the superhuman may well count these passages

as legendary, but how can Dr. Royce count them so?

When he says that these great truths of the incarnation

and the atonement are implied in the teachings and the

conduct of Jesus, so that a modern man can reasonably

infer them from those teachings and that conduct, but

that they were probably unknown to the historical Jesus,

he says something that will seem more improbable the more

you consider it. If Jesus lacked some of the advantages

which the modern man has, he had nevertheless a greater

mind and keener insight than most modern men, and he

knew what his teachings implied quite as well as any mod-

ern man does.

If divine-human redemption is a fact, so also its being
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made known to men is a fact. How was it made known?

Clearly it is in some sense a revelation from the Supreme

Power. The Evangelical view is that the Supreme Power

especially revealed it through the words and actions of cer-

tain exceptionally gifted persons, namely Jesus and his first

disciples, and that we have the authentic record of these

;

Dr. Royce says that the record is not authentic, but is “the

product ... of the religious imagination of the great

constructive age of the early church”. When he says this

he is not very intelligible. If a person regards the ideas of

the incarnation and the atonement as themselves fanciful,

he may naturally attribute them to the fancies of everybody

and nobody;, but if he regards them as vital truths he is

precluded from disposing of the matter in this light way.

What is the “imagination” of an “age” save the imagi-

nation of the persons who live in that age; the imagination

of a few leaders supplemented by that of many followers?

And who are more likely than Jesus and Paul and John and

the others to have been the leaders in whose imaginations

these pictures arose?

If these alleged legends were constructed for the purpose

of teaching the great truth of the divine-human redemption,

how about the question whether the men who constructed

them knew that truth? Which was the earlier in their

minds, the truth illustrated or the story by which they il-

lustrated it? Could they have invented the story without

having first perceived the truth? The more you think of

it the surer you will be that these records did not originate

in the dead level of a gregarious myth-making imagination,

but that they have reached us as the product of one or a

few great constructive minds, stirred by an inspiration not

paralleled elsewhere. How else could they have taught

these vital truths, nearly two millenniums before the Mod-
ern man arose to expound them?

If you feel contempt for the doctrine of a divine-human

redemption, you may perhaps make that a reason for re-

pudiating the passages that teach it. But if you accept
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the doctrine have you any really valid reason for doubting

the authenticity of the passages? It will hardly be claimed

that the critical details are decisive except as one marshals

them under the lead of some historical or theological theory.

Unless you regard their religious teachings as absurd, why
should you regard these parts of the record as unhistorical ?

You accept the parables as the correctly reported utterances

of a real person, because it is easier to account for them thus

than in any other way ;
on the whole does not the reasoning

apply equally to the parts of the New Testament which

make the bringing in of the divine-human redemption to be

that which is most vital in the mission of Jesus? If you

reject the redemption idea, that will of course involve your

rejecting the statements that affirm it; but if not, what

ground have you for denying that the statements are true

to fact?

In fine. Dr. Royce has made good his position. To minds

that accept the Christian idea of God, and that have cen-

turies of Christian heredity and training back of them, it

is possible for Philosophy to prove that the divine-human

redemption is the most vital thing in religion. Whether Dr.

Royce would have been able to prove this if it had not first

been revealed in the Scriptures is another question. On
another point there is no room for question. Philosophy

has taken possession of this citadel in the name of the Evan-

gelical truth. It cannot hold the citadel unless it is willing

also to defend the outworks—to defend the other essentially

connected Evangelical doctrines, including the doctrine of

the truthfulness of the Scriptures.

Willis J. Beecher.

Auburn, N. Y.
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The closing paragraph of Rudolph Eucken’s great work, The Prob-

lem of Life, is an eloquent and timely plea for the study of Metaphysics.

“We feel”, he says, “with increasing force the need to synthesize life

afresh; the need of some unifying, sustaining system of ideas . . .

We must have recourse to Metaphysics.”

It is certain that our intense and absorbing devotion each man to

his own special, and mostly narrow, field has made us near-sighted.

Or in the familiar figure “We cannot see the wood for the trees.”

We hear a good deal of the revival of interest in philosophy, but

the evidence of such a revival is not abundant. The fruit of such

revival as there may be is not very satisfactory. Much of it is un-

satisfactory because it is so evidently partial and partisan
;
often a

mere scrap of metaphysics dragged in to flavor a novel or sustain some

scheme of sociology or therapeutics.

Many of the most readable contributions to the discussion of philo-

sophic subjects are the work of enthusiastic amateurs who take us

on pleasant excursions, but keep near the shore and avoid the high

seas of Metaphysics very carefully. Even the best of our philoso-

phers seem to have lost heart and are ready to leave the high seas

altogether and settle down in some snug harbor, like Pragmatism, for

the rest of their days. Others drift over the line that separates

philosophy from poetry, and cruise about in the pleasant waters of

verse.

Still the situation is not hopeless. Indeed it is the more hopeful be-

cause it is so unsatisfactory. The need of more serious, sane and

patient study of Metaphysics has become obvious; and the world’s need

is ever the scholar’s opportunity, therefore we hope for better things

in the near future. The psychologist and physiologist and moralist

and physicist are crying aloud for the metaphysician to put their work
together—to show the plans and specifications of the world.

And we have not only hope, but some achievements to encourage

us. Such men as James and Paulsen and Eucken are a great deal to

have in one generation. And it is with joy as well as hope that we
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see one of our sanest and boldest thinkers taking his pen in hand in

this good cause.

He gains our good will, first of all, by writing English that can be

read with pleasure. We may not be able to agree with all he says;

but we can at least parse it, and that is a good deal.

His thinking is straight and consistent. It is not all easy reading

of course—it requires more than large type to enable one to read

Philosophy—^but the reader who brings an earnest mind and fair in-

telligence to the reading will have no trouble and much pleasure.

He has the courage of his convictions; does not evade the difficulties;

does not select his ground, but comes out into the open and defends

his positions fairly.

He is devout and shows a fitting reverence for the sublime themes

which he discusses. It may be only our taste, but we dislike the fellow

who makes jokes about the solar system or is “smart” in his remarks

on the universe.

The doctrine taught is distinctly idealistic monism
;
or as he would

prefer to call it, personal monism.

The purpose of the book is expository. It does not attempt to re-

view all systems of philosophy, but to present and expound the truth

as he sees it.

About half of the book is a statement of the idealist’s view of the

universe. This is admirably presented under these chapters.

1. The Nature of Metaphysics.

2. The World from Different View Points.

3. The Subjectivity of Sensation.

4. The Subjectivity of Space.

5. The Subjectivity of Time.

6. Subjective Reality.

7. How we reach Objective Reality.

Thus far he keeps the main road, following Paulsen for the most

part, and aiming only at making intelligible the doctrine taught by

idealists generally.

Chapter eight, on the Nature of Objective Reality is, perhaps, the

most original and valuable part of the book. The World as Life.

The World as Thought, The World as Sensibility and the World as

Will are great essays on these great themes.

Chapter nine is the culmination of the work. Here he discusses the

World and God and reaches conclusions that are momentous, e. g.

“The material universe is a mode of divine activity”. “The soul is

derived from God. . . . The soul comes into being in the phenomenal

world by a process of evolution. . . . Human souls have reached a

point of separation from the divine mind and have passed into per-

sonality. . . . Yet we are not to suppose human souls ever become

ontologically separate from God. . . . The relation of God and finite

spirits is one of reciprocal immanence; God is in all souls and all

souls are in God.”

The closing chapter on Application of Idealism discusses five sub-

jects.
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1. The Relation of Mind and Body.

2. Immortality.

3. The Problem of Evil.

4. Idealism and Religion.

5. Idealism of Life.

These, especially 2 and 3, are, perhaps, the best written portions of

the book, but perhaps also the most open to attack on philosophic

grounds.

It is not for the critic to determine the question whether the author

sustains his thesis. This is the function of the jury of intelligent

readers. But as judge charging the jury we may remark.

1. It is not possible to present a complete system of Metaphysics

and also to defend it at every point in one small volume. This book

presents such a system clearly, consistently and in fair proportions

;

it does not attempt to prove everything, and necessarily assumes a

good deal that will be disputed by those who are not idealists.

2. The advocate of idealistic monism labors under a great disad-

vantage in that he must present his case in language that is thoroughly

dualistic. It is impossible to find words that are neutral for many of

his most fundamental ideas.

3. The unsettled state of psychology is also most embarrassing. No
system of Metaphysics can be established without a clear definition of

the soul. It must be regarded as either a substance—thing-in-itself

—

or a stream of consciousness. This question is especially important

in a system which rests fundamentally on the soul as the one and

only “bit of reality” known to us directly.

4. The difficulty of avoiding the conclusions of pantheism is a real

difficulty. Having accepted matter as “a mode of divine activity” it

is not easy to find firm ground for personality. In this work the most

difficult pages are 205 ff, following the conclusion of 204.

5. The fact that many—perhaps the majority—of our greatest stu-

dents of philosophy are idealists and mostly monists, does not go far

to prove that idealism is the true view ; but it does establish a pre-

sumption that it is not an absurd theory to be laughed out of court,

or treated with contempt.

It may be that the reaction from positivism and practical mater-

ialism has carried us too far; but this remains to be proved.

6. The chief practical value of Dr. Snowden’s work is its adapta-

bility to the needs of all men who have an interest in philosophy, but

are not deeply read in the subject. The book is not merely elementary,

but it is distinctly preparatory and introductory; an ideal book for

use in colleges, provided they are not afraid of “corrupting” the

minds of students with the visions of idealism.

S. A. Martin.

APOLOGETICAL THEOLOGY.
The Psychology of Religious Experience. By Edward Scribner

Ames, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Philosophy in the University
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of Chicago. 8vo.
; pp. xii, 428. Boston and New York: Houghton

Mifflin Company. The Riverside Press, Cambridge. 1910. Price,

$2.50 net.

“This work,” in the words of the author, “undertakes an investiga-

tion of the religious aspect of normal human experience. The point

of view employed is that of functional psychology, which is necessarily

genetic and social. The method adopted involves the use of much
material from anthropology, the history of religion, and other social

sciences, but an attempt has been made to organize this material and

to interpret it from the psychological standpoint. This hypothesis

that religion is the consciousness of the highest social values arose

from studies in these fields, and this conception has been strengthened

by further investigations. These highest social values appear to em-

body more or less idealized expressions of the most elemental and

urgent life impulses. Religion expresses the desire to obtain life and

obtain it abundantly. In all stages the demand is for ‘daily bread’ and

for companionship and achievement in family and community relation-

ships. These cravings constitute the inner continuity and identity

of motive in all the diverse types of religion, primitive and modern.

Pagan and Christian. The social consciousness arises in every group

in the mediation of these needs, in the struggle for existence, and in

the aspiration and endeavor to make life more varied, more adequate

and more ideal. In their simpler expressions among primitive peoples

these cravings struggle blindly, being dominated by rigid custom and

by magic. In higher forms they are gradually freed from supersti-

tion, and guided by tested experience, and are incorporated in more
elaborate symbols.”

Dr. Ames’s discussion falls into four parts. Part I gives “The His-

tory and Method of the Psychology of Religion.” This is valuable

specially for its full and illuminating presentation of the aim, the

process and the characteristic of Functional Psychology. Part II

investigates “The Origin of Religion in the Race.” This origin it

finds in the social customs which had their .impulse in food and sex.

With regard to these customs the author takes issue with such writers

as Jevons and Frazer and Lang. Thus, instead of maintaining, as

they do, a radical opposition between magic and religion, Dr. Ames
agrees with William Robertson Smith in “finding the distinction be-

tween religion and magic only in the fact that the former is social

and the latter individual.” So, too, with regard to spirits he differs

from Tylor and all who, like him, wrote under the influence of the

old rational psychology, in that he denies that “man is directly con-

scious of himself as a spiritual agent and also that this conception of

the human soul is the very ‘fons et origo’ of the conceptions of spirit

and deity in general.” “The fact seems to be,” he says, “that both

self and object are fused in one activity and are not contrasted in

the actor’s mind.” “A spirit is an object, sensation, or image, which

strikes the attention forcibly.” He takes issue again with Jevons and

writers like him “who deal with the earliest forms of sacrifice in

terms ‘of worship’.
”

“Worship,” he holds, “suggests an attitude of
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reverence and trust toward a ‘high God,’ which is quite impossible in

the primitive stages of human experience.” ‘‘The idea of the victim

being offered to the god is a late development.” “The true idea is that

it is the god which has been slain in order that his followers may
share his life.” The conception of sacrifice as an atonement for sin

is very late. Even the piacular sacrifices of the Hebrews emphasize

rather ceremonial contact with sacred objects. Prayer is stripped of

its ordinarj' significance. “It is as possible to have prayer which is

not prayer ‘to’ some person or thing, as to have sacrifice which is not

sacrifice ‘to’ some person or thing.” “Xo more than speech does

prayer presuppose some theory concerning the nature of that to which

it seems to be directed.” “The earlier prayers were in reality charms

operating magically, and lacking for the most part the elements of

conversation between persons in the way in which it is usually in-

terpreted.”

Part III discusses “The Rise of Religion in the Individual.” In

this section of his book the writer draws largely on, and in the main

follows, such well known authors as Starbuck, James, Coe, King.

He denies, for example, “to the mature individual,” and much more to

the Infant, “the possession of a ‘soul’ in the sense of a substantial

and static entity within him.” “To believe in infant regeneration

he regards as inconsistent and unscientific.” Adolescence he holds to

be the time, if not the only time, for religious awakening, and the

reason for this he finds in the marked development during this period

of the sexual instinct on the social side. He condemns “the old

theories of natural depravity and perversity.” Conversion as com-

monly understood he considers abnormal and reprehensible.

Part IV treats of “The Place of Religion in the Experience of the

Individual and Society.” This is, perhaps, the most interesting sec-

tion of the volume. Religion is rightly presented as “involving the

entire psychical life.” Nevertheless, there is a strong tendency to

minimize the intellectual element. Even the importance of the idea

of God is depreciated. “The truth of the matter may be put this

way: God is not know^i, He is not understood ; He is used— (italics

the author’s). “The ‘attributes’ in the conception of God are as

numerous as the ideal interests of those who use it, for it signifies the

totality of our purposes and values.” “Doctrines are but working

hypotheses, subject to constant modification and revision in the light

of further experience and reflection.” The same minimizing tendency

appears with regard to the place of feeling in religion. As Starbuck

and Pratt subordinate ideas to feeling, so Dr. Ames would make both

“secondary to the activities of the organism and he would regard

these as “instinctive and organic and as arising within the life process

in the course of the adjustment which it involves.” Genius and

inspiration he identifies, and he makes them simply the highest result

of such adjustment. This he attempts to illustrate and in so far forth

establish in the case of the Hebrew prophets. In his own words, “the

genius, whatever the sphere of his activity, is an individual of remark-

able native ability, profoundly saturated with the social consciousness.
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and operating effectively to bring that consciousness to greater clear-

ness and efficiency.” On the other hand, “non-religious persons are

those who fail to enter vitally into a world of social activities and

feelings.” That is to say, “the social consciousness, in its most intimate

and vital phases, is identical with religion.” An interesting, if not

always an illuminating, chapter follows on “The Psychology of the

Religious Sects.” “Each denomination represents a type of person-

ality, a social stratification, which is determined in its original pattern

by the economic forces and the personal leadership which fashioned it.

Afterwards it aggregates like-minded people to itself and stamps its

members with its own marks.” The closing chapter is entitled

“Democracy and Science.” In it we are shown that as “the two

most characteristic features of the aspiring life of the present period

are the democratic and scientific tendencies,” so the distinctive “sig-

nificance of democracy and science is religious.” Hence—and this sums
up this whole treatise

—“There will be creeds, but they will affirm

no more than is really helpful to believe, ritual, but only what is

beautiful or edifying; everything must justify itself by function.” In

a word, pragmatism is the explanation because the essence of re-

ligion. It works : that is why it is, and why it is what it is.

Adequate criticism of so large a book as this of Dr. Ames is, of

course, impossible within our limits. We can remark only in a gen-

eral way as follows

;

I. The functional psychology, if used as an explanation of religion,

is open to the same criticism to which pragmatism in general is ex-

posed as a philosophy. That is, it itself demands explanation. Thus
pragmatism finds the test of truth in workability: what will work
is true. But what is meant by workability? That depends on the

end in view. If it be righteousness, it will be one thing; if it be

happiness, it will be another; if it be self-realization, it will be some-

thing else; if it be material prosperity, it will again be different: in

a word, your conception of workability will be determined by your

theory of the highest good. Thus pragmatism, to be a philosophy,

must call in another and deeper philosophy; and so it itself is really

not a philosophy. Precisely so is it with functional, which might be

called pragmatic psychology. This, as our author maintains, is char-

acteristically “voluntaristic.” In its lowest terms it is the study of

strivings. Strivings, however, mean nothing apart from an end. They
are good or bad, they are high or low

;
and, hence, they are significant

and worthy of study, only in view of what is striven after. Nor is

this all. They can not be studied simply as strivings, even if we
could overlook the unprofitableness of such study—they can not be

studied simply as strivings, unless we know what strives and what
is striven after. The striving of a dog will not be rightly interpreted

even as mere striving, if it be studied as if it were the striving of a

man. The hypothesis that religion expresses the effort after adjust-

ment to environment in view of “the highest social values” is un-

fruitful by itself. We must start with a social being and we must
know what are the highest social values. Our standpoint must embrace
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the static and the ideal as well as the functional. In a word, even

within the sphere of psychology, our author’s method is impossible.

2. The problem which he would solve and which he believes

himself to have solved is not the problem to be solved. For example,

holding as he does that “the origin of religion is to be found in the

origin of the social consciousness,” he thinks that he has explained

religion when he has explained the social consciousness. The fact is,

however, that the religious consciousness and the social consciousness

are not identical. Doubtless, that is a poor kind of religion which is

unsocial, but who has not seen exceedingly religious persons who
were very unsocial and social persons who were not religious? That

is to say, in becoming social man does not necessarily become religious.

On the contrary, the distinguishing mark of all religion, the lowest

as well as the highest, is the sense of relation to the Supernatural.

Where we have this sense we have religion. When we do not have

it, we do not have religion, unless religion be taken in a meaning other

than its historical and common one. Now, nothing is more character-

istic of Dr. Ames’s whole discussion than the way in which he ignores

the conception of the Supernatural. He writes a long chapter on

“The Development of Religion,” including Christianity, and so far as

we can discover, there is in it not one reference to the conception of

the Supernatural. That is to say, what needs most to be explained he

does not try to explain. Because the social consciousness has much
to do with determining what objects shall be regarded as supernatural

and what shall be the attributes of the Supernatural, he seems to think

that the social consciousness is all that there is to account for. He
makes the same mistake as does the Associationist Theory of Morals.

This may explain why this rather than that is regarded obligatory, but

what is to be explained is the idea of obligation
;
and precisely so, the

social consciousness may throw light on the kind of religion prevalent,

but the real problem is as to the fact of religion itself.

3. The generalizations and the arguments of our author seem to

be determined not so much by facts and logic as by the theory to

be supported. Our limits permit only an example or two. Thus he

says (quoting Starbuck) : “‘One of the most pronounced characteristics

of the religion of childhood is that religion is distinctively external to

the child rather than something ivhich possesses inner significance
’

(italics his). In the replies I received to the question. What im-

pressions did the church services and the Sunday School make? the

most frequent answer was that they made little or no impression at

all. ‘Up to the age of twelve, I know of no definite impression the

church service made on me. I took it as a matter of course.’ ” This,

it will be observed, is simply testimony; and it is testimony whose
value as proof must be considerably lessened by the fact that those

whose experience was different, if there were such, would for that

very reason have been unlikely to give their experience. Even the

questionnaire of an eminent psychologist of religion would not dispose

them to expose anything so sacred. For himself, however, the writer

is willing to say under the circumstances, that the sermons which im-
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pressed him most, and most inwardly as well as permanently, were

those to which he listened before he was twelve years old ; that his

twelve years in the pastorate convince him that his experience in this

respect was in no wise exceptional
; and that he does not see why

this testimony of his, even as the basis for scientific generalization,

is not as good as the opposite. Again, we are told that “the fact

that the Bible was the book most commonly printed may be regarded

as the cause almost as much as the 'result of its authority. ‘It became
at once a primer, a history, and a law book.’ ’’ But why was it most

commonly printed? It was not the only book. Our author is so bent

on denying the supernatural authority of the Bible that he overlooks,

if he does not try to obscure, the fact that the Bible was most com-
monly printed just because of its general acceptance as the supernatural

authority; and that the universal circulation of it thus promoted would

rather have tended to expose and to refute its claims, had they been

false. Once more. Dr. Ames writes : “There is abundant evidence that

primitive customs and taboos do not arise from ideas or from systems

of belief, and modern psychology has made it possible to account for

such usages upon other and far more convincing grounds. Many lines

of proof support this view. For example, the replies of savages them-

selves to inquiries concerning their customs are good evidence that

their conduct does not issue from ‘ideas’ nor depend upon ‘reasons.’

They simply say, ‘It is our custom.’ One soon gets tired of the

everlasting answer that meets your questioning at every turn, ‘It

is our custom.’ ’’ Because, however, this is the answer given, it does

not follow, as Dr. Ames holds, that it must be the true explanation.

Doubtless, many customs, whether in the case of savage or of civilized

men, are only “reactions to felt needs.” We may not, however, con-

clude from this that they are “non-rational.” The appetite to which

the custom is a response may be non-rational, as hunger, but the

response with which the custom began could not in the case of man
be non-rational ; for he is essentially a rational being. He must, there-

fore, in the first instance at least, even take of a particular kind of

food because he has the idea of the taking of it as fitted to gratify

some particular appetency. This is so because his nature is rational

and he must act according to his nature. Made to receive ideas and

to respond to them, the only final and valid explanation of his acts and

even of his customs must be the intellectualistic one. This is confirmed,

rather than controverted as Dr. Ames thinks, by “the fact that many

different myths or stories will be told by the same savage at different

times to account for his custom.” This may indicate that “he has no

definite theory with reference to his customs,” that he cannot recall the

ideas in which they originated
;
but does it not certainly indicate also

that there must be a theory, that the custom must have had its genesis

in an idea? Were it not so, why would the savage offer so many ex-

planations? Though he cannot suggest a rational one, he feels that

there must be one.

4. This whole functional and voluntaristic psychology is as unsatis-

factory, to say no more, as it is clever. It aims to show, and to the
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merely superficial observer it may show, how even the highest religion

is developed out of “the impulses” toward “food and sex.” It has not

shown, however, and it can not show, why it is that, though all ani-

mals are at least as impressionable to “impulses” toward “food and

sex” as man is, yet man is the only animal who rises to religion. Is

not this the thing to be explained? Can it be explained otherwise than

that man is the only animal to whom God has revealed or could reveal

himself?

Princeton. William Brenton Greene, Jr.

The Psychology of the Christian Life. A Contribution to the

Scientific Study of Christian Experience and Character. By
Hor.\ce Emory Warner, M.A., D.D. With Introduction hy John
R. Mott, LL.D. 8vo, pp. 401. Fleming H. Revell Company:
New York, Chicago, Toronto, London, and Edinburgh. 1910.

Price $1.50 net.

“This is exclusively a psychology' of the Christian life.” It is more.

It is an argument for the supernaturalness of that life based on its

psychology. “It does not, therefore, purport to be a treatise presenting

merely a disinterested discussion of phenomena, without definite con-

clusions reached, or positive positions taken. Its aim is to show that

an intelligent study of all the facts embraced in the field outlined leads

to one inevitable culmination : the postulation of supernatural ori-

gin to • specific psychical processes involved in Christian experience,

constituting the experimental Christian life a distinctively supernatural

life—it being expressly understood that this supernatural origin is

not disorderly or capricious, but evidently acting under some spiritual

order well beyond all range of the natural order with which we are

familiar. Such supernaturalistic view seems to the author to be the

only position tenable, and this conviction gives purpose and form to

the entire discussion.” Beyond this, the psychology and the argument

based on it are distinctively “Christian.” That is, they admit “the

validity of Scriptural insight as a source of reliable information in

the psychical area.” There are two books : Book I treating of “The

Inner Life” of the Christian and Book II, of his “Outer Life.” Book
I, again, falls into two parts. Part I sets forth “The States of Chris-

tian Experience.” These are four; first, the “Antecedent States,” or

those prior to conversion
;
second, the “Cataclysmic States,” or those

when “salvation comes through cataclysm third, the “State under

Christian Nurture,” or those when Christian life is experienced

through Christian Nurture
;
and, fourth, the “States in Ascent,” or

those which express themselves in the progressive stages of growth

in grace. Part II takes up the question of “Origins.” These it locates

in the subliminal consciousness. As they are thus “beyond observa-

tion,” they must be learned either by psychological inference or from

the testimony of Scripture or from both sources. “The Availability of

Psychological Inference” is, therefore, considered and established. It

is found that the phenomena of the Christian life already set forth

warrant three inferences : that “forces are at work in the sub-con-
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scious region that “they operate under fixed laws that “they mani-

fest intelligent qualities.” It is also shown that four “erroneous in-

ferences” are drawn: (i) that the phenomena of conversion are “the

outcome of adolescent change,” which is a conclusion not warranted

by the data; (2) that parallel phenomena prove the phenomena of

conversion to be “reactive,” which phenomena are not really parallel

;

(3) that incapacity demonstrates these phenomena to be structural,

but genuine incapacity is very rare and it warrants no such inference

as alleged; (4) that the phenomena originate in “hypnotic suggestion,”

but this is set aside by “the deplorable results of hypnotic action.”

Thus we are thrown back for the answer to our inquiry on “Scripture

insight.” Can, however, the reliability of this be established? It

would seem so. It is confirmed by four credentials. Its “diagnoses of

psychical disorder,” its “prescription for relief,” its “definition of

processes of relief,” its “familiarity with conditions involved”—all

prove “the unerring accuracy of Scripture insight in the region of

consciousness,” and this establishes its “claim upon our credence when-

ever we find it to speak concerning such occurrences as take place in

the depths of the subconscious.” “For the difference between these two

classes of psychical occurrences, those transpiring in consciousness

and those in subconsciousness, is one evidently arising in the limita-

tions of the ordinary powers of human insight. Both are occurrences

in the psychical field of kindred, if not identical, nature; their differ-

entiation is one of location, one class transpiring under the light of

consciousness, the other in the obscurity of subconsciousness. Indeed,

the difficulties arising in the analysis of conscious occurrences are

often as insurmountable for ordinary insight as are those pertaining

to subconscious processes. A penetration equal to the task of clearing

away all such difficulties with reference to conscious psychical activi-

ties, as we have seen Scriptural insight to have, may as well be able

to do the same for subconscious spiritual occurrences. It should, there-

fore, be no strain upon the most scrupulous investigation to concede

to Scriptural insight the right to speak with authority concerning the

subconscious conditions involved in Christian experience, should it so

choose.” Now this it has done. It testifies, that “the Holy Spirit abides

in the psychical field”; that He is “beneath good impulse”; that “He
alone regenerates”; that “He confers life and power”; that He “trans-

forms in Christian growth.” Book II sets forth “the Outer Life” of

the Christian. This is found to correspond with and so to evidence

its inward change and power. Christian character and conduct manifest

themselves along three lines
;
personal, evangelistic, sociological : these

developments are unique : and through their reaction on psychical facili-

ties and psychical perceptions they point to a future of human pro-

gress and glory that must be the eternal demonstration of the wisdom
and power of God Himself. Such in brief and very imperfectly is

the outline and argument of Dr. Warner’s, to say the least, remarkable

book.

The following general criticisms are submitted

:

I. It is well that this work has been done. During the last ten or
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fifteen years treatises on the psychology of religion have been so nu-

merous and so able, that the names of Starbuck and James and Pratt

and Hall and Coe and Ames are on the lips even of college students.

These writers, however, have approached their subject from a non-

christian standpoint, and it can scarcely be doubted that the influence

of their publications has, on the whole, been anti-christian. Psycho-

logical processes are coming to be regarded as explaining away the

supernatural in Christian experience. It is, therefore, high time that

the “pschology of the Christian life” should be set forth, and that this

should be done by one who studies it and who portrays it as a Chris-

tian. As Schmidt has shown in his Die Verschiedenen Typen Re-

ligidser Erfahrung und die Psychologic, “we cannot reach the specific-

ally religious feeling by way of examination of merely assumed kin-

dred moods, analogous feelings, fixed ideas, morbid states of mind.”

“No one can pass judgment on such a phenomenon as religion”—and

this applies preeminently to the Christian religion
—

“except one who
knows it from his own experiences.”

2. It is well that this necessary and difficult work has been done sO'

carefully and in the main so satisfactorily as Dr. Warner has done

it. He writes out of ample and generally accurate information. He
has brought to his task a mind which has had the best modern edu-

cational advantages. He has kept abreast of research and discussion

on his subject. He shows familiarity with the results and even sym-

pathy with the methods of the masters of the new science of the

psychology of religion. “Above all, he has had the absolutely in-

valuable corrective of a long and fruitful career in the Christian min-

istry.” “His whole life has been spent, therefore, in what might be

called the laboratory of Christian observation and experience.” His

position, moreover, on psychological questions is sound, sounder some-

times than that of his masters. For example, he never falls into the

error of many revivalists that God reveals Himself directly in the

soul. “In all this wonderful achievement”—he is referring to regen-

eration and sanctification
—

“the Holy Spirit,” he says, “does not ap-

pear in consciousness. There is no direct perception of Him as a

person; nor is a single stroke of his actual work perceived in con-

sciousness.” The supernatural results necessarily presuppose super-

natural activity. The “new creation” demonstrates the Creator, but we
do not see or hear him. We are conscious of what must be his direct

work, but we are never conscious of him himself. Again, our author

avoids the mistake of the many psychologists who would make re-

ligion originate in feeling. On the contrary, with Prof. Francis

Bowen, he regards “feeling as a state of mind consequent on the re-

ception of some idea.” Hence, he says, “Emotion is a psychical reac-

tion occurring on the occasion of the presence in the mind of definite,,

correlated, perceptive states.” So, also, he is sound and clear in his

account of the relation of conduct to character. “Mere verbal asser-

tion cannot make character, he says; “persistent profession will not

issue in character; conduct alone produces character.” His argument,

too, impresses us as valid. He meets squarely, as we have seen, the
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four inferences on which psychologists rely to explain away the Super-

natural in Christian experience, and he proves the worth of Scrip-

tural insight in its affirmation of the Supernatural in Christian life.

The “proven accuracy of Scripture insight” in the region of conscious-

ness entitles it to credence when it speaks, as it does, concerning the

subconscious. At least, it puts the burden of proof on those who deny

its trustworthiness in the latter sphere. It brings it up to the psychol-

ogists to show that this sphere differs radically from the other, and this

they can not do just because it is subconscious. The case is as though

a traveler who had been found to be always and most strikingly

correct in his statements regarding a country to which we could go

ourselves and so verify them were to tell us of a land which he said

that he had visited but to which we ourselves could not go. We
should still be bound to believe him, unless it could be shown that

what he said was intrinsically incredible. In claiming or in admitting

this, moreover, the utmost caution would be necessary. To the Siam-

ese Emperor the statement that there were lakes, the water of which

sometimes became so solid that elephants could walk on it seemed

impossible. Now the only ground on which the activity of the

Supernatural in the subliminal consciousness can be pronounced in-

credible is the denial of the Supernatural itself. But to deny the

Supernatural is to beg the very question at issue. Beyond this, the

Christian cannot interpret his experience as he does; i. e., as ex-

pressing new spiritual life out of spiritual death, and his causal judg-

ment not insist on a supernatural explanation : and the non-Christian,

if logical, must estimate the experience of his Christian friend in the

same way; for “an interpretation that conceives of the process of

Christian experience as purely automatic, mechanical, unvolitional,

save as harmony with the most arbitrary law may be seemingly vo-

litional in a delusive way, takes all sense of direct personal contact

with the Spirit of God out of Christian experience, strips it of all

warmth of spirituality, leaving it cold and formal, though perhaps ad-

mirable as an exact chemical process would be.” That is, the purely

psychological explanation of Christian experience destroys its char-

acter as Christian experience. But this at once stamps it as an illegi-

timate explanation : that can not explain which wipes out what it

would account for. In a word, not only does the supernaturalistic

explanation given by Scriptural insight seem to be justified by the

facts which establish the competency of Scriptural insight, but by the

very nature of the case this is the only reasonable explanation. Hence,

our author is right when he adds : “We confidently close this study

with the conclusion that the final word has been spoken by Scripture

insight, and that the ultimate power operative in Christian experience,

is the Holy Spirit.”

3. And yet this admirable book has defects; and just because it is

so admirable, these should be at least pointed out. Thus, it claims

too much for its own argument as over against the other arguments

for the Christian religion. For example, it is not true that “even if

all historic factors were to prove fallacious and be abandoned there
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remains a Christ born within.” Could there be a Christ born within,

if there were not a Christ to be born? And could there be a Christ

to be born if the Eternal Son of God had not “become flesh” and
“fulfilled all righteousness” among us and died and risen and ascended?

Is not this what the Scripture means—and Dr. Warner cannot impugn
it and not overthrow his own argument—is not this what the Scrip-

ture means when it says : “If Christ be not raised, your faith is

vain; ye are yet in your sins” (I Cor. xv: 17). Again, it is not the fact

that the miracle of Christian experience has set aside “the ancient

miracles.” It is true that the experience of the Christian is miracu-

lous in itself. When we understand what it is, the causal judgment,

as we have seen, insists on its supernatural nature and origin. But the

difficulty is to make others or ourselves understand what it is. We re-

fuse to recognize its supernatural elements
;
and it is not strange that

we do so, if the Supernatural in nature and in history, i. e., miracle

and prophecy, is denied. The truth is that no one argument for

Christianity is unimportant. Still less is any one enough. We need

them all. It is in and by its system of evidences that Christianity makes

good its supreme claim. Again, our author’s representation of Chris-

tian experience and of its implications is not errorless. Thus the rea-

son which he gives why “the states under Christian nurture” differ so

radically from the “cataclysmic states” is that “no sin having been

committed, there is no forgiveness, no cleansing. There having been

no distortion of the spiritual nature by reason of indulgence in sin,

there is no regeneration. The soul having never separated itself from

the heavenly Father and his family by disobedience, there is no adop-

tion. All that is wrought now in the sub-conscious by the Holy Spirit

is consistent with what remains after the complete elimination from

the situation of all those conditions which only occur as consequent

upon habitual sin. The child fully responsive under Christian nur-

ture needs no conversion and never has any.” It would be difficult to

find a paragraph more packed with serious mistakes. To refer only

to some of those on the surface, we are born “sons of God” instead

of being, as Paul says, “by nature the children of wrath, even as others”

(Eph. II. 3); when Jesus said to Nicodemus: “Verily, verily, I say

unto thee, except a man be born again, he can not see the kingdom of

God” (John III. 3), he should have added that this assertion, though

unqualified, had no reference to those brought up in Christian homes;

sin is the cause rather than the consequence of corruption of nature;

etc., etc. Of course, between the experience of the sot snatched into

the kingdom out of the gutter and the child trained up for the king-

dom under Christian influences from the first there will be and must

be a great difference, but this will not be because the former has been

regenerated and the latter has not been. It will be because the con-

trast between death and life must in the former, from the nature of

the case, reveal itself suddenly and sharply; whereas in the latter it

will often do this so gradually and easily as to seem, if we disregard

its results, to be only natural. In both, and in both equally, however,

the change is essentially the same. It is the passage from the con-
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demnation and spiritual death of sin to the glorious liberty and life

of the Gospel. Having made these strictures, the reviewer should

mention that this paragraph is very exceptiona' and that the doctrinal

trend of the writer is far from being what from it might have been

expected.

It remains only to add that the publishers of Dr. Warner’s book

have done their work well, and that its usefulness is much enhanced

by an excellent index and by many diagrams which really illustrate.

Princeton. William Brenton Greene, Jr.

The Social Basis of Religion. By Simon N. Patten, Ph.D., LL.D.,

Professor of Political Economy, University of Pennsylvania. Au-
thor of “The New Basis of Civilization”, etc. 8vo; pp. xviii, 247.

New York: The MacMillan Company. 1911. Price $1.25 net

“This book is not an apology for religion, but a constructive de-

fence.” It is demanded because the old defence, especially of Chris-

tianity, has become invalid. This defence was on historical grounds,

and “through the increase of knowledge and through better meth-

ods of investigation” the historical setting of our religion has been

lost, and so the plan of salvation based upon it has fallen into disrepute.

Hence, the necessity of a new apologetics and of its transfer from

an historical to a social basis. Though the facts have been discredit-

ed of which the Christian scheme of redemption has been regarded as

the interpretation, its doctrines are as valuable as ever; they meet the

most enduring social needs : in a word, Christianity works socially

;

this is the new and the true apologetics.

We are compelled to take exception to it on the following grounds,

not to mention many others

:

1. We deny that the Christian plan of salvation has fallen into dis-

repute. Never since the apostolic age was missionary activity so great

as now, and it would seem to be constantly on the increase.

2. We can not admit that the historical basis of Christianity has

been undermined. Because our limits forbid any discussion of a sub-

ject so big as this, we must simply say that “through the increase of

knowledge and through better methods of investigation” this basis

seems to have been established more firmly than ever.

3. Were this not so, the philosophy which underlies and determines

this new apologetics is false in itself and equally false in its method.

This is so as to its conception of truth. “Truth is to be measured

by its effects” (p. 43). “The final test of truth is utility” (p. 53).

“There is no criterion of truth except that it is good, and none of error

except that it is bad” (p. 47). All of which means, if truth is to be

regarded as the correspondence of thought with reality, that there is

no truth. The same is the case with our author’s conception of the

mind. “It is an error to think of the mind as having a definite con-

stitution either in a material or in an immaterial sense. It is not a

unit with definite predetermined expression, but is a series of develop-

ing functions forced into an imperfect unity by organic growth and

external pressure” (p. '1,51). All of which means that there is no
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mind. It is not otherwise as regards the concept of sin. “Evil and

sin are either the result of defects in human nature, and hence with-

out a remedy, or they are due to external, that is, economic conditions,

that mar human nature by producing abnormalities” (p. 40). All of

which means that while there is evil, there is no sin ; for sin entails

guilt, and guilt is impossible with respect both to what has been cre-

ated within us and to what results from what is without us. It is

the same, too, in the case of the concept of God. “God and man are

not distinct in kind” (p. 81). “God is the eternal purpose that runs

through events, and not the force that initiates them” (p. 76). “The

social God is telic, not functional, and is made manifest in the prog-

ress of men and not in their failures” (p. ”6). All of which would

seem to mean that God is just the ever ascending and enlarging aspira-

tion of human society: that is. He does not make and govern society,

but society makes and governs Him ; and this implies that, as com-

monly understood, there is no God. Finally, it is thus also as regards

the concept of salvation. “The new birth will come of itself, if men
are made normal” (p. 221). “Health, wealth and efficiency are the

basis of normal life” (220). All of which means, that misery is the

cause of sin rather than sin the cause of misery; that salvation con-

sists in delivering men from misery rather than from sin; and that

political economy rather than the Gospel is the truth that makes men
free.

We have not space in which to argue the falseness of this philoso-

phy, but we may not pass on without one remark. Whether there is

or is not the correspondence between thought and fact which we call

truth; whether the mind is or is not a real substantial unit; whether

or not there is such a thing as “want of conformity unto or trans-

gression of the law of God” ; whether there is or is not an intelligent

personal first cause and rational governor of the world; whether He
has or has not, through the sacrifice of His Son, provided for man
a way of escape from the consequences of his violation of the divine

law,—these questions may properly be debated, and either position with

regard to them may fairly be held : but to speak of truth when you

deny that there is truth ; to name that the mind which is the contradic-

tion of it; to describe as sin what rules it out; to talk of God when
you have just identified Him with man; to call that the cause of sal-

vation which is its result,—this is to play fast and loose with words in

a way that would not be tolerated in business or in politics.

4. The new apologetics’ conception of Christianity is as false as we
have seen to be the philosophy on which it itself rests. Were its de-

fence valid, it mistakes to the extent of contradicting what it would

defend. It conceives of Christ as only a social reformer and of Chris-

tianity as merely a social programme. To see in Him “the Lamb of

God that taketh away the sin of the world” it pronounces impossible.

“It is difficult,” it says, “to associate Christ with a purely social re-

ligion because his teachings have been overshadowed by the striking

events of His death. For this reason we do not see the fundamental

opposition between what He taught and what His death has been
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made to teach. If Christ’s doctrines had been handed down to us by

a Plato instead of a Paul, or by one who knew only of His life and
not of His death, Christ to us would be a social leader, preaching

salvation only in terms of love, cooperation and service. Salvation

through sacrifice, especially through a blood atonement, would be a

repugnant doctrine from the dread of which He wished to free the

world. There is nothing more paradoxical in history than the rise of

the dogma that a gulf is placed between God and man, which can

be bridged, not by love, but only by the death of one who strove to

fill the gap in the other way. This glaring antinomy in religious

thought must be removed before social religion can be put on a sound

basis” (p. 196). Christ, however, was foretold as the divine sacrifice

for sin (Is. liii). He was announced as “the Lamb of God that

taketh away the sin of the world” (St. John i. 29). He said of him-

self that he came “to minister and to give his life a ransom for many”
(St. Matthew xx. 28). At solemn crises in His life He pointed for-

ward to his sacrificial death as the supreme purpose and not merely

the close of His earthly career (St. Mark ix. 31). His apostles, in

whom and through whom He claimed Himself to speak, constantly

referred, as even our author implies, to Christ’s sacrificial death as

the meaning of His life. It is as “the Lamb that was slainV that the

innumerable host of heaven are represented as adoring Him forever

and ever (Rev. v). To regard the Gospel, therefore, as simply a

scheme of social reform is what is impossible, and to present Christ

and not set Him forth as above all the divine atonement for sin is to

give Hamlet with Hamlet left out.

5. As might have been expected, the new apologetics ends by sub-

stituting another gospel for that of Christ. “There are bound up,” it

says, “in Christian thought two distinct plans of salvation. The or-

thodox view has the degenerate conditions of the Roman world as a

background. It appeals to the emotional type of man these condi-

tions produced. If instead of saying Christ died for sinners we say

He died to redeem the degenerate, we put the problem of this religion

in a scientific form. Its emotional awakening creates character and

wakes motives, causing the spiritual to dominate over the degenera-

tive forces of a world of deficit. It was this religion that gave new
life to the Roman world and supplied the impetus carrying civilization

from the pessimistic South to the optimistic North. It is almost a

universal religion because degeneration is so widespread and its emo-

tional psychology so deep-seated. It must, however, be regarded as

a temporary necessity, approved as a last resort and not as a chosen

plan. It does not reflect the religion of the normal man, nor does it

manifest the social spirit of Christ’s teachings. Another and purer

religion lies in the background. This is obscured in the Old Testa-

ment by the devices of priests, and in the New by the enthusiasm of

Paul’s disciples. The normal life of a stabler civilization is helping us

to reconstruct it and to put in practice doctrines distinctly Christ’s.

The Holy Spirit He promised is with us as the social spirit. In it

we have a natural guide to conduct and an effective stimulus to coop-
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erative action” (p. 202). That is, the religion to which we are coming
is not that which gave new life to the Roman world and supplied the

impetus carrying civilization from the pessimistic South to the opti-

mistic North. That does not reflect the religion of the normal man,
nor does it manifest the social spirit of Christ’s teachings. Another

and a purer religion lies in the background. It is obscured in the Old
Testament by a ritual which we had supposed that God had revealed

and in the New Testament by enthusiasm which we had been taught

that God had inspired. Instead of this, it is “the normal life of a sta-

bler civilization which is helping us to reconstruct it; and instead of

the divine Spirit, it is the social spirit that is to guide us into all truth.”

Verily, this new apologetics does not seem to us to aim to be a

“constructive defence” of Christianity so much as a destructive con-

struction of it; and we are led to wonder whether an argument which

fails to distinguish between defence and destruction is not likely to do

no more than destroy itself.

Princeton. William Brexton Greene, Jr.

The New Testament of Higher Buddhism. By Timothy Richard,

D.D., Litt.D., English Baptist Mission, China. 8vo; pp. viii, 275.

Edinburgh; T. & T. Clark, 38 George Street. 1910. Imported by

Charles Scribner’s Sons.

In his invaluable Handbook of Comparative Religion the lamented

Dr. S. H. Kellogg emphasizes the difference between the Southern or

Orthodox and the Northern or New Buddhism, and shows how the

latter “has evolved for itself a doctrine of salvation which bears a

considerable resemblance to the Christian doctrine” and also how the

same is true of its doctrine of the last things. In these two respects,

at least. Dr. Kellog believes that “we may justly trace an historical

connection with the gospel doctrine, which before the chief scriptures

of the New Buddhism were written had been undoubtedly preached

in India.” These scriptures Dr. Richard puts before us in the most

attractive form made possible by the art of the modern bookmaker,

and he has himself done all that could be done to commend them to

us by a translation of the text presumably exact and elegant, by help-

ful comments, by introductions that really introduce and by an accu-

rate index.. The preparation of this work has evidently been with

him a labor of love, and we congratulate him heartily that he has

left nothing to be desired in his presentation of Northern or Higher

Buddhism to the Western world. That it is many degrees nearer

Christianity than the Southern or Orthodox Buddhism of Siam and

Ceylon, we think that all must readily see. That it contains much
and valuable religious truth, we are sure that most will be glad to

admit. That, however, it needs “modern Christianity only to be the

winnowing fan which separates the chaff from the wheat,” we can-

not grant. It needs the Gospel to reveal the “only name given under

heaven among men whereby we must be saved.” The doctrine of the

Amitabha Buddha may be a reflection of the preaching of “Christ

crucified,” but it is very vague. It needs, not only to be discriminated
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from error, but far more to be replaced by the reality itself. The
reflection of a truth does not always reflect the truth.

Princeton. William Brenton Greene, Jr.

Truth on Trial. An Exposition of the Nature of Truth. Preceded by

a Critique of Pragmatism and an Appreciation of its Leader. By
Paul Carus. 8vo; pp. v, 138. Chicago: The Open Court Pub-

lishing Company. London Agents: Kegan Paul, Trench, Trubner

& Co., Ltd. 1911.

This is a collection of six reprints from the Monist of the years

1908, 1909 and 1910. They find their unity in this, that they aim to

establish the truth as to truth both by refuting pragmatism and by ex-

pounding the nature of truth. The book is dedicated “To the mem-
ory of Professor William James, who with the best intentions put

truth on trial and by his very errors advanced the cause of truth, in

friendly remembrance of courtesies exchanged in spite of radical dif-

ference of opinion.” The author’s judgment of pragmatism and his

appreciation of its leader is well summarized in the two following

extracts: “With all due respect for Professor James, for whose ex-

traordinary and fine personality I cherish an unbounded admiration, I

must confess that I would deem it a misfortune if his philosophy would

ever exercise a determining and permanent influence upon the national

life of our country.” “Professor James’ book talks about truth, but

never and nowhere does it clinch the problem. We grant that it com-

bats many errors, although we must add that frequently what it com-

bats are but straw men of the author’s own making. But whatever

errors pragmatism may be guilty of. Professor James was a man of

great vigor and ingenuity. Though we would say that Professor James

made serious blunders and was sometimes unfair to his antagonists,

though he misconstrued the philosophies of the past, though he lacked

clearness of thought, the first requisite for a ph'losopher, his writings

possess a charm that is unrivalled. He may 1 we been wrong in all

his contentions, but he was never dull.”

Dr. Carus justifies his estimate of pragmr .-im. By a running fire

of criticism directed chiefly at its subjectivitv and at its resulting con-

ception of truth as inherently variable and impermanent he reduces it

to an absurdity. On the other hand, he impresses us as no less suc-

cessful and happy in his exposition of truth. With Thomas Aquinas

he holds in general that “truth is the agreement of thought and thing.”

He believes that “truths are discovered, they are not invented. Though
truths belong to the mind and exist only in the mind in the thinking

subject, they have an objective significance and describe conditions

which obtain somewhere or somehow independent of the mind.” Hence,

while pragmatism does not believe in “verities and in the consistency

and unity of truth,” Dr. Carus maintains that “truth reflects and re-

veals the eternal.” Could anything be better than this as far as it

goes? The trouble is, however, that it does not go nearly far enough.

Dr. Carus’ entheism, as he calls it, makes God impersonal. He is, as

we are told, the sum or “oneness of the universe, the correspondence
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between thought and it.” But, as it has just been said of all the verities

of existence, “truths belong to the mind and exist only in the

mind in the thinking subject.” How, then, can there be truth that

“reflects the eternal,” that agrees with the eternal verities, unless there

be an eternal thinker, an absolute person? In a word, if Dr. Cams
has shown Prof. James’ pragmatism to be absurd, his own entheism

seems to us to be impossible.

Princeton. William Brenton Greene, Jr.

The Truth of Christianity, being an Examination of the More Im-

portant Arguments for and Against Believing in that Religion,

compiled from various sources. By Lt. Col. W. H. Turton, D. S.

O. , late Royal Engineers. Seventh Edition, Twentieth Thousand
(Carefully revised throughout). 8vo; pp. vi, 604. New York: G.

P. Putnam’s Sons, 27-29 West Twenty-third Street, 1910. $1.25

net.

This admirable work was reviewed by us at so much length and

with so much detail in the October number, 1900, p. 690, of The Pres-

byterian and Reformed Review, the immediate predecessor of The
Princeton Theological Review, as to make additional criticism super-

fluous. We may only express our gratification at its increasing popu-

larity. In spite of its Arminian standpoint, it impresses us still as much
the best of our hand-books of Christian evidences.

Princeton. Wiluam Brenton Greene, Jr.

The Devil’s Rebellion .\nd the Reason Why. By Charles F. May.
8vo, pp. 227. The M. L. & I. Co., May Building, Main Street,

Lakeport, California. 1910. Price, post-paid, $1.25.

This grotesque book is the work of a man who claims to know
everything as to the origin of evil and as to the future, even as to the

things which “the Father has put in his own power.” His style, how-

ever, is so involved and his grammar so wretched, except when he is

quoting Scripture, that it is impossible to tell whether he knows any-

thing.

Princeton. William Brenton Greene, Jr.

The Mask of Christian Science. A History of the Rise and Growth

of the System, together with a Comparison of Metaphysical Heal-

ing with Matters Scientific, Christian and Biblical. By Fr.\ncis

Edward Marsten, D.D., Author of the Freedom of Christ, Songs

of Life, etc. 8vo; pp. 192. American Tract Society, 150 Nassau

Street, New York. 1910.

The title of this book is sufficiently descriptive. It is a vigorous

and telling exposure of Christian Science and of its prophet and

founder Mrs. Eddy, and it should do great good. Some may criti-

cize its argument as lacking in logical development and philosophical

spirit. To us, however, this seems almost inevitable in view of the

subject. It is questionable whether even Plato could have maintained

his usual high level, had he discussed what was essentially inconsis-

tent and absurd.

Princeton. William Brenton Greene, Jr.
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The Gospel and the Modern Man. By Shailer Matthews. New
York: The Macmillan Company. 1910. Pp. xiii, 331 (with

index). Price, $1.50 net.

This admirable book is an attempt to present an outline of an

apologetic argument from the point of view of the spirit of contempo-

rary thought. It is true that the author does not very particularly

define “the modern man.” Apart from the statement that he prin-

cipally means “the modern man” who “has religious interests,” he

is somewhat vague in formal indication of what he has in mind in

the expression in question. But his actual point of view is evident.

He clearly means by “the modern man” the twentieth century man
who is dominated by the western spirit. And to our mind he has

given us a very helpful book,—betokening a high scholarship, with a

strong grip of logic, and in a forceful and lucid English style,—in

support of the thesis that the Gospel of Jesus Christ is credible from

the viewpoint of modern philosophy, and that it is practically work-

able in the cotemporary individual and social state.

It does not subtract from our high estimate of Dr. Matthews as a

thinker in this highest realm of thought to say that in his presenta-

tion of the contents of the Gospel he goes beyond the mere letter,

and rests upon the spirit of the Christian Revelation. He plainly

regards as the Soul of the Gospel the historical Jesus Christ—his

personal character, his atoning sacrifice, his resurrection and his two-

fold message—embodied and verbal. God in Jesus Christ would seem

to be his summary of what he means by “The Gospel.”

The plan of the work is splendid in its simplicity. It consists of

three parts, which work up to a climax ; I. “The Problem of the

Gospel”; II. “The Reasonableness of the Gospel”; III. “The Power
of the Gospel.” The three chapters which form Part III. are to our

mind particularly powerful. Their titles are, “The Test of Life,”

“The New Life in Christ,” and “The Power of the Social Gospel.”

The chapter on “The Deliverance from Death,” in Part II., wherein

personal immortality in the light of Evolution is discussed, and wherein

the possibility of an ultimate scientific demonstration of the future life

is enlarged upon, is also deserving of special comment.

The book abounds in quotable passages. As illustrations we venture

to give two of these. “We see the Gospel powerful in individual lives.

What triumphs it has won over debased souls ! Drunkards and liars,

prostitutes and thieves, yes, even hypocritical sinners of so-called

respectable classes, who would otherwise be found among the miserable

outcasts denied admission to the Ntew Jerusalem, have been trans-

formed by its power and made fellow-heirs with the saints of all the

ages! We sometimes say that the age of great religious revivals is

past, but the facts give the lie to the assertion. The past few years

have seen not only innumerable revivals of the type men said were

no longer possible, but they have seen also an extraordinary response

the world over on the part of individual men and women to the

appeal of Jesus for that sort of life which he himself lived. Evangelism

itself is being filled with the social spirit. If we admit, as I believe
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we must, that as yet the life of Jesus cannot be lived in our social

order without self-sacrifice, we must also admit that the socializa-

tion of the gospel is proceeding, and that the plain man finds it easier

today to embody the principles of Jesus than he did ten years ago.

This I admit is a statement that must bear the test of facts. I

make it not hastily, but in view of what seems to me to be the

indubitable evidence of the new appropriation of the Gospel by the

men of today. Give the tendencies everywhere discoverable another

decade of development, and its truth will be less open to question.”

(P. 262.) True; and admirably said. Again: “The legalist makes

acts the end of life
;
the Gospel makes acts the expression of person-

ality. The one looks to separate deeds that men have agreed to call

good; the other looks to a life which must express itself in deeds

that are good because they spring from a life that is like God’s,

because it comes from God. In the very nature of the case, the

Christian must champion the new life that blossoms out in impulse

and finds fruitage in good deeds. We are not saved because we are

good. We are good because we are saved. Good deeds are the result

of our new life. The good tree must bring forth good fruit” (p. 289).

We hope that this book may obtain a wide reading. It has tonic

power.

Cranford, N. J. George Francis Greene.

The End of Darwinism. Not Change but Persistence is Character-

istic OF Life. Every Change is Essentially a Persistence ; Only

What Persists Can Change. An Essay. By Alfred P. Schultz,

M.D., author of “Race or Mongrel,” “The Children of Everybody,”

etc. Montecello, Sullivan, County, New York: Alfred P. Schultz.

Price, 50 cents.

This essay illustrates two unfortunate tendencies; the first is to

consider Evolution as it is at present so widely taught and believed

as little more than “Darwinism”, the second is to hold that Evolution

is Atheism. Both these positions seem to be held by Dr. Schultz, and

both are erroneous.

The Theory of Evolution has been widely developed since the ap-

pearance of the “Origin of Species;” and while it is not demonstrated

as true, an immense amount of corroborative proof has been dis-

covered to support its general outlines. There remain great gaps

yet unbridged, it is true, but the normal modern mind that has had

the privilege of any thorough scientific training thinks in terms of the

evolutionary hypothesis and uses it as a working basis.

It is, therefore, very unfortunate that defenders of religious truth

still are so far from comprehending the truth contained in this theory,

and also its necessary limits that they blindly and dogmatically attack

that which they do not understand, and spread the most unfortunate

impression that no Evolutionist can be a real Christian, and no real

Christian can possibly believe in Evolution.

Those who, with Dr. Schultz, emphatically disbelieve in any organic
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evolution, may enjoy reading this essay. As an attempt to “end”

Darwinism it is a complete failure.

Cranford, N. J. Gordon M. Russell.

Death and Resurrection. From the Point of View of the Cell

Theory. By Gustav Bjorklund. Translated from the Swedish

by J. E. Fries. Chicago : The Open Court Publishing Company.

1910.

The attempt to demonstrate the existence of the soul, or its im-

mortality, is as old as the history of rational man. Both the facts

and the theories of science have been called upon to substantiate

each side of the great argument, while science, as a whole, has

remained neutral, rightly considering that religion is not within its

province. Dr. Bjorklund enters the ranks in the war against material-

ism, and believes that the immortality of the soul is demonstrated

because the cells are the inherent living units of the body and the

soul is absolutely connected with them. The detailed argument is a

combination of semi-scientific information and philosophical theory.

To one who, like the author, is a close follower of Jacob Boetrom,

it may prove conclusive. But the most recent scientific research tends

to invalidate the position that spontaneous generation has always been

impossible or even improbable. While the existence of the soul in

the cells is not proved by this book, it is practically assumed. The
complex relations of Science and Psychology to Revealed Religion

still require careful investigating, but only those who have a thorough

knowledge of both sides can really be expected to produce works of

lasting merit.

Cranford, N. J. Gordon M. Russell.

Theology and Human Problems. A comparative Study of Absolute

Idealism and Pragmatism as interpreters of religion. The Nathan-

iel William Taylor Lectures for 1909-10 given before the Divinity

School of Yale University by Eugene William Lyman, D.D.,

Professor of Christian Theology in Bangor Theological Seminary.

New York: Charles Scribner’s Sons. 1910.

“There are in general two methods open to the worker in the field

of theology. They are the method of the cloister and the method of

the clinic. . . . The one seeks primarily to protect religion. The other

strives mainly to develop religion. . . . The object of these lectures

therefore, is to determine the relative merits of the cloistral and clinical

methods, and then to apply the one adopted to certain great themes of

religion.”

These words of the author, quoted from the preface, indicate clearly

the purpose of these lectures. The theme has the following develop-

ment. To study anything, to make real progress to any goal of knowl-

edge, the student must follow one of the “great highways of thought.”

He must travel on the highway of Absolute Idealism or the highway of
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the critical Philosophy or the highway of Pragmatism. The student

of Theology is forced to move along one of these paths. Each path

is then discussed as to its ability to serve the ends of theology. While

great truths are recognized in the first two they, by their very nature^

are not completely satisfactory. Pragmatism, however, is superior to

Idealism or Kantianism as a highway as it presents the following

advantages. “It makes religious experience an irreducible source of

truth, which Absolute Idealism fails to do. At the same time, it does

away with the dualism between faith and knowledge by which the

Ritschlians are still hampered, despite their emphasis upon faith as a

source of truth. Further, it makes it possible for us to conceive of God
as one who is genuinely immanent in history, which absolute idealism,

though standing sponsor for the conception of immanence, cannot real-

ly accomplish. Finally, it does justice to the historical character of

religion, and brings out the immense practical importance of the

study of religious history” (p. 57-58).

Having thus chosen one highway of thought, we proceed along it

and study “Man’s Experience of the Eternal”. Our experience may come
from within ; may be a personal “apprehension of God immediately

and without the admixture of any other experience.” The faults of

this system are clearly shown. Again, our experience of God may be

gained through historical revelation. The objections to regarding

this as our sole source of religious information are scientific and re-

ligious. For, on the one hand, science must use the same methods of

investigation in the case of the Scriptures as in all other historical

study, while, on the other, such a conception of divine revelation did

not accord the men of the present any real experience of God at

all. “All knowledge in the religious realm is conditioned by faith” and

by faith we see in Jesus the revelation of God. The revelation of

Christ is historical in the sense that this disclosure of the divine

life was wrought out in and through a participation in human history.”

Pragmatism finds an “experience of the eternal in the development

of moral responsibility. Through the conception of the Spirit as ‘the

product of the transformation effected in Paul by the life and death

of Jesus Christ,’ we are led to see two blended elements,—the fullest

and richest moral activity and the consciousness of the in-dwelling

presence of God.”

Jesus shows the connection between morality and religion by giving

to every aspect of religion an ethical meaning and by carrying the

religious consciousness into exery experience and function of life.

Jesus “effected a synthesis between the religion of divine immanence

and the religion of ethical personality.” Thus we have our experience

of the Eternal.

Dr. Lyman then discusses the “One Increasing Purpose” of the world.

The world is not aimless nor is the universe static. When we obtain

the proper standards of truth and value, we see that it is evolving

continually to what is better and nobler. The problem of moral evil

is analyzed and the solution offered by the Idealists is found to be
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faulty, while Pragmatic Theology reveals the continually atoning God
at work to conquer and extirpate sin. In the atonement which God
is always making for sin we have the promise of final complete

victory; for not only will the corruption of sin be done away but its

evil effects will be completely neutralized. With this cheerful outlook

these lectures are concluded.

Dr. Lyman’s book is interesting and contains much, very much,

that is of great value. But it does not give a fair picture of historic,

orthodox Christianity, and rests too heavily on evolution. To most
Christians philosophy is a much dreaded word, and there has been

far too much ground for this fear. Any system which seems to put

the theories of man above the revelation of God—which interprets

facts which we possess, or seem to possess, according to what we think

would be best and not according to the facts themselves—must be

injurious to all religious truth. We must answer the question whether

we have actual truths which we certainly know in the sphere of

religion. If we find that we have, we must try to harmonize them

with themselves and with other facts known in other sciences. If we
then logically come to certain conclusions and have data enough on

which to go, these conclusions must be authoritative like the laws of

physics and chemistry which are not affected by the varying tides

of philosophical theory. To say that certain doctrines of our faith are

untrue because they do not benefit us is exactly on a par with denying

the existence of known facts in other spheres of knowledge which do

not seem to have any direct bearing on our present lives. Pragmatism

in endeavoring to make theology practical falls into this error and

in so doing reduces it from a logical expression of known truth

to a moral discipline with only a regulative value.

The author’s work is both stimulating and instructive, but in it

the foundation of our faith, or at all events its interpretation, seems

to rest too much on the eddying currents of contemporary thought.

Philosophy may, to certain minds, prove a good interpreter of religion

;

but it will always bring with it the danger of alienating those who
belong to other schools of thought and of those also who not un-

naturally distrust all philosophy, believing that through it not truth

but mere theory is alone attainable.

Cranford, N. J. Gordon M. Russell.

What Nature Is. An Outline of Scientific Naturalism. By Charles

Kindall Franklin, author of “The Socialization of Humanity”

and “The Future of the Human Race.” Boston : Sherman,

French & Company. 1911. Price, 75 cents net.

In the last chapter of this brief essay the author states what Nature

is in the following words, “If we wish to understand Nature in

all its forms, it must be constantly kept in mind, that there is nothing

but energy
;

that it has two forms—radiant and gravitant
; that

gravitant energy produces the forms, and radiant energy conditions

them. It must never be forgotten, that Nature is a process; that

Nature is always going; that there is nothing but change; and that
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the fundamental law of Nature is the Law of Repetition. All the

various forms of matter—the inorganic, the organic and the social

—

are but repetitions of the forms of matter that have gone before them

as determined by radiant energy in its various manifestations.

The object, then, is to explain and vindicate the claim of “Scientific

Naturalism” to be the only true philosophy for the educated man,

of today or of the future. Great prophecies are made as to the Golden

Age when all men shall truly understand man and nature as one, and

shall live in a state of the complete conservation of all social energies.

.All the arguments and objections that apply to materialism apply

with great vigor here. The author’s position is one of surprising

dogmatism for a seeker after truth, and truth alone. It would

be wise for those who read this work to verify the statements as

to those things which are now accepted as proved by men of science,

as it certainly seems that matters still under most vigorous debate

are here regarded as settled finally.

It can also be safely assumed that no philosophy can be permanently

accepted which fails to explain, or try to explain, why the universe

is here or where it came from or whither it is going. The state-

ment that all are due to “Law” or to “Process” simply leaves the

mind inquiring where the “Law” and “Process” originated.

Cranford, N. J. Gordon M. Russell.

EXEGETICAL THEOLOGY.
Israel’s Ideal or Studies in Old Testament Theology. By Rev.

John Adams, B.D. Inverkeilor; Author of “Sermons in Syntax”,

“Sermons in Accents”, etc. Edinburgh : T. & T. Clark, 38 George

Street. 1909. Imported by Charles Scribner’s Sons. 8vo
;
vii, 227.

$1.50 net.

In these studies in Old Testament Theology an attempt is made to pre-

sent in popular form the gist and trend of development of the main Old

Testament doctrines. The principle of revelation is recognized, but, as

the title “Israel’s Ideal” indicates, in a subjectivized sense. Besides

this, the critical conclusions of the Graf-Wellhausen School as to the

dating of the writings are accepted. The author seems to be of the

opinion that this may be done without detriment to or serious modifi-

cation of the supernatural content of the Old Testament. His own
methods, however, furnish to our mind a most convincing illustration of

the impossibility of this. He adopts from this critical school not

merely its chronology but also the tenet that ethical monotheism is the

differentiating principle of the Old Testament religion. Hand in hand

with this goes the acceptance of the antithesis of the ethical and the

ritual as constituting the two poles between which the development

revolves. As others have done before, Mr. Adams helps himself with

carrying this antithesis, which according to the critics is prophetic in

its origin, back into the mind of Moses. The result is a curious revival
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of the old patristic, semi-gnosticizing view (later held by Coccejus and

Spencer), that the ritual institutions were an afterthought in the Mo-
saic religion occasioned by the lapse of the people into idolatry. Moses

is represented as in a burst of indignation and disappointment casting

the two tables of the law beneath the mount and postponing his entire

programme to the unknown possibilities of the future, and as having

to consent to a compromise of his ideal with the ritual. To be sure,

this is not the Moses of the critical school; much less is it the Moses

of the Pentateuch
;

it is a new Moses copied after the figure of the

prophets as the modern school conceives them, and so it is after all a

Moses in accord with the critical ideal if not in accord with the critical

history. At any rate by this scheme the legitimacy and continuity of

the higher ethical religion are saved. To some extent the author dates

this religion back even into the patriarchal period, although he has to

say so much about the “hinterland” of Semitic paganism, that the

figures of the patriarchs do not stand out very definitely on his canvas.

Our main grievance is that the ritual finds so little favor in the author’s

view. It would be going too far to say that the antithesis between

ethical and ritual is identical with that between an unredemptive and

redemptive interpretation of the heart of the Old Testament religion

;

for there is a strong redemptive strand in the prophetic part of the

Old Testament, altogether apart from the ritual. Yet one cannot help

feeling that where the ethical is thus pointedly put over against the

ceremonial, as the critics are accustomed to do, that there, together

with false ritualism, also that true ceremonial, which embodies so much
of the Old Testament Gospel, must suffer from the damage wrought.

After all, valuable though the ethical monotheism be as a unique acqui-

sition of Israel, we cannot acknowledge that it is the heart of the Old

Testament religion. This must always lie in the doctrine of salvation

and the recognition of this must inevitably lead to a different and higher

appreciation of the ritual than Mr. Adams is able to accord it from his

premises.

Princeton. Geerhardus Vos.

Avesta Eschatology compared with the Books of Daniel and

Revelations, being supplementary to Zarathushtra, Philo, the

Archaemenids and Israel. By Dr. Lawrence H. Mills, Professor

of Zend Philology in Oxford. Chicago : The Open Court Publish-

ing Company. 1908.

The most striking fact brought out by the learned author of this

work is that we should make a distinction between the Persian theology

as it is found in the Achaemenian inscriptions and as it is more fully

explicated in the Zend Avesta; and that the only safe course for us

is to form our judgments as to the two schools of Persian theology

from the actually surviving writings,—to wit, the Inscriptions and

the Avesta. We wish that Dr. Mills had made a more thorough

comparison between the two schools whose existence he has thus,

and we think rightly, asserted to exist. His failure to do this is

the fundamental error of the book, as far at least as his comparison
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between Daniel and the Persian ideas is concerned. While not pre-

tending to the special knowledge of the language and religion of

the Avesta which the writer of this book certainly possesses, yet we
may presume to suggest that the Persian names in Daniel, such as

satrap (Akhashdarpan), have the exact forms of the inscriptions.

The presence of the kh in Daniel would indicate that the words
had been transferred from the Persian at a time when the kh was
still employed in Persian

; that is, at some time before the end of

the Achaemenid empire. The omission of the kh in the Persian of

the Avesta would indicate that its language was later,—how much, no
one can say—than that of the inscriptions, or than that of the Persian

words in Daniel
;
unless we were to conclude that the northern Per-

sian had developed much earlier than the southern. But even if it

had, the evidence is that the Persian of Daniel was borrowed from
the southern branch represented in inscriptions and not from the north-

ern branch found in the Zend Avesta.

Before one can assert, also, that Daniel’s doctrine of a resurrection

has been derived from the Persians, it would be well to prove that the

Avesta existed before the book of Daniel was written, or that some
hint of such a doctrine was to be found in the Persian inscriptions.

Of course, if Daniel was composed about 164 B. C., it is almost cer-

tain that the Avesta antedated it. But, if Daniel was composed in

the sixth century B. C., it almost equally certainly antedated the

Avesta. No hint of a resurrection is found in the Achaemenid in-

scriptions, whose Persian corresponds to that of Daniel. This Per-

sian of the inscriptions is, doubtless, earlier than that of the Avesta.

WTiy, then, may not the Persian writers of the Avesta have derived their

conception of a resurrection from Daniel and not vice versa? We
would like to have the author answer the question, not by citing 19th

century authorities, but from the comparison of the original writings

themselves.

The doctrine of a God who is creator of heaven and earth, and the

God of heaven of the exilic-biblical books; the devotion of E>arius

Hystaspis according to his inscriptions, and the piety of Cyrus

according to the biblical decrees; the acknowledgment of more gods

than one on two at least of the Persian inscriptions, together with the

complaisance with which Cyrus treats the gods of Babylon according

to the Babylonian records found on the Cyru Cylinder and on the

Nabunaid Chronicle, —all combine to strengthen onr belief in the con-

temporaneousness of the Persian and Babylonian records of the Per-

sian kings with the biblical books which have been traditionally sup-

posed to be, and which on the face of them purport to be, from the

fifth and sixth centuries B. C.

The author himself admits that the teachings of the Avesta concern-

ing dualism and the Ameshashpends are absent from the book of

Daniel.

As to the doctrine of angels, moreover, the author’s disquisition has

not convinced us that Daniel derived his views from the Avesta, nor

even that there was any connection between the two. Certainly, no
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connection can be shown between the biblical names of any of the

angels and those of any of the seven Ameshashpends of the Avesta.

Nor has the author shown any mark of such similarity of functions as

would imply a necessary or probable derivation of one from the other.

All ancient literary nations have left us evidence of their belief in many
spirits superior to man and inferior to the supreme God, or gods, whom
they worshipped. The Babylonians believed in seven evil spirits and in

guardian spirits of good. Aside from a divine revelation, we cannot see

why a Jewish thinker in Babylon may not have easily developed some
doctrines of good and bad angels in harmony with his belief in the one

supreme and ever living God. But granting revelation, the doctrines

of the Scripture with regard to angelic beings are perfectly clear, con-

sistent, and harmonious with the analogy of faith. The idea of personal

intercourse between God and the chosen objects of his favor is found in

the earliest records of the Israelites. Sometimes he sent his angelic mes-

sengers to make known his will. The number of these angels and the

names of all of them have not been revealed. The fact of their exist-

ence is sometimes clearly stated and always is taken for granted. Any-

thing that we can know of them must be through a revelation or from

observation and experience during their ministration and visitation

among men. The time and method and completion of this revelation

are in the will of God who enjoins or permits them. The author treats

the whole subject as if he thought that the doctrines of the scrip-

tures were all matters of human invention rather than, in the essential

points at least, the statements in human language of the revealed

thought of God.

A certain lack of clearness of statement and of thoroughness and

connectedness of treatment renders the discussion difficult to follow.

This is probably due largely to the author’s hurried production, as he

states in his preface ; and in part, it is, doubtless, due to the confusion of

the Avesta itself. Yet, in spite of its obvious defects, the author has

made some brilliant suggestions. We hope he may continue his inves-

tigations and that he may help us all to arrive at the facts concerning

the important matters of which he treats.

Princeton. Robert Dick Wilson.

Discoveries in Hebrew, Gaelic, Gothic, Anglo-Saxon, Latin, Basque

AND other Caucasic LANGUAGES, showing fundamental kinship of

the Aryan tongues and of Basque with the Semitic tongues. By

Allison Emery Drake, Sc.M., M.D., Ph.D., sometime university

fellow in Anglo-Saxon in Columbia University, author of “The

[Triple] Authorship of the West-Saxon Gospels [A Discovery]”;

associate editor of the Colorado Medical Journal, 1901-7. Denver:

The Herrick Book and Stationery Company. London: Kegan,

Paul, Trench, Triibner & Company, Ltd. 1907.

In spite of the author’s belief that the evidence in support of the

kinship between the Semitic tongues and the Aryan, especially the
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Basque, is abundant, unquestionable and unequivocal, we still agree

with Hadley, Whitney and Kautzsch that it is at present impossible to

make out the relationship that is claimed. The author’s learned and

labored attempt to show this kinship has only intensified our conviction

that it cannot be shown.

Princeton. Robert Dick Wilson.

Jesus Messie et Fils de Dieu d’apres les fivangiles Synoptiques, par

M. Lepin, Professeur au Grand Seminaire de Lyon. Troisieme

Bdition. Paris : Letouzey et Ane, editeurs. 1907. i2mo, pp.

Ixxv. 430. [Quatrieme edition, revue et augmentee d’un appen-

dice. 1909. i2mo, pp. Ixxviii, 510. (Ed. i. 1904: pp. xliv, 279;

ed. 2. 1905: pp. Ixxvi. 430.)]

Christ and the Gospel, or Jesus the Messiah and Son of God. By
the Rev. Marius Lepin, S.S., D.D., of the Theological Seminary

of Lyons, Francheville, Rhone, France. Authorized English Ver-

sion. Philadelphia: John Jos. McVey. 1910. Small 8vo, pp. xi,

558.

There are few more voluminous writers in the French Catholic

Church on the subjects called into debate by M. Loisy’s critical theo-

ries than M. Lepin. The long series of works which has come from

his pen during the last few years includes studies on The Idea of

Sacrifice in the Christian Religion (8vo, pp. 440), Why Ought We to be

Christians (i6mo, pp. 64), The Apocryphal and Canonical Gospels (12-

mo, pp. 126), Christology: Commentary on Propositions 27-38 of the

Decree of the Sacred Office, ‘Lamentabili’ (i2mo, pp. 120), and an

extended express examination of The Theories of M. Loisy (i2mo,

pp. 489). But we can scarcely be wrong in placing at their head the

work at present before us which was first published in 1904 and has

run through four editions in six years; and two solid discussions of

the Fourth Gospel

—

The Origin of the Fourth Gospel (1907: i2mo,

pp. 508) and The Historical Value of the Fourth Gospel (1910. 2

vols. : i2mo, pp. 648 and 424). All three of these works take their

origin from M. Loisy’s criticism and have as their primary end its

refutation ;
but they all three, in the fullness and positiveness of the

treatment by each of its special theme, go far beyond this primary

purpose, and become substantial additions to our literature on the

criticism of the Gospels and their historical record.

The occasion for this notice of M. Lepin’s treatise on the Jesus of

the Synoptics is afforded by the appearance of an English translation

of it. This translation is not, however, a very satisfactory one. Not
only does the (anonymous) translator take unwarrantable liberties

with the arrangement of the text—incorporating, for example, the

whole mass of footnotes into it; he does not even show himself com-

petent to render the lucid French into plain, clear English. The reader

will not get through so much as a page and a half of Preface with-

out discovering that he will require the French text at his elbow to
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help him to the sense. When M. Lepin speaks of the “forming of our

Lord’s Messianic consciousness” and of “the progressive development

of His consciousness,” the translator can do no better by him than

make him speak of “the formation of the Mfessianic conscience” and

“the progressive unfolding of Christ’s mind.” “We hope,” renders the

translator, “ that this present edition will be welcomed by all who are

interested in religion, and who eagerly follow the controversies which

arose of late, about the foundations of the faith.” Who could divine that

beneath this collocation of words lies M. Lepin’s simple expression of

the hope that this edition will “be acceptable to all who are interested

in the religious question and who follow with attention the debates

which are in progress on the foundations of the faith”? If such

blundering handling of the text were confined to simple matters

of fact contained in a Preface, the reader could no doubt find his

way without much trouble. But quite too great a tax is put upon

the alertness of his intelligence when the close argumentation of

the treatise itself is placed thus obscurely before him. We open

the volume at random and read at the bottom of p. 33 and top of p.

34 these two not very intelligible sentences : “As early as 1835, Strauss

had written : ‘The biblical history would be unassailable if it were

evident that it had been committed to writing by eye-witnesses, at

least by men neighbors of the events.’ In our own day the theory

rejected by Strauss has been verified; and nevertheless Rationalists

nowadays actually refuse to admit the conclusions.” We turn to the

French and read clearly:
—‘“The evangelical history would be unas-

sailable’, wrote Strauss in 1835, ‘if it were certain that it was written

by eye-witnesses, or at least by men close to the events.’ The hypo-

thesis thus set aside by Strauss has been substantiated in our own time,

and yet the rationalist of to-day refuses to allow the conclusion.” The
divergence is no doubt not very great; it is just enough to confuse

the matter. Again, on p. 57 we read : “Next in order comes Jesus’

public life. And here we meet with the vital question at issue between

infidelity and the Christian faith, namely. Did Jesus claim to be the

expected Messiah? Like other Rationalists, Renan admits as much,

and in fact the personal manifestation of Jesus as the Messiah shall

appear to us as carrying along with itself the irrefutable proof of its

own authority. A hard problem, and real stumbling-block is also

presented in the further query: What is the source of Jesus’ con-

viction of His Messiahship? Some would explain it, as did Renan, to

be the merely human evolution of His ideas under the natural influ-

ence of His surroundings.” What M. Lepin realty says is (he is

giving a preliminary account of the contents of his book) : “With the

sketch of Jesus the Messiah in His public life we enter into the vital

portions of the question debated between unbelief and faith. Did

Jesus claim to be the Messiah? Yes, the rationalist critics of to-day

readily agree, along with Renan. And, in fact, the personal manifes-

tation of Jesus the Messiah will appear to us to bear in itself the un-

exceptionable evidence of its authenticity. But then, Whence came to
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Jesus the consciousness of being the Messiah f Here is the anxious

problem, the true stumbling-block of unbelieving criticism. Renan
undertook to explain the Messianic consciousness of the Savior by

a purely human evolution of His ideas, under the natural influence of

His environment . . There is here not a simple translation, but a

subtle transposition of values, and in the constant annoyance which

it causes the reader, it cannot seem strange if he prefers to leave the

English version wholly to one side and revert to the French original.

Doing so he finds that he has a book in his hands which is worthy of

his liveliest admiration—thorough in method, cogent in argument,

clear in style, and acceptable in its prudent conclusions.

The English translation seems to have been made from the second

French edition and corrected afterwards by the fourth. The reviewer

has access at the moment only to the third French edition. A cursory

comparison of it with the English translation is enough, however, to

show that the text of the third edition and that w'hich underlies the

English translation are practically the same, with two notable ex-

ceptions. There has been added to the fourth edition a long appen-

dix (sixty-three pages m the English version; and said to be fifty-

five pages in the French) in criticism of Loisy’s views as restated in

his large Commentary on the Synoptic Gospels (two vols. 1907, 1908).

.And a series of helps for the commodious use of the book have also

been supplied in the fourth edition; an index of New Testament texts

commented upon
; a list of the books cited

; and a general index of

subjects discussed. These additions add to the value of the book, but

despite them it remains substantially the same book, and we may
safely base whatever we have to say of it on the text of the third

edition. A glance at the details given in connection with the title at

the head of this notice will advertize to us, nevertheless, that the book

has had a history, and as it now lies before us is a product of growth

:

in its later forms it is almost twice as bulky as it was in its first issue.

The new matter has at once broadened it and strengthened it. .Appar-

ently, as the impulse of the book was derived from the publication of M.

Loisy’s critical theories concerning the evangelical history, the first

edition was directed to the refutation of those theories, and along

with them only the similar views of M. Stapfer and Professor Har-

nack were dealt with. In the later editions, both the Introduction

which treats of the historicity of the Synoptic Gospels and the body

of the book in which the testimony of these Gospels to the Messiah-

ship and Deity of Christ is investigated, have been enlarged so as to

deal with the whole body of relevant criticism especially as it is

set forth in the writings of Bernhard Weiss, H. Wendt, Oscar Holtz-

mann, P. Wernle, Johannes Weiss, W. Wrede. The book has thus

become a comprehensive treatise on the Synoptical Jesus, in view of

recent criticism.

The disposition of the matter is as follows : There is a long intro-

duction (75 pages) on the origin and historical value of the three

first Gospels. Then follow four chapters on (respectively) “The
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Messianic Hope at the opening of the Christian Era” (pp. 1-54),

“Jesus the Messiah and Son of God in His Infancy” (pp. 55-76),

“Jesus the Messiah in His Public Life” (pp. 77-218), and “Jesus the

Son of God in His Public Life” (pp. 219-421). The whole closes (in

the fourth edition) with an appendix of 55 pages in which the latest

statement of Loisy’s theories is expounded and examined. These

several sections are not of equal value, and indeed do not all seem to

have been written to go together. The sketch of “The Messianic Hope
at the opening of the Christian Era” is avowedly, indeed, a fragment of

a larger work of more inclusive contents
;
and some of the other

sections have the appearance of separate studies. In their combina-

tion, however, they cover the ground and cover it very well, passing

in review, as they do, the whole of the testimony of the Synoptic

Gospels to the Messiahship and Deity of our Lord. The two main

sections are, as they should be, the most extended, the most thorough

and the most satisfactory. The former of these
—

“Jesus, the Messiah

in His Public Life”—treats in turn three topics: “Jesus’ claim to be

the Messiah”, “The Sense in which Jesus claimed to be the Messiah”

and “The Source of Jesus’ Consciousness of being the Messiah”. The
latter of them—“Jesus the Son of God in His Public Life”—takes

up six several topics; “Position of the Question in Contemporary

Criticism”, “The Divinity of Christ according to M. Loisy”, “The
Divinity of Christ according to the Synoptics”, “Accord of the

Synoptical Data with the Faith of the Primitive Church”, “The Re-

serve of Christ in manifesting His Divinity”, and “The Perfection of

Christ’s Knowledge”.

M. Lepin’s method, as we have already noted, is first to lay a basis

of confidence in the Synoptical report by defending the historicity of

the Synoptic Gospels and then to develop their testimony to Christ’s

Messiahship and Deity. The peculiarity of his procedure, however,

is that while not neglecting the vindication of the trustworthiness

of the Gospel narrative from his own point of view, he yet turns the

flank of his opponents. In view of the general agreement of the

“critics” that the Synoptical account of the person, life-course and teach-

ing of Jesus is in the main trustworthy he holds we may spare our-

selves minute criticism of the sources, in a vain attempt to distinguish

between the “traditional” and the “dogmatic” elements in them, and

build with confidence on their general trend. “According to the avowal

of our critics”, he says (p. liii), “the Synoptics are not only an expo-

sition of the first faith of the Church ;
they are also a relation of the

acts and words of Jesus which is authentic in its general effect and

substantially faithful. So that, in order that we may obtain an exact

idea of the Person of Christ, it is not indispensable to institute a

critical discussion of the respective value of the elements into which

our writings may be resolved. We may legitimately take these writ-

ings just as they are, and if we are careful to base our study, not on

this or that isolated detail, but on the account as a whole, we may be

assured of reaching a solid or certain conclusion ; it will have for its
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foundation, indeed, essentially that historical substance which criti-

cism recognizes as the constitutive nucleus of our documents
;
and the

adventitious elements which are thought to have been disposed around

this fundamental nucleus by the progressive labor of Christian reflec-

tion, can have no other influence on the result obtained than to throw

it up into some sort of relief, to bring out its full significance and not

to vitiate it in any essential way.” This is good apologetical method;

though it may seem to share the weakness of all ex concessu reasoning

of appearing to be valid only ad hominem. It is easy to say, no doubt,

that the conclusion reached hangs precisely on those adventitious ele-

ments in the Gospel account which are not part of the substantial

nucleus of dependable history
;
and it is certain that the exact thing

which the naturalistic criticism of the Gospels is set upon doing is to

eliminate from the trustworthy contents of the Gospel narrative pre-

cisely those elements which give its character to the conclusion in

question. Meanwhile, however, it is undeniable that when taken by

and large the Gospel account does yield this result; and that natural-

istic criticism is compelled for its own protection—and that even more

strenuously to-day than when M. Lepin’s book was last sent to the press

only a couple of years ago—to assert the general trustworthiness of the

Gospel narrative. It is the merit of M. Lepin that he has seized and

pressed this point. It is merely playing fast and loose to say in one

breath that the Gospel narrative is trustworthy in the portrait which it

gives of Jesus, in its general effect
;
and then in the next breath to say

that the portrait which the Gospel narrative gives of Jesus, in its gen-

eral effect, is untrustworthy. When M. Lepin has shown, as he does

solidly show, that the Messiahship and the Deity of Jesus lie so em-

bedded in the Gospels’ account of Him as to stand out as the primary

result of their testimony as a whole, he has fairly driven the natural-

istic criticism from this field. Either the Gospel account of Jesus is

not trustworthy even in its most general outline, or else it must be

allowed that Jesus Himself claimed to be and His very first followers

recognized Him as being not only the Messiah but God. In the former

case the naturalistic critics are helpless before the Kalthoft's and Kaut-

skys and Maurenhoers, the von Schnehens and Drewses. In the latter

case they are helpless before the despised “orthodox”. And it will

be hard if they are not crushed out of existence between these two

mill-stones.

It is not, however, in this negative result that M. Lepin’s book finds

its real significance. Though he never permits the opposing views to

fall out of sight—Renan’s, Strauss’, Loisy’s, the “Protestant Liberals’
”

—and provides a continuous reply to them
; the essence of his book is

a positive presentation of the testimony of the Synoptics to our

Lord’s Messiahship and Deity. Nor is he overcareful to base his find-

ings only on the general tenor of the Synoptical record, without calling

into account what might be deemed occasional or isolated forms of

statement. His book is in a word just a thoroughly worked out and

carefully considered exposition of the Synoptic testimony, set out in
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opposition to recent critical assaults. It is to this that it owes its value.

It would be difficult to find a more complete or more discreet survey

of the whole material which here comes into review. M. Lepin is a

Roman Catholic and now and then speaks from the specifically Roman
Catholic point of view

;
he is sure of the primacy of Peter and of the

divinity of the Church. We cannot go with him in his discovery of

two separate spheres of Christ’s human knowledge, of different, per-

haps even mutually unassimilable contents
;
we do not find his treat-

ment of our Lord’s eschatological discourses as convincing as other

portions of his discussion. But as a whole, we esteem the book one of

the most valuable and satisfactory discussions of its particular theme

which has come into our hands, and we could heartily wish it was
put into circulation among our English-speaking churches in a more
adequate rendering.

It is impossible to enter here into the details of M. Lepin’s manner

of dealing with his material. We cannot deny ourselves, however, the

pleasure of simply indicating an instance or two which may illustrate

the penetrating character of his reasoning. We may call attention for

example to his searching exposure of the difficulties in which naturalis-

tic criticism finds itself when it faces the problem of the origin of

Jesus’ Messianic claims (pp. 152 sq.). “Here”, says he, “is the great

problem, the problem in the highest degree disconcerting, for unbeliev-

ing criticism. Decrying everything which transcends the order of

nature the rationalist rejects all notion of an authentic and real Mes-
siah, that is to say, of a personage sent by God to serve Him as a rep-

resentative before man and to establish at the end of time the eternal

kingdom of the elect; for him it is impossible that Jesus could be

speaking the truth in claiming to be the Messiah. But then, only two

hypotheses present themselves, between which we must of necessity

choose; either Jesus was a deceiver or He was Himself deceived.”

No one desires to take the first horn of this dilemna : but the second is

nearly as bad—as it involves attributing to Jesus, the mark of whose

life was intellectual simplicity and clarity and moral sincerity and hu-

mility, a delusion which infers nothing less than megalomania. It is

easy to understand accordingly why an extreme skeptical party is

always with us (e. g., Wellhausen, Wrede, N. Schmidt, Loisy), set

upon denying that Jesus took Himself for the Messiah : the remnants of

reverence for His person—and character—powerfully impel to this po-

sition. Since, however, it cannot be successfully denied that Jesus did

conceive Himself to be the Messiah (as even men like Bousset, and

Harnack, Wernle, and J. Weiss are constrained to admit) the problem

becomes a desperate one for naturalistic critics :—how are we to con-

ceive this Jesus as imagining Himself this Messiah, involving as it does

nothing less than divine claims? The momentousness of the problem

cannot be hidden by smooth words. Says Harnack: “Of one alone we
know that He united the deepest humility and purity of will with the

claim to be more than all the prophets which had appeared before

Him; even the Son of God” (Christentum und Geschichte, 1904. p. 10).
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And Wernie brings the matter to a point (Die Anfdnge, etc. 1901. p.

25) ; “The astonishing thing in Jesus is that He who was conscious

of being more than a man preserved the most profound humility before

God.” It is safe to say that if He were not really the Messiah, and the

Divine Messiah, the thing could not occur. A man such as the Jesus

who is given us by the evangelists could not have imagined Himself

the Divine Messiah : the trait which would have made it possible for

Him to put Himself forward as the Son of God—if He was not really

such—could not have lived in the same soul with the humility of heart

which was His highest human characteristic. Perhaps we can push the

matter even further : the same soul could not be both the Son of Man
and the humble Jesus. The two things could no more dwell in the

same soul than issue from the same soul. If Jesus was really both

the Son of God and the most sincerely humble of men—then He was

both God and man in two distinct natures. But M. Lepin does not

draw this last conclusion in his striking discussion.

As an example of an admirably ordered sustained argument we may
point to the central passage (pp. 267-337) in which the Synoptic testi-

mony to the Divinity of Jesus is drawn out in detail. And we may in-

stance in this long argument as particularly admirable the discussion

of the evidence that our Lord was made the object of direct worship

(pp. 276-280) ;
and the examination of the especially remarkable declar-

ations of Christ concerning His reiaticns to God—the question about

the Son of David and David’s Lord, the parable of the homicidal hus-

bandmen, the great declaration of the mutual all-inclusive knowledge

of the Father and Son of each other, the response to Peter upon his

confession, and the baptismal formula. In these passages the argument

for the Synoptical teaching of our Lord’s Deity culminates, and it is

difficult to see how they could have been more prudently or c jnvinc-

ingly treated. We employ the term “prudently” here wittingly

:

for one of the excellences of M. Lepin’s work is its balance. In argu-

ing the Deity of our Lord, he does not forget His humanity, but strives

to do justice to all sides of His complex personality. “The two testi-

monies”, he remarks (p. 370-371), “are in fact inseparable from one

another. That which establishes in Christ a true participation in the

Divine nature, is indissolubly mingled with that which establishes His

real participation in human nature and presents the same guarantees

of true history. The identity of Christ, true man and true Son of

God, as it appears in the portrait of Him drawn by the Synoptists,

results from a crowd of scattered details, of traits thrown out accord-

ing to the occasion, with no other intention than that of relating the

history. Now all these traits, ascertained by the critics and compared
with one another, marvellously harmonize, explain one another, and

clarify and illuminate one another, so as to form a picture of perfect

unity, where everything is in place. Relations so conceived are certainly

not the product of invention, conscious or unconscious, they cannot be

anything but the authentic reproduction, the exact photograph, of a

sublime but very living reality. And this conclusion is still further
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Strengthened by comparison of the three Synoptic relations among
themselves, and even by comparison of the Fourth Gospel with the

three first, from which it is in appearance so diverse, but with which at

bottom it is, as we shall see, so equivalent.”

Perhaps we ought to mention before closing that M. Lepin’s very

numerous citations from recent writers on his subject are uniformly

accurate and may be relied upon. Almost the only slip in a matter of

fact which we have noted is his classification of the late Prof. G. B.

Stevens of Yale Divinity School as an “Anglican” writer. Needless

to say the translator does not correct this slip. He compensates for

his inactivity at this point, however, by giving us “Servant of Jaweh”

(p. 87) when M. Lepin has the current “Servant of Jehovah” (though

elsewhere, in a note, he uses the form Jahve)
;
and the odd form,

Caiphas (e. g. p. 523).

Princeton. B. B. Warfield.

John the Presbyter and the Fourth Gospel. By Dom John Chap-

man, O.S.B. Oxford. At the Clarendon Press. 1911. Pp. 108.

Price 6s. net ($2.00).

Those who have read Dom Chapman’s The Early History of the Vul-

gate Gospels will not miss reading this little book on John the Pres-

byter, and students of the New Testament cannot neglect its inter-

pretation of the Papian fragments,—intimately associated as these are

with the evidence for the authorship of the Fourth Gospel. The style

is delightfully direct and the argument concise and clear. In recent

discussion of the authorship of the Fourth Gospel an interpretation

of these fragments has become common in which the identity of the

Presbyter John with John the Apostle is denied, the description of

Aristion and the Presbyter John as disciples of the Lord is rejected as

an interpolation or corruption of the text, and the tradition of (an

early) martyrdom of the Apostle John is maintained “as the simple

historical fact” (Schwartz, Wellhausen, Bousset, Bacon). Dom Chap-

man argues strongly against all of these contentions. He thinks that

the “Presbyters” of Papias were different from the Apostles and main-

tains that Papias received his tradition of the words of the Apostles

about Jesus directly from the Presbyters (napa twv Trpecr/SvTepwv) SiXid

indirectly from those who had followed them (el Sc ttov Kal TrapriKokov-

OrjKws Tis Tois TrpccrySvTcpots cA0oi) and that he received information

concerning the sayings of Aristion and the Presbyter (Apostle) John

both directly (Eusebius) and indirectly. He rejects the two John

theory of Dionysius and Eusebius and maintains that there was but

one John at Ephesus who was the Apostle, the author of the Fourth

Gospel, the three Epistles and the Apocalypse. He accepts the tra-

ditional dating of the Apocalypse in the reign of Domitian, and ac-

counts for the difference in style and diction between it and the Gospel

by difference in literary types, by Old Testament influence, but chiefly
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by difference in the scribes of whose assistance the Apostle is thought

to have made use in the composition of the two books.

The book is full of interesting suggestions and of pointed argument

which at times approaches the brusQue decisiveness of Wellhausen. Of
Jiilicher’s statement _ connecting the Alogi with Asia Minor Dom
Chapman says (p. 53 n. i) “There is no proof whatever that they were

a sect in Asia Minor. I am inclined to think that the best name for

them is Gains and Co.” A passage is quoted from Wrede (p. 88 n. i)

“The decision that it (the fourth Gospel) cannot originate with the

apostle is placed beyond doubt by internal evidence, the nature of the

Gospel itself. On this the whole of the scientifically impartial theo-

logical world is as good as united in opinion”,—upon which Dom
Chapman comments as follows : “A person who imagines that the

authorship of a work can be denied, entirely apart from all external

evidence, on the ground of his own a priori notion of what the re-

puted author (otherwise unknown) ought to have written, may be a

scientifically impartial theologian, for all I know, but he is not a

critic at all. I am not dealing with theologians in these notes, but

with critics.” And again of Wellhausen’s interpretation of Jno. xix. 25

as implying the presence of only two women and his theory of inter-

polation, Dom Chapman says (p. 80) : “The reason alleged for it sim-

ply shows that the exegesis is absurd, not that anything has been in-

terpolated.” Yet with a certain naivete Dom Chapman picks up the

reed he has broken and leans on it for support remarking in a foot-

note (Ibid), “This (Wellhausen’s statement following immediately

the passage just quoted,
—

“It is presupposed that the mother of Jesus

is a widow and that she has no other son”) is a sufficiently candid and

unprejudiced reply to the theories of Mayor, Zahn etc., that ‘the

brethren of the Lord’ were sons of Joseph and Mary, for these crit-

ics are conservative, and accept St. John’s historical statements.”

Commenting upon i Jno. i. I, 2 Dom Chapman says (p. 75f) ; “The re-

iteration, the emphasis of this passage leave nothing to be desired.

Either the writer was a disciple or he was a liar (with a strong ad-

jective attached).” Upon Harnack’s attempt to show that the author

“cannot have intended an earthly seeing, Dom Chapman remarks

(Ibid) : “The proof seems rather weak! We are accustomed perhaps

to such statements in German, though seldom from Harnack. But in

English or French they are rather painful. I will not suppose that

Harnack still holds to his theory.” The passage from Harnack and

the reply of Dom Chapman in his characteristic manner may serve as

a fitting conclusion to this notice.

Harnack says : "One must not forget that a Mystic is speaking, who
on the one hand can write (John i, 18) : 0«ov ovSeis ewpaK€vnu>iroTe, and

on the other hand (3 John iii. 6) : 6 KaKOTroiwv ov)( ((opaKev tov deov, and

(i John iii ; 6) ; ttSs 6 ap.apTav<ov ov)( iwpaKcv (Oeov) ovSe eyvtuKev avTov,

What kind of a hearing, seeing, looking upon, tasting it is that he means

(compare i. 14), is seen by contrast with the story of Thomas (John

XX. 29) ,
which closes with the words : Sri iwpaKa<; p.t 7r£7rtoTev»cas;
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fw-Kapioi ol fj-T] iSovres teal mcTTevcravTes . This passage proves that h«

cannot have intended an earthly seeing, etc., in I John i. i.”

Dorn Chapman says ; “I suppose I must answer what needs no an-

swer : In John i. i8 it is denied that any one can see God as He is

(the beatific vision), whereas in 3 John ii the writer speaks of a

mystical friendship with God by contemplation such as holy souls can

attain in this life; the distinction is obvious enough, for the first pas-

sage simply repeats the Old Testament view, while the other means

€<t)paK€v in the sense of ‘know’ (as John xiv. 9, where ovk eyvwKas p.f;

is followed by o(wpaK(>)<; ipi eiopaKtv Tovirarepa)} the spiritual knowl-

edge of God obtained by knowing Jesus Christ. Again, in John xx.

29 faith in the Resurrection without sight is praised, as being

a more perfect faith ; but it is not said that having known of Christ

in the flesh is not a great advantage, nor is it in the least suggested

that it is better not to have been a personal disciple! In i John i. i

there is not a word about faith, and the writer is simply asseverating

with all his might that he had been a personal disciple and that this

witness is to be depended upon. If we say ‘he cannot have intended

an earthly seeing, etc.,’ in this verse, we must say that he could not

mean an earthly seeing in John xix. 34-5; ‘and immediately there

came forth blood and water, and he who saw it hath borne witness’

(cp. I John V. 6-9).”

Princeton. William P. Armstrong.

The Bible For Home And School. Commentary on the Epistle of

Paul to the Galatians by Benjamin W. Bacon, D.D., LL.D.,

Buckingham Professor of New Testament Criticism and Exegesis

in Yale University. New York. The Macmillan Company, 1909.

Pp. vii, 135.

In accordance with the plan of the series, this commentary presup-

poses no knowledge of Greek and is intended for the use of the gen-

eral reader. It would, however, be a mistake to suppose that it is

altogether easy reading. On the contrary, the very brevity of the

work has in the case of a writer so full of ideas as Professor Bacon

not always been in the interests of perfect clearness. Where the au-

thor has allowed himself more room, as for example in Appended

Note B., pp. ii8ff., his discussion is more illuminating.

In the introduction and in the appended note just mentioned, par-

ticular attention has been devoted to the relation between Galatians

and Acts (compare the same writer’s articles in the American Journal

of Theology, 1907, pp. 454-474, and 1909, pp. 59-76). The comparison

results very much to the discredit of the latter. Acts is found to man-

ifest the “strongly idealizing tendency of the post-apostolic age”, in the

first place by representing Paul as applying his gospel of “justifica-

tion apart from works of the law” not to Jews and not even to him-

self but only to Gentiles, and in the second place by representing Paul

as subordinate to the original apostles. In accordance with his pur-

pose the author of Acts has suppressed Paul’s original personal con-
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ference with the apostles (Gal. ii, cf. Acts xi. 30, xii. 25), which took

place really before the so-called first missionary journey, and has in-

troduced a conference at which Paul appears merely as a delegate of

the church at Antioch, and at the instance of the church at Jerusalem

agrees to require his Gentile converts to make concessions to the

Jewish Christians. It is true, Professor Bacon continues, that second

conference has a basis in fact. Paul’s personal conference with the

original apostles had settled the matter of Gentile freedom from the

law, but it had determined no modus vivendi in mixed communities.

How were the Jewish Christians to preserve their ceremonial purity

according to the law and yet hold fellowship with Gentile converts?

Paul answered this question by requiring the Jewish Christians in

such cases to relinquish their ceremonial purity; the Jerusalem church

answered it by the so-called apostolic decrees, which were determined

upon in Paul’s absence and altogether without his consent. These de-

crees required not the Jewish Christians but the Gentile Christians to

make concessions. The Gentile Christians, though not required to

accept circumcision (the original apostles never thought of requiring

that, for it would have been manifestly absurd), must abstain from

certain things which according to the law would be the most serious

obstacles in the way of table companionship with loyal Jews. It was
the attempt of “certain men from James’’ (Gal. ii. 12) to introduce

these decrees into Antioch which produced the serious break between

Paul on the one hand and Peter, Barnabas and the Antiochian church

on the other, which is mentioned in Gal. ii. iiff., but is suppressed by

the author of Acts.

There is a certain attractiveness in such a theory. Professor Ba-

con’s reconstruction of the Apostolic Age is in some respects per-

haps easier to understand than the one which results from a more
docile attitude towards the sources. Simplicity, however, is no guar-

antee of historicity. The question is whether Professor Bacon has

not substituted the comfortable simplicity of fiction for the baffling

complexity of fact. And one thing is incomprehensible even in Pro-

fessor Bacon’s theory—the refined subtlety of dissimulation displayed

by the author of Acts. A difference of point of view as compared

with Paul may freely be admitted. Indeed in connection with a minor

detail. Professor Bacon has himself indicated the true method of har-

monizing the two accounts. Paul says (Gal. ii. 2) that he went up

to the conference with the apostles by revelation ; Acts fortunately

supplies the historical occasion by mentioning the Judaizing activity

at Antioch (Acts xv. i). Here Professor Bacon himself admits that

there is no “suppressio veri”. There were external reasons that pressed

upon Paul ; but he would not have yielded to them except by divine

direction. If this method of interpretation be applied more extensive-

ly, the contradiction between Paul and Acts will disappear.

Professor Bacon’s defence of the South Galatian theory of the

address of the Epistle suffers particularly on account of the unsat-

isfactory treatment of Acts xvi. 6 and xviii. 23. Those verses are
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crucial in the whole discussion, but an adequate interpretation of them

was hardly possible in a popular work. It is very doubtful whether

Gal. iv. 13 can be made to favor the South Galatian view. When Paul

says that he preached to the Galatians the former time on account

of an infirmity of the flesh, Professor Bacon takes this to mean nec-

essarily that Paul went to Galatia on account of illness, and argues

that he would not have gone to so remote a district as North Galatia

if he had been ill. The passage may mean equally well that Paul re-

mained in Galatia on account of illness instead of carrying out an

original intention of passing through. At any rate, this interpretation

is commonly adopted by the advocates of the North Galatian theory

and should not have been altogether ignored.

In Appended Note C, the author states his moral influence theory

of the atonement. It is not at all surprising that Professor Bacon

advocates such a theory, but it is somewhat more surprising that ne

attributes it to Paul. For in other respects, he is not at all concerned

about defending Paul against the charge of being antiquated. The
elimination of the deeper significance of the cross is particularly hard

to accomplish in the Epistle to the Galatians. The cross which merely

displays God’s condemnation of sin and love for the sinner was not

the one upon w’hich Paul was crucified unto the world. Gal. iii. 13

(“Christ redeemed us from the curse of the law, having become a

curse for us”) is touched upon by Professor Bacon rather lightly.

Paul’s death unto the law is attenuated until it means mer?ly the

despair resulting from moral struggle; his crucifixion together with

Christ means merely the act of faith with its agony of separation from

the law. In a word, the tremendous teaching of the Epistle is ra-

tionalized away in a manner rather surprising in these days of gram-

matico-historical exegesis. If Paul’s gospel were only what Profes-

sor Bacon supposes it to have been, the Galatians are hardly to be

blamed for falling away. No wonder “the spectacle of Jesus Christ

crucified by the very legalism to which they are now invited” did not

deter them. What really made Paul marvel was their defection from

a cross that had satisfied the law’s demands and given them freedom

from its awful curse.

The appeal which such a commentary makes to the general reader

—

“to intelligent Sunday School teachers”—may serve at least one use-

ful purpose. It may help to dispel the astonishing indifference of the

American branch of the Church toward historical questions. When
such a view of the New Testament as that of Professor Bacon has

been transmitted through Sunday School teachers to the rising gen-

eration, it will produce a Christianity very different from the religion

that has formerly been designated by that name. Professor Bacon’s

little book should prove even to the most “practical” man that the

popularization of the naturalistic view of Christianity is inevitable.

No such proof, however, should really have been required; for the

march of ideas—false as well as true ideas—is irresistible. New Tes-

tament criticism, with all its technicalities, with all its array of strange
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German names, even when it has not yet emerged from its academic

seclusion is a very practical thing.

Princeton. J. Gresham Machen.

The Ethics of St. Paul. By Archibald B. D. Ale.\ander, M.A., Au-

thor of “A Short History of Philosophy.” 8vo; pp. xxiv, 377. The
Macmillan Company, 66 Fifth Avenue, New York. 1910. Price,

$2.00 net.

For a quarter of a century the emphasis has been on Biblical as dis-

tinguished from systematic theology. This is becoming true of Chris-

tian ethics. It is being presented in the order and form of its his-

torical development. Fifteen years ago Dr. W. S. Bruce, M.A., gave

us his admirable treatise on “The Ethics of the Old Testament.” “Of

monographs on the ethical teaching of our Lord there are not many
as yet”; but during 1909 a notable on6 was published by the Rev.

James Stalker, M..A., D.D., entitled “The Ethic of Jesus according to

the Synoptic Gospels.” This, which was pronounced “one of the three

great theological works” of that year, was reviewed at some length

in our July issue for 1910. Shortly after Dr. Stalker’s book was is-

sued the Ethics of Jesus w'as brought out by Henry Churchill King,

D.D., LL.D., President of Oberlin College. This was very favorably

reviewed in our October number. And now what might almost be

called a companion book comes to us in the subject of this notice. It is

like them, too, in being an essay in a comparatively untried field ; for

“with the exception of a small volume by Ernesti, entitled Die Ethik des

.Apostels Paulus, published in 1868, and one or two papers in Eng-

lish and German periodicals, there is a singular dearth of writings

specially devoted to its theme.” It is like them also in being based

upon “a careful study of the actual words of the Apostle,” although it

does not, as Dr. King does, question both the received and the revised

text and build only on what are called “the assured results of criti-

cism.” Mr. Alexander’s book is like them again in being great in

quality. Indeed, we venture to predict that as Dr. Stalker’s it will

rank among “the best three theological works of its year.” Nay, we
may and should go further. For expository skill and for literary

grace we do not know of any recent theological treatise that may be

compared with it except the masterly discussion by the Aberdeen pro-

fessor just referred to.

.\t this point, however, the resemblance between these two notable

volumes ends. Their authors have evidently worked independently,

and the results are the more valuable on this account. Mr. Alexander

does not follow Dr. Stalker even in the respect in which the latter

is m.ost original ; \iz., in his application to the teaching of our Lord

of -Aristotle’s principle of division, that is, the Supreme Good, Virtue

and Duty. On the contrary, Mr. -Alexander adopts a principle of his

own which seems to us to be not less adequate and suggestive. Thus
he distributes his particular topics into three main divisions: “i.

Sources and Postulates, treating not only of the influences which shaped
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the early life and thought of Paul, but also of the presuppositions

with regard to man’s moral nature which he brought over into the

new life from his pre-Christian days.

“2. Ideals and Principles, dealing with the new Ideal of life, the

peculiarity of which, as Paul conceived it, is shown to be that it

is at once Norm and Power, Vision and Energy; and the chief forms

or virtues in which the ideal is to be realized.

“3. Duties and Spheres, indicating the particular obligations pre-

scribed by the Christian ideal and the different spheres amid which

the Christian is called upon to exercise the ethical life.”

In a work the excellencies of which are so many and so high it is

difficult and almost invidious to particularize. For the sake of clear-

ness, however, it may not be amiss to call attention to the following:

1. Mr. Alexander’s discussion and establishment of the essential

identity of the ethics of Paul and the ethics of Christ. He denies and

completely refutes Wrede’s position that “Paul is far m.ore widely re-

moved from Jesus than Jesus himself is removed from the noblest

form of Jewish piety.” On the contrary, he shows that “the inmost

spring, the very fons et origo of vital religion in the new life of love

and helpfulness is the same for both.” Indeed, as religion for Paul

begins “with the weakness which takes hold of the divine strength,

with the want which brings its empty vessel to the fulness of God;”
so the Sermon on the Mount (between which and Paul it is so often

asserted that there is no vital point of contact) opens with the an-

nouncement, “Blessed are the poor in spirit, for theirs is the kingdom
of heaven,” and “that great saying of Jesus needs only to be analyzed

to yield the whole principle of the Pauline dialectic and the living heart

of the whole of the Pauline religion.” “In perfect agreement with all

this is the fundamental importance assigned both by Jesus and by

Paul to faith.” “It is the inspiration and dynamic of life, the ruling

principle in shaping conduct.” With regard, moreover, to the aim

and purpose of life, “we find the Master and the disciple in substantial

agreement.” “Nor do they differ in their conception of the ultimate

goal of the world.” In a word, “there is everywhere identity of spirit

and aim, and in not a few instances a striking similarity of language.”

2. The chapter on “The Shaping Influences of Paul’s Teaching.”

These are shown to have been his Hebrew ancestry and training,

his Graeco-Roman environment, and, above all, the influence of Christ

in his conversion. Of special interest is the discussion of the relation

of the Pauline ethics to Stoicism. The conclusion to which the chapter

comes and which we cannot but feel to be just is that, “We must pro-

test against the tendency to account for the Apostle Paul by ‘eclectic

patchwork.’ Let us allow that Paul was acquainted with Philo (though

Pfleiderer doubts this), let us admit that he was intimate with Alex-

andrian philosophy and more especially with the Book of Wisdom,
which is a literary product of the same Greek spirit, let us acknowl-

edge his cognizance of Stoicism and his study under its famous

teachers in Tarsus, yet who can doubt that these elements are all
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transmuted and worked up by the creative mind of the Apostle into

something entirely new and original? Neither this Hebrewism nor

Hellenism will account for this man and his teaching. He marks

a new beginning. He breaks with the past and sets forth upon a

fresh and undiscovered path of religion and ethical thought. It is

not the amalgamation of Hellenism and Hebrewism, but the conquest

of both for his Master that assigns to Paul his high place in the world’s

history.”

3. The presentation of “The Psychology of St. Paul.” As against

Wernle, the Apostle assumed, that man had originally “not only a

certain knowledge of duty, but also a substratum of natural endow-

ments and faculties upon which the Christian life was to be reared;”

and this natural endowment or human nature is analyzed, described

and set forth in its relation to the ethical life with peculiar, and, the

reviewer had almost said, with unique lucidity. Specially good are

the “Statement and Examination of Terms,” the establishment of

dichotomy as Paul’s doctrine, and the refutation of the teaching that

he disparaged the body and found in it as such the source of sin.

4. Not less excellent, on the other hand, is Mr. Alexander’s con-

ception of the Apostle’s view of the Christian life. “It is not a new
personality so much as the completion and fulfilment of the old.”'

Yet it is essentially “divine, both as to the origin from which it is

derived and the source from which it is perpetually maintained.” It

is the divine realization of the truly natural life. Even its most

material and concrete elements are to be viewed “sub specie aeterni-

tatis.” The moral task of the Christian is not so much “to copy

Christ”
—

“there are aspects of his personality and work, and these

the most unique and distinctive, which are not, and were never meant
to be, the object of human imitation”—it is rather “to let his life take

form in us, to receive his spirit and make it effective.” “The dis-

tinctiveness of the Christian life, then, consists in the indwelling of

the living God within the heart as a guiding and purifying spirit.”'

Hence, “our relation to God is most inadequately described by the

word duty. There is no such thing as mere duty to God. We never

indeed do our duty to God until we cease to do it—as duty. He
who only does what is right from a sense of obligation does not do

what is right at all. Goodness which is only the dictate of necessity

is not really goodness. In relation to God, as indeed in all our other

relationships, Paul’s own great saying is true, ‘love is the fulfilling

of the law.’ And, as it is in Christ God reveals his love to us, so

Christ becomes the medium through which our love returns to him.”"

This love, however, is not a mere emotion. It rests on knowledge
and results in surrender to God’s will. “This emphasis on knowledge

—

true knowledge not divorced from its intuitional constituents and
checked at every point by its ethical results—is a distinctive feature of

Paul’s teaching. For him all right relations and duties on the part

of man to God are based on intelligent understanding of the divine

being and character. Man must serve God as well as praise him
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'with the understanding also.’ ” In line with this is even the Apostle’s

attitude toward the self-regarding virtues. There is an almost entire

absence of precepts with reference to these. It may be that Paul

dwells so lightly on them because the Greek communities to which he

wrote emphasized them so much. Yet the chief reason would seem

to be that, like his Master, “he regarded the true realization of self

as identical with self-sacrifice.’’ In a word, it was because he under-

stood self that he appeared indifferent to it.

5. The discussion of “Duties and Spheres.’’ This is thorough and

suggestive. “Duties in Relation to Self,’’ “Duties in Relation to

Others,’’ “Duties in the Sphere of the Family,
’’
“Duties in Relation to

the State, the Christian’s Relation to God, the Church and the Future,’’

and “the Ethical Ultimate of St. Paul” are all carefully and exhaus-

tively considered in the light of the principles and precepts of the

Apostle. Yet there is nothing strained or far-fetched. There is no

attempt to conjecture how Paul would have decided modern questions

which never could have come before him. On the contrary—and this

is one of the chief distinctions as well as one of the great excellencies

of this exposition—the Apostle is expressly represented as overlooking

much that interests us deeply. His views as to the speedy second

coming of our Lord underwent a change. It is evident that in his

later epistles he no longer regarded it as imminent. This, however,

did not weaken, nay, it rather strengthened his conviction that “the

one supreme task of man was the bringing of his fellows to Christ.”

Hence, for example, there is no “elaboration by Paul of the modern
idea that all labor has a moral worth in the civilization of the world

and the development of its resources.” In his view,
“
‘everything was

to be subservient to the evangelization of the world,’ and all secular

work had its justification for the Christian only in so far as it

afforded him the means of furthering that object.” Is it not such teach-

ing as this, and as faithfully and as bravely put, that the church of

our day needs most to hear? Undoubtedly, God would use the Chris-

tian to redeem and so develop the earth which he made “very good”
and which sin has marred : but in the light of the teaching of Christ

no less than of Paul, it is to save sinners that we as well as our

Master have been sent into the world
;
and we often forget it.

Of course, in commending Mr. Alexander’s book so highly we do
not mean that we go with him in all respects. Thus we can not

accept his presentation of Paul’s view of marriage. To us it seems
that it was “the expectation which the Apostle shared with his Chris-

tian contemporaries of the approaching end of the age and his belief

that those who married would have trouble in the flesh in the time of

suffering close at hand” that impelled him to the teaching as to

marriage given in i Cor. vii. We can not admit, that he had “failed

to shake himself free from the ascetic tendencies of his day”; that he

looked upon wedded life from the sexual point of view chiefly; and
that he regarded marriage as but “a permission to obviate greater

evils.” Rather would we hold that Paul, while recognizing that mar-
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riage does obviate serious evils, gives in Eph. v. 32, his final and true

doctrine of marriage ; viz., that it is “the type of the close spiritual

union which subsists between Christ and his Church and what we do

not understand is why Mr. Alexander, although he refers to this

passage, seems to attach little importance to it. So, too, we are

obliged to differ from him in his interpretation of i Tim. iii. 2 and

Titus i. 6. He regards these passages as forbidding second marriages

to presbyters. To us they teach that, like other men, a presbyter should

be irreproachable in his family life; i. e., must not be a polygamist:

and this view would appear to be confirmed by the fact that the alter-

native one of Mr. Alexander involves two unscriptural assumptions

;

one, the superior holiness of the clergy, the other, the superior sanctity

of celibacy. We could wish also that there had been a fuller dis-

cussion of the Apostle’s attitude with reference to things “lawful but

not expedient,” as considered in Rom. xiv and i Cor. viii and x.

These criticisms, however, are not meant to detract from the merit

of the book. They refer merely to minor matters. They indicate

simply the reviewer’s preference; and he would not venture to make
them, did he not feel that Mr. Alexander’s work is of too high an

order to be in any wise affected by them.

Princeton. William Brenton Greene, Jr.

Die Reden unseres Herrn nach Johannes im Grundtext ausgelegt

von D. Siegfried Goebel. Zweite Halfte, Kap. 12-21. Giitersloh,

C. Bertelsmann. 8vo, pp. 460. 1910.

In this second volume of 460 pages Dr. Goebel completes his exposi-

tion of the Discourses of Jesus in John’s Gospel. The entire work

as we now have it consists of something over a thousand pages.

When it is remembered that the book contains but a very brief intro-

duction and that a great deal of the material ordinarily found in a

work of this nature, as e. g., a complete array of views held by other

expositors, is judiciously barred from it, the commentary is perhaps

the most elaborate there is on the subject. What was remarked in

the brief review of Vol. I. holds true also of Vol. II. The character-

istic features which distinguished the first volume are continued here.

Though the exposition is along strictly conservative lines, it is not

marred by any dogmatic prepossessions on the part of its author.

The passages of dogmatic character in the commentary the author does

not regard as part of the exegesis proper but invariably introduces

them as conclusions from results exegetically obtained. Dr. Goebel

is constantly on his guard against “Eintragungen” into the text. In

one or two places, interpreting passages of disputed meaning, he in-

cidentally states what he recognizes to be sound canons of interpre-

tation. Cf. p. 370: “The expositor’s task is to determine the sense

which the words convey in the connection in which they have been

placed by their author.” Cf. also pp. 25, 424, 427. Whether Dr.

Goebel remains throughout true to this principle in the judgment of
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the reader is, of course, another question. Cap. xii. 3, e. g., states,

according to Dr. Goebel, that all the ointment has been spent. Cf. also

exposition of Cap. xiv. 1-2.

Written in a lucid, stately, vigorous style, the material well para-

graphed and divided into larger units, the commentary on the Dis-

courses is itself somewhat similar to a series of discourses. It would

seem that what we have here is substantially the material the author

used for his “Johannes-Colleg.” At least the reading of the book

suggests the lectures in Exegesis of the German University Audi-

torium. This feature of the book adds in a way to its value and,

together with the interesting, readable form into which it has been

cast, goes to make it a happy exception to the general output of

exegetical works. It is not, however, to be supposed that Dr. Goebel’s

commentary is merely popular in its nature, not meeting the require-

ments of the scholar. The book will satisfy the most rigorous demands

that may be put upon it by the “Fachmann.” But Dr. Goebel does

understand the art of writing for a larger circle than that of the

scholar. His commentary is a book appealing to the theological world

in general. Though practical suggestions occur in it but rarely, the

exposition reflects to such an extent the author’s spiritual life and

maturity of Christian thought, that it will prove to be of great value

also to the clergyman.

As in Vol I., so here, there is no evidence that some of the more
recent works dealing with the Greek text of the Gospel have been

consulted. Since the author not unfrequently ventures on a new line

of interpretation in difficult passages where the genuineness of the

text is itself a matter of doubt, consideration of the latest text-

proposals would have been desirable and at times profitable. A case

in point is Cap. xx.17 fiiq fiov aTrrov • ovirw yap ava^efBrjKa irpos rovitaTtpa

where it is in the first place the yap that vexes the interpreter. Dr.

Goebel’s interpretation, which, it must be said, is very felicitous, does

not do justice to the yap. In the course of his argument he once

omits it, and on p. 380 contends that the clause ovttco yap avafitfiriKa

K.T.X. by itself does not give a “Begriindung” for p,rj p,ov a-n-rov.

Now Blass omits ydp in his edition of John on the authority of Syrus

Lewisianus (Chrys) Tert. These authorities, it is true, one may not

deem very weighty, still the text as thus proposed suits, better than any

other, what seems to be the necessary meaning of the passage.

I pass on to present Dr. Goebel’s interpretation of one or two

passages of the Discourses. In Cap. xiii. 34 cvroAijv Kaivrjv 8iS(op.i vp.iv,

iva dyaTTare dWyXov^ k.t.X. Dr. Goebel seeks to determie what

constitutes the new in ivroXrj Kaivq. The new he finds to be of the same-

ness of the “Liebesobject.” They are to love oneanother even as

Christ loved them. From this, remarks Goebel, there will result also a

change in the nature of the love enjoined. Dr. Goebel offers what

seems to be a new interpretation of Cap. xiv. 1-2; iv ry oIkm

ti<TLv he connects closely with irtcrTtverc cts rov 6e6v and ti 8c pri, cittov

dv vpiv K.T.X- with Kal «s ipk n'to’Tcvcre. The completed thought of
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ei 8e fj.T^ he takes to be d 8e nrj lucTTewTc on ovra>s icrrCv, not ei 8e fit]

ovTo>s ^v. The sense of the passage Goebel reproduces as follows

(p. too) : “If, in your present despondency, your faith in the

Father, that he has mansions for you, should not be sufficiently

strong to comfort you, then I would ask you to put your trust in me,

assuring you that I go to prepare a place for you.” According to Dr.

Goebel we have a parallel construction in vs. ii, mcrTaj€T€

el Be fL-q. There is a similarity there; but a closer study and compari-

son of the two passages show essential differences. In vs. ii only one

Tucrrevere precedes el 8e , in vs. 1-2 two. Furthermore, in vs. 1-2

there is between the last Trio-Tevcre and el Be firj an independent clause.

Dr. Goebel virtually makes this independent assertion a dependent ob-

ject-clause after the first (!) Tria-reveTe- Then, again, Goebel’s exposi-

tion of tv rg oIkiu elaiv on p. 100 as being a “Versicherung

in bezug auf Gott” is, not to say erroneous, misleading.

An undoubtedly correct observation is Goebel’s remark, p. 123, that

in Cap. xiv. 12 sqq. we have not so much one “Trost” following an-

other (Goebel is perhaps thinking here of Weiss) as, first, a “Zusage

fiir das Beharren im Glauben,” and second, a “Zusage fiir das Beharren

in der Liebe zu Jesus.” In his commentary on trapaKX-qro^ Cap. xiv.

16, Dr. Goebel takes exception to the usual renderings of Troster,

Lehrer (v. Hofmann Zahn), Beistand (the prevalent translation).

“Beistand” he considers too indefinite, not bringing out the idea which

is there in TrapoKAiTTos, viz., assistance over against a third, the world.

He chooses “Beigeordneter” and interprets TrapaKXyrog as “one who is

to be with the disciples to assist them, by his teaching, in the keeping of

Christ’s commandments, and in the administering of His word, and

who as their ‘Bundesgenosse,’ by His own testimony, is to support

them in their testifying before the world.” eav p.g n% p.evg ev e.p.01,

e^Xgdrj e$w k.t.K. Cap. xv. 6, Goebel takes it, are addressed also to the

“Eleven”. He observes this to be rather remarkable and is led to infer

from it “that Jesus must have regarded “Abfall” as possible also in the

case of the KaOapol” taking “Abfall,” as it seems, not as final or abso-

lute.

It may not be without interest to know that Dr. Goebel’s work rep-

resents in general rather the Reformed than the Lutheran type of

theological thought. In the course of his exposition he frequently

discovers to us what looks like landmarks of his theological system.

In Cap. xii. 32 irdvras eXxixra) Trpos epuivTov the verb iXKveiv can not

denote a mere “Versuch des Ziehens,” but is a “wirksames” eXKveiv

with definite and certain results. And irdvras “duldet keine Ausnahme”

and, on the other hand, is a limited number, not to be expanded to

Trdvras avOpwTrov:. Man leads his life “in der unverausserlichen Form
der Freiheit”, p. 176 (Cap. xv. 6). Those who desert Christ never

really belonged to the number of true believers, p. 175. Ciod’s grace

preserves the true believers and is “ihres Endziels unbedingt sicher.”

Human logic cannot solve the question of the relation between “gott-

liche Allwirksamkeit” and “menschliche Freiheit.” At the close of
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his exposition of the Paraclete-passage, Cap. xvi. 7 sq. Dr. Goebel casts

a retrospect and in his argument urges that the personification of

‘irapaKXrjTOs cannot be the personification of a “Prinzip” or mere
“geistige Potenz” but must imply that He is a real Person. Also on

points of Christology Goebel makes some very explicit statements.

vvv iyvoiKav on wavra oca ScSwAcd; p.01 irapa <tov eJcriv, Cap. xvii. 7 (p.

272-273) proves that the “object” of the disciples’ knowledge is a

“jede Art von Vemeinung der Gottlichkeit Jesu ausschliessendes.”

And in connection with Cap. xvii. 5 (p. 268) he observes that Jesus

is indubitably speaking here of His premundane existence, of His

sharing at that time with the Father in the divine glory, of His

assured “dass er die zeitweilig entbehrte Herrlichkeit nunmehr wie-

derempfangen werde.” The passage excludes the possibility of “ein

ideelles Vordasein im gottlichen Ratschluss.” The Sd^a of Jesus, p.

304, is “die wesenhafte Gottlichkeit seiner Person als des fleischgewor-

denen Logos.” After His resurrection Christ possesses “eine neugear-

tete, zum himmlischen Leben beim Vater bestimmte Leiblichkeit.” Cf.

also Thomas’ confession. Cap. xx. 28, p. 412, and what Goebel says

in this connection on the Church’s creed.

Corrigenda are p. 5, 1 . 10 konnten ; 1 . 19 jxvpov p. 7, 1 . 17 nicht
; p.

29, 1 . 25 das; p. 60, 1 . 7 (from below) Einfallt; p. 64, 1 . 22 Kadw <: ; p. 89,

1 . i9evToX^: p. 99, 1 . 16 the first “eine” (should be “keine”) ; 1. ii iXeyov;

p. 100, 1. 12 co-Tiv; p. 101, 1. 4 (from below) Ip^opjx; p. 127, 1. 6 irapa.

KaXSlv; p. 139, 1. I (below) beidet; p. 182, 1. 13 in (to be omitted)
; p. 187

1 . 10, Jt; p. 192, 1 . 15 wiederholl; p. 202, 1 . 9 dopelter; p. 246, 1 . i irapi-

o/tiuus ; p. 276, 1. 2 (from below) au; p. 308, 1. 6 parenthesis omitted; p.

329, 1. 22 belaufig; p. 337, 1. 13 dranssen; p. 354, 1. 2 (from below) sat-

sachlich; p. 414, 1. 8 (from below) underem; p. 436, 1. 14 Si/ivco; p. 439.

1 . 3 (from below) An derseits hatsich; p. 452, 1 . 9 des (omit) ; p. 455,

1. 21, second die (omit). R. Janssen.

Clark D. Lamberton : Themes from St. John’s (Jospel in Early

Roman Catacomb Painting. A Thesis presented to the Faculty

of Princeton University for the Degree of Doctor of Philosophy.

Princeton, 1911, Princeton University Press. 146 pp. ; xii plates;

8vo.

Dr. Lamberton’s thesis has in view two objects : first, to determine

the date of the Fourth Gospel from evidence afforded by the frescoes

of the Roman catacombs, and second, to ascertain the extent to which

the Gospel was used as a source for catacomb painting. The Raising

of Lazarus, a theme found only in John, is painted on the walls of a

very early crypt in the catacomb of Priscilla, called from the Greek

inscriptions found in it by the workmen who excavated the catacomb

the Capella Greca, or “Greek Chapel.” If the date of this “chapel”

can be fixed, it can be used as a terminus ad quern for the date of the

Gospel, inasmuch as the painter of the Raising of Lazarus must have

been acquainted with it. To argue that the painter might have drawn
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the episode from Christian tradition, and not from the Gospel in the

form in which we know it, is inconsistent with the known tendency in

catacomb painting to adhere to the written word of accepted Scrip-

ture, even to the extent of ignoring the Apocryphal Gospels.

Nearly half of the monograph is devoted to this question of the

date of the “Greek Chapel”, the author evidently feeling that this

portion of his thesis, of prime importance to New Testament criti-

cism, will be scrutinized most closely. Every available piece of evi-

dence—technique and style of the frescoes, iconography, costume, the

relation of the “chapel” to the rest of the catacomb, epigraphy—is

carefully analyzed and applied to the problem, with the result that the

“chapel” is pronounced to be of a “period extending from the late

first century to the early decades of the second”, while the date of the

composition of the Gospel, allowing a term of years for its circulation

and popularization in Rome, is placed in or before the latter years

of the first century. Little direct evidence is adduced, but the cumu-

lative effect of Dr. Lamberton’s prints is most convincing. It is also

to be noted that his conclusions are the same as those of Wilpert and

Mau, our foremost experts in Roman fresco-painting.

The rest of the thesis concerns itself with investigating the use of

the Fourth Gospel by the catacomb painters. The writer rightly ac-

cepts the view that the general intent of the frescoes in Roma Sotter-

anea is symbolical, while disagreeing with Wilpert, who would admit

but one meaning to each theme. He points out that the spiritual char-

acter of the Fourth Gospel made it an admirable source for such sym-

bolical painting, and that such use was made of it is demonstrated by

the extensive cycle of Eucharistic pictures, such as the Multiplication

of Loaves and Fishes and the Miracle of Water and Wine at Cana, of

which the inspiration is undeniably Johannine. The Cana miracle in-

deed is only found in John, as also the episode of the Samaritan wo-

man, which occurs four times in the second and third centuries, and

the Raising of Lazarus, one of the most popular of all themes in the

repertory of the catacomb artist.

In his discussion of “themes archaeologically Johannine”, i. e. themes

occurring also in the Synoptics, but assigned to John because found

in connection with subjects of Johannine inspiration, the writer’s con-

clusions are less convincing, because his premises are themselves mat-

ters of controversy. The same is true of the section entitled “themes

characteristically Johannine” which amounts to little more than a se-

ries of suggested interpretations.

But Dr. Lamberton, in demonstrating that the Fourth Gospel was

known and highly regarded in Rome in the early years of the second

century, has demonstrated something more—the practical value to

students of the New Testament of an acquaintance with Early Chris-

tian -Archaeology. It is to be hoped that other students will follow

him into this archaeological criticism, and obtain as happy results as

those which have rewarded his studies.

Princeton University. C. R. Morey.
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HISTORICAL THEOLOGY

Bibliotheca Reformatoria Neerlandica. Geschriften uit den tyd

der Hervorming in de Nederlanden. Op. nieuw uitgegeven en van
inleidingen en aanteekeningen voorzien, door Dr. S. Cramer en

Dr. F. Pyper. Zesde Deel. Bewerkt door Dr. F. Pyper. s’Graven-

hage. Martinus Nyhoff. 1909.

Before me lies the sixth volume of 622 quarto pages of this astound-

nig labor of Professors Cramer and Pyper, of the Universities of

Amsterdam and Leyden. As the work proceeds it grows in magnitude

and, let me say, in importance as well. Hereafter the student of the

history and theology of the age of the Reformation, and that imme-
diately preceding it, will have to reckon with this Bibliotheca Reforma-
toria Neerlandica, a very thesaurus of information, for light on many
things, which without its study must remain forever dark. It is a great

pity that the bulk of this colossal work is available only for the stu-

dent, who understands Dutch, and at that the Dutch of the 15th and
1 6th centuries. And yet without the consultation of this great work
one’s knowledge of the Reformatory period cannot be complete.

The volume before us has been edited by Dr. F. Pyper of Leyden
and, barring the introductions, is open to the general student, since the

text of it is wholly in Latin. But, alas, the text without the introduc-

tion is like a locked door without its key. One wonders what most

to admire in the labors of these two Dutch scholars, their infinite

patience or their infinite historical and critical acumen. For surely

the introductions to these reprints of long lost books are models of

historical and textual criticism.

The present volume deals with the writings of John Pupper of

Goch and incidentally of Cornelius Graphaeus. Of the latter, whose

tragic story is told in the Introduction to “De Libertate Christiana,”

by Dr. Pyper, we have introductions to the above quoted work, to the

“Epistola Apologetica,” a poem to Emperor Charles V and a letter

to Carondolet. Of Pupper of Goch we have “De Libertate Christiana”

and “Fragmenta.” Besides, we find in this volume a reprint of the cele-

brated but well-nigh forgotten “Confutatio determinationis doctorum

Parrhisiensium contra Mart. Luth.,” together with the even more

rare “Disputatio Groningae.”

From this volume we learn to know Pupper of Goch as a man
worthy to be ranked with the best of the disciples of the schools

of the Brethren of the Common Life. His earliest history is some-

what hazy, but we are fairly well acquainted with his later activity

and literary labors, which Dr. Clemen has so vividly described in his

“Johann Pupper of Goch. Leipzig 1896.” After an eventful life he

died March 28, 1475, and since 1531 all his writings were indexed by

the Inquisition. The reading of this volume, edited by Dr. Pyper,

at once establishes the fact that the views expressed by the Re-

formers were by no means new in their day. The entire century
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preceding that of the Reformation was evidently preparatory to it.

But the Church of the 15th century was not as yet aroused to a sense

of the danger of the new ideas, which were expressed on every side

and especially in the Lowlands, where ideas were openely expressed

and discussed, which half a century later would have brought down
on the author the heavy hand of the Inquisition. The chief work
of Pupper of Goch, here reprinted from a couple of surviving copies,

is entitled “De Libertate Christiana.” It is written in good, though

not elegant, Latin and dates apparently from 1473. Practically all the

doctrines of the Romish Church of the period are discussed in this

work and Pupper, like all the later Reformers, shows a keen familiarity

with the Augustinian literature. He lays great stress on the doctrine

of grace. The Scriptures, rather than tradition, are the basis of truth,

although he has not yet arrived at the position of the Reformers in

this matter. He still holds the Church to be the repository of the

truth. He fully believes in predestination and election. Fasting,

continence and good works have only a relative value. Works of

supererogation do not exist. When we read this work of Pupper,

we are strangely reminded of the theology of John Wickliffe.

Had Pupper studied him? Who can tell? All these pre-reformers

have almost identical views, and all were close students of the works

of Augustine. Pupper antagonizes monasticism, and believes in a

justifying faith which rests on the Scriptures, for man’s natural

reason is illuminated in the Scriptures by the light of a supernatural

knowledge—“veritas canonica et supernaturalis naturale lumen rationis

perficit.” We may tolerate what is not contradicted by the Scriptures,

but never anything that conflicts with them. He bitterly antagonizes

the regnant Aristotelian Philosophy, and thus again leads the way to

the Reformation, as did all the German Mystics. This philosophical

tendency leads him to oppose Thomas Aquinas and the Thomists.

Pupper is limited by the limitations of his day, but as Dr. Pyper

tells us
—

“a fresh spirit here sends out its cooling breath. If one takes

the trouble to analyze the external scholastic form and to penetrate

to the marrow of the thought itself, the trouble taken is always richly

rewarded.”

The second work of Pupper, here reproduced, was brought to

Luther from Holland in 1521, and he at once republished it with an

introduction of his own hand. It is entitled “Fragmenta” and consists

of tracts on different topics. With singular critical acumen Dr. Pyper

has proven (pp. 268, 269) that the introduction, “epistola gratulatoria,”

is from the hand of Luther. The same keenness is displayed in the

discussion of the identity of the component parts of the Fragmenta

(p. 276). Dr. Pyper believes, although he is not absolutely sure,

that the “Monimenta” of Walch (Monimenta medii aevi, ex bibliotheca

regia Hannoverana, prod, et praef. est C. G. F. Walchius. Goetting.

1761) and the Bibl. Ref. Need, in this volume contain all the works

left by Pupper of Goch. Space forbids a detailed discussion of the

matter contained in these “Fragmenta.” Their theology is identical
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with that of the above mentioned work. They breathe the same
Augustinian spirit and singularly attracted Luther. According to

Graphaeus they were composed in 1474, probably after “De Libertate

Christiana.” Appended to the Fragmenta is the introduction of Cor-

nelius Graphaeus, written in 1520 for the first tract entitled “Epistola

Apologetica,” which coupled with another introduction, written for

‘‘De Libertate Christiana,” brought the author in contact with the

Inquisition, hopelessly improverished him through the confiscation of

all his property and nearly cost him his life. Lacking the courage

of martyrdom, he made an abject apology and barely escaped with his

life, dying in the Catholic faith Dec. 19, 1558. At the close of this

volume we find a Latin poem of eight quarto pages, dedicated by the

same Graphaeus to the Emperor Charles V, entitled ‘‘Divi Carol! Emp.

Caes. Opt. Max. Desyderatissimus ex Hispania in Germaniam Reditus.

Cor. Grapheo Autore. MDXX.” This fulsome poem is reprinted here

for the one reason that it advocates the absolute worldly authority of

the emperor and would take away from the pope all civil power, leav-

ing to him exclusively the spiritual care of the Church and of Chris-

tendom. As such it is a sign of the times and, as Dr. Pyper observes,

deserves a place in this collection.

I must refer to one more remarkable reprint of a well-nigh forgotten

book of the Reformatory period, here restored to general notice, and

that is the ‘‘Confutatio determinationis Doctorum Parrhisiensium

contra M. L.,” to which is added the ‘‘Disputatio Groningae habita

A. 1523,” equally rare if not more so. Both indicate how deeply the

Lutheran movement, from the very start, had laid hold on the Low-
lands. The argument of Dr. Pyper, that the author of the ‘‘Con-

futatio” was a Hollander, seems to be unanswerable. The Latin flows

with magnificent ease and is, as Dr. Pyper assures us (p. 368), fully

able to stand the test of a comparison with that of Melanchthon in his

‘‘Loci Communes” and in the Augsburg Confession of 1530. The
Parisian faculty had declared its position unequivocally on the revolu-

tionary doctrines, proclaimed by Martin Luther, and this unknown
author attacks their deliverances point by point, with an acumen and

spirit, which proclaim him a finished scholar and a keen dialectician.

He is enthusiastically in favor of Luther’s doctrine, and again betrays

his Erasmian sympathies step by step. The reading of this tract is

indispensable for a correct knowledge of the attitude of intelligent

Hollanders to the reformatory movement of the i6th century. The
narrative of the Groningen disputation is of the same character and

indicates how deeply the Dutch clergy were infected by the new spirit

and how dispassionately they were able to discuss these matters,

before the “Placards” of Charles V had begun to crush out the new
life.

All in all this sixth volume of the Bibl. Ref. Neerl. is one of the

richest of the series thus far.

Louisville, Ky. Henry E. Doskeb,
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Ancient Church Dedications in Scotland: Scriptural Dedications.

By James Murray Mackinlay, M.A. Pp. xxiii., 419 with map;
9x554 in. Edinburgh : David Douglas. 1910. 12 s. 6 d. net.

In this well got up and beautifully printed volume Mr. Mackinlay

has gathered a vast amount of material relating to topography, eccles-

iology and church architecture. His main purpose, however, as stated

in the preface, is “(i) to give some account of the Cathedrals, Parish

and Collegiate Churches, Chapels, Hospitals and Monasteries under

the invocation of Saints mentioned in Holy Scripture (2) to trace the

influence that these Saints have had on ecclesiastical festivals, usages,

and symbolism.” The first chapter is devoted to a dicussion of the

subjects of Dedication and Consecration. These are of special interest

to students of Scottish Church History owing to the line of demarca-

tion existing between the usages of the Celtic and the Roman Cath-

olic Churches. The Celtic Churches, according to the usage pointed out

by Mr. Haddan, were named after the missionaries who were instru-

mental in planting them; they were not, as in the Roman Catholic

Church, dedicated to foreign saints. This rule, while it has a few

exceptions, is sufficiently well marked to be one of the distinctive

features of Celtic hagiology. In the volume before us Mr. Mackinlay

does not deal with the Celtic Church but promises to do so in a forth-

coming volume on Scottish Non-Scriptural dedications. All students

interested in Church History will find the volume a most interesting

and valuable collection of facts gathered from all sources. The work

shows considerable research and is highly creditable to Mr. Mackinlay’s

indefatigable industry. It is prefaced by a useful bibliography of

works consulted in the preparation of the book extending to thirteen

pages and concludes with an Appendix dealing with such matters as

the Symbols of the Evangelists, St. Mark at Venice, St. Luke as

Artist, the Conversion of the Celtic Community at Inchaffray into an

Augustinian Monastery, St. Tear’s Chapel, St. John’s Eve, the Founding

of Holyrood Abbey. By this book Mr. Mackinlay has increased his

reputation as a student working in the by-ways of Scottish Church

history and the present volume will take an honorable place besides

his former Folk-lore of Scottish Lochs and Springs and Influence of

the Pre-Reformation Church on Scottish Place-names. It is written

in an interesting style and whets the appetite for the promised volume

on non-Scriptural dedications which from the nature of the subject

lends itself to an even more interesting treatment.

Wick, Scotland. D. Beaton.

The Presbyterian Churches: DmsioNs and Unions, in Scotland,

Ireland, Canada, and America. By John Vant Stephens, D.D.,

Chairman of the Faculty and Professor of Church History in the

Presbyterian Theological Seminary of the South and Southwest.

Philadelphia : The Presbyterian Board of Publication. 1910.

i2mo; pp. vii, iii. Price, 75 cents net.
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The somewhat spacious title for this little book must be interpreted

in the light of the author’s modest purpose, which was not the prepa-

ration of “a complete history of the various Presbyterian and Re-

formed churches in Scotland, Ireland, Canada, and the United States

of America,” but simply the giving of “a brief outline only, by state-

ment and diagram, of the origins, divisions and unions, which will

enable the reader readily to trace the continuity of these various

bodies.” This useful task has been well performed. For many an

inquiring student of such matters these concisely written chapters,

and the four charts accompanying them, will be a serviceable guide in

helping him to make or improve his first acquaintance with ecclesias-

tical Presbyterianism in its diverse historical developments.

Princeton. Frederick W. Loetscher.

SYSTEMATIC THEOLOGY

Les Origines DU Dogme de la Trinite, par Jules Lebreton, Professeur

d’Histoire des Origines Chretiennes a I’lnstitut Catholique de Paris.

Paris : Gabriel Beauchesne et Cie. 1910. 8vo ; pp. xxvi. 569.

This goodly volume is the first to appear of a pair designed to con-

tain a History of the Doctrine of the Trinity from its Beginnings to

Augustine. It confines itself to what is here called the “Beginnings”,

that is, to the Biblical period
;
leaving to the forthcoming second vol-

ume the task of tracing the formulation of the doctrine through the

three hundred years or more which stretch between the New Testament

and Augustine’s great treatise On the Trinity in which the doctrine

finds its relatively complete statement. The division between the two

volumes falls at the right point, at the line which separates the history

of the delivery of the doctrine from that of its formulation. We could

wish, however, that the essential difference between the revelation and

the appropriation of the doctrine had been more strongly marked ; and

that the author had frankly undertaken to trace in his first volume the

progressive revelation of the doctrine and in the second the gradual

appropriation of it. Instead of that, he speaks of the whole work as

occupied in tracing “the development of a doctrine”; and describes his

task in this, his first volume, as an attempt “to seize in their diversity

the multiple echoes which the revelation” of this doctrine “awakened

in the human souls” of the several Biblical writers,
—

“the faith and life

which it called forth in them.” Should we take this statement at the

foot of the letter, this first volume should be occupied in the rather deli-

cate inquiry into what Peter and Paul and John and the rest really

understood and believed about the doctrine which was revealed through

them; and that is not what we are particularly interested in, and not

what M. Lebreton is particularly interested in. What both he and we
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are interested in is the doctrine of the Trinity as it has been revealed

in the New Testament and as it has been formulated by the church.

And in point of fact he does not write in this volume a history of

opinion on the Trinity in the Apostolic age, but a history “of the

teaching of the different sacred authors,” with an effort no doubt “to

signalize the differences of aspect, the individual shades”. which dis-

tinguish the teaching of each, but above all with an effort to determine

just what has been revealed to us as to the mode of existence of the

Divine Being. The book is, then, better than its promise; it is, indeed,

a very excellent study of “the origins of the doctrine of the Trinity,”

written with adequate knowledge, and in full view of modern discussion.

The author takes the term “origins” here, however, in a very wide sense,

and does not, in point of fact, come to grips with, specifically, the doc-

trine of the Trinity as it lies in the New Testament at all,—contenting

himself with showing in a rich and careful discussion how the elements

which enter into this doctrine are dealt with by the New Testament

writers.

The book is divided into three major sections. The first of these

is entitled “The Hellenic Environment”; the second, “The Jewish Pre-

paration”; and the third, “The Christian Revelation”. “Of these three

parts of which the study is composed,” the author remarks in his Intro-

duction, “the third alone, which, it is true, is the longest, is directly de-

voted to the history of the doctrine of the Trinity. The second has for

its object the different doctrines which prepared the Jews for this

revelation; no justification of its necessity or explanation of its bearing

is needed. The first part, on the other hand, may seem beside the mark

;

when the question concerns the Christian Trinity why speak of pagan

mythologies or Hellenic speculations on the logos and on the Spirit?”

Certainly not, he answers, in order to discover the source of the Chris-

tian doctrine; the chief value of the discussion is rather the demonstra-

tion which it provides that the source of the Christian doctrine would

be sought in these mythologies and speculations in vain
; to which is

added the further service that a survey of these mythologies and spec-

ulations enables us “to appreciate by comparison, the transcendance of

the Christian doctrine,” long familiarity with which may have blunted

our sense of its superhuman quality.

In any event M. Lebreton’s exposition of the Hellenic environment

into which Christianity was thrust at its origin is most illuminating, and

fairly justifies his prevision that a study of the heathen systems as

wholes will quite deliver us from the temptation of seeking starting-

points for particular Christian doctrines in isolated expressions—like

the Stoic Logos, or the Spiritus sacer of Seneca—which when torn

from their context in their own system may with a little adjustment

be made to seem closely parallel to Christian conceptions. He presents

this exposition under the three heads of “God and the Gods”, in which

he examines in turn the popular religion of the day, including the

Emperor-cult, the philosophical interpretations, and especially the

religious philosophies, with the emphasis on Stoic monism and neo-
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Pythagorean and neo-Platonic transcendentalism; the Logos theories

in their origins and in their Old-Stoic, Alexandrian and neo-Platonic,

and neo- Stoic developments; and the current ideas of “the Spirit’’.

The conclusions which he reaches as well as the spirit in which he

carries on his investigation are well illustrated in the following words

with which _he closes this discussion. “In the need of souls, Chris-

tianity was to find a force; in the diverse philosophical conceptions

which we have expounded it could find little but obstacles and dangers.

To-day, after twenty centuries we experience great difficulty in repre-

senting to ourselves exactly this conflict of doctrines. When, by a

laborious analysis, we have succeeded in reconstructing the principal

religious theories which could come into contact with the Christian

doctrine of the Trinity, we discover between these two bodies of

conceptions so profound a contrast that we can scarcely conceive the

possibility of an equivocation and much less still of a compromise.

What relation could exist between the Word, Son of God, and this

logos, force and law of the world, which is in each of us the germ of

life, the principle of thought, and of the moral law? How could the

Holy Spirit, the Paraclete, be confounded with this inflamed air which

penetrates all beings, encompasses them and animates them? This

contrast was less clearly perceived in the second century : the Stoic

theories were familiar to all cultivated minds; the Christian doctrines

were almost unknown; when therefore they heard a God spoken of

who filled the whole universe, an incarnate Logos, a Spirit dwelling

in each of us, they naturally interpreted it all, in a Stoic sense, of a

material soul which penetrated the world and animated man. In the

very bosom of the church the confusion was not always escaped, and

we recognize in the theology of more than one ecclesiastical writer

vestiges of those philosophies which he had professed in his youth

and the reign of which about him he was still conscious of ... In

this age of compromise when we see nothing but eclecticism in phil-

osophy and syncretism in religion the church needed a strength more
than human to preserve for its faith its uncompromising transcendance,

to defend the purity of its doctrine against its enemies, and sometimes

even against its own teachers. The three first centuries of our his-

tory tell us how long and cruel those struggles were
;

the fourth

shows us how fecund they were.’’

In passing from the Gentile to the Jewish world, we enter a new

atmosphere, an atmosphere which is dominated by a profound sense of

a personal God ruling over all things, and in which can be traced a

positive preparation for the revelation of the Triune God. M. Lebreton

treats this “Jewish preparation” under the three heads of “The Old

Testament”, “Palestinian Judaism” and “Alexandrian Judaism”
;
and

under each head he passes in review the doctrine of God, of the

Spirit, of the Messiah, and of such conceptions, whether treated as per-

sonifications or as “middle-beings”, as each had developed under the

names of Wisdom, the Word, the Shekina, Powers, the Logos. Of course

he does not think that all of these periods or phases of “the Jewish
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preparation” bear the same relation to the revelation of the Trinity:

he draws with perfect clearness the line which separates the books of

the Old Testament—in which, “if we cannot recognize the doctrine

of the Trinity clearly and fully revealed, we may at least find, as in

their sources, many doctrines which were later to enter into the

Christian doctrine”—from later Jewish writings which can make no

such claim
;
and, although the line which divides the Old Testament

from Alexandrian Judaism is a little obscured by including in the

Old Testament (as a good Romanist must) the Apocryphal books,

yet M. Lebreton is under no illusions as to the syncretistic character

of the characteristic notions of Alexandrian Judaism and gives us,

in particular, an admirable and admirably balanced account of the

theology of Philo. The conclusions reached in this account are

solidly supported by a searching examination of the whole material.

And they fully justify the strong words with which the discussion

closes, in rebuke of the tendency characteristic of many historians, in

their desire to make out a close correspondence between the specula-

tions of Philo and the doctrines of Christianity, to “deform Philo-

nism so as to render it more like the theology of St. John and that”

(M. Lebreton adds, with not so complete justification) “of the

Apologists.” “Thus some”, he continues, “have reduced the whole

Philonic doctrine of the Logos to the conception of the Sevrepos deos,

forgetting or ignorant that this expression, which meets us only a

single time in Philo, in a fragment cited by Eusebius, bears with

him a far from natural sense, and very poorly represents the entirety

of his theor>’. Others have gone further and in the face of all proba-

bility, have pretended to find in this doctrine of the Logos the source

of St. Paul’s and St. John’s Christology or of the doctrine of redemp-

tion.” After his own direct exposition of the Philonian doctrine, he

considers we may call such contentions mere “exegetical fantasies.”

M. Lebreton does not even make excessive claims for the Old Testa-

ment revelation as a source of the doctrine of the Trinity. In a some-

what cautiously written Appendix on “The Mystery of the Trinity and

the Old Testament”, he passes in review the Old Testament passages

in which an intimation of the Trinity has sometimes been found, and

reaches the conclusion that they “could not be sufficient revelations

to the Jews” and that even we, who know of the Trinity, cannot see

in them sure proofs of that mystery—though, he adds, this mystery

suggests the best explanation of these texts. His general view of them

therefore accords with the exposition given of the “Let us make” of

Gen. I. 26 by Lagrange in these striking words. “Man was created

in the image of God. The author insists too much on this fact for us

to be able to suppose that the Creator took counsel with the angels;

man was not created in the image of the angels. God spoke to Him-
self. If He uses the plural, that presupposes that there was in Him
a plenitude of being such that He could deliberate with Himself as a

plurality of persons deliberate together. The mystery of the Holy
Trinity is not expressly indicated, but it gives the best explanation of
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this turn of speech, which recurs again (Gen. iii. 22, xi. 7, Is. vi. 8).”

In speaking of the gradual revelation of the doctrine of the Trin-

ity, M. Lebreton seems inclined to take his starting point from a pas-

sage in Gregory of Nazianzus which he formally quotes on one oc-

casion and alludes to elsewhere. This passage (Theological Oration

on the Holy Spirit, v. 26, PG, xxxv. 161) he renders as follows: “The
Old Testament manifested the Father clearly, the Son obscurely. The
New Testament revealed the Son and made the deity of the Spirit

understood. To-day the Spirit lives among us and makes Himself

more clearly known. For it would have been perilous, when the

deity of the Father was not recognized, to preach the Son openly, and'

when the deity of the Son was not admitted, to add the burden, if I

may venture so to speak, of the Holy Spirit: there would have been

fear that believers, like men filled with too much food, or like those

who fix eyes still weak on the sun, would lose even that which they

were capable of enduring ; it was necessary on the contrary that, by

gradual additions and, as David says, by ascensions from glory to

glory, the splendor of the Trinity should shine forth progressively.”

This interesting attempt to give a rational account of the progressive

revelation of the Trinity has the fault of overstepping for the revela-

tion the limits of the period of revelation, and looking to the opera-

tions of the Spirit in the Church as His “revelation”. Surely the

"revelation” of the Spirit in the New Testament is as complete as

that of the Son Himself—though, naturally, neither then nor now has

He been “manifested in the flesh”. Perhaps M. Lebreton does not

intend to follow Gregory in this point : he explains that he does not

understand Gregory to mean that the divinity of the Holy Spirit is

contained in the New Testament “only in an uncertain and doubtful

fashion”. But he adds that what he does understand Gregory to teach

is that “the Person of the Holy Spirit does not manifest itself like that

of the Son in full light” in the New Testament; and he seems in-

clined to follow him in this. And if we are not mistaken his exposi-

tions of the New Testament teaching concerning the Holy Spirit are to

some extent affected by this preconception. Because the Holy Spirit

reveals Himself in His works, not in an incarnation, he seems to

suggest, the apprehension of His personality was of slow growth and

it was only after a considerable time that it was understood (cf. pp. 21 1,

251, 287).

Apart from the somewhat minimizing interpretation of the New
Testament doctrine of the Spirit resulting from this attitude towards

it, we have found the detailed study of the Christology and Pneuma-

tology of the New Testament which fills more than two hundred

pages and constitutes the main contents of the volume, admirable in

every respect. We speak of it advisedly, however, as a study of the

Christology and Pneumatology of the New Testament: for, as we
have already intimated, the volume lacks a sustained attempt to as-

certain the New Testament doctrine of the Trinity itself—M. Lebreton

preferring, so it seems, to present the New Testament testimony to
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this doctrine rather in its elements than in its constructive unity.

We regret this lack, which perhaps rests on the general underlying

conception of the work that “the development of the doctrine of the

Trinity” through the Biblical and Patristic ages may be treated as all

of a piece, in which case it may not be unnatural to postpone a study

of the doctrine itself, as distinguished from the elements which enter

into it, to the discussion of the work of the Patristic age. Meanwhile
we are grateful for the full, rich and illuminating expositions we are

here given of the Xew Testament doctrines of the Son of God and of

the Holy Spirit, written in full view of the wealth of recent discus-

sions on these topics, and with close adherence to the texts expounded.

M. Lebreton’s method leads him to pass in review in turn the teach-

ing of the Synoptic Gospels, the primitive church, as represented, for

example, in Acts, Paul, the Epistle to the Hebrews, the Apocalypse and

the Gospel of John. W’e have been instructed by every page, and rise

from the reading of the whole discussion with a sense of large gains.

At the end of the volume there have been gathered into eleven appen-

dices a series of studies of topics too important to the argument to

be passed over with the cursory treatment which was alone possible

in the course of the general discussion
;
and these appendices add

largely to the value of the book. The topics treated in them are

:

“The Powers” in Greek speculation; “The Mystery of the Trinity and

the Old Testament”; “Mk. xiii. 32; the Ignorance of the Day of Judg-

ment”; “Mat. xi. 25-27; Lk. x. 21-22”; “Matt, xxviii. 19”; “2 Cor.

iii. 17”; “The Doctrine of the Logos in Philo and the Doctrine of the

Son in the Epistle to the Hebrews” ; “On ‘the Seven Spirits’ which

are before the throne of God”; “Jno. i. 3-4”; “i Jno. vi. 7”. The point

of view of M. Lebreton as a Roman Catholic requires him to take

account of “tradition” in discussing such exegetical points as no

Protestant would feel bound to do: this fact has not deducted from the

value of these discussions, in which M. Lebreton shows a very sound

exegetical tact,—it has only added to them a valuable precis of Patris-

tic opinion, which is full of instruction for us all.

We ought not to close without expressing the pleasure we have had

in reading a valume so well provided with every device to give the

reader comfort. The print is good, the notes are full, the references

are exact; and we are given at the beginning of the volume not only

a list of abbreviations used but a Bibliographical Index which enables

us to verify the works cited, and at its end a series of complete Indices

—of texts from the Bible, texts from Philo, authors cited, and sub-

jects dealt with,—while a very full analytical table of contents

crowns all. If all books were provided with so excellent a series of

“aids to easy use,” the lot of the student would be much alleviated and

his work would not need to prove so much of a weariness to the flesh

as it is now apt to be made.

Princeton. B. B. Warfield.

Ax IXTRODUCTIOX TO PrOTESTANT DOGMATICS. By Dr. P. Lobsteix,
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Professor of Theology in the University of Strassburg. Author-

ized Translation from the Original French Edition. By Arthur

Maxson Smith, Ph.D. Chicago : The University of Chicago Press.

1910. Pp. 275.

This is a reprint of Dr. Smith’s translation of Lobstein’s Essai d’une

Introduction d la Dogmatique Protestante. This translation was pri-

vately printed in 1902 by the University of Chicago Press, and pub-

lished by the translator. This reprint will give the book a wider

circulation. Lobstein’s Introduction was published in French in 1896.

A German translation by Maas appeared in 1897. This latter, however,

is more than a mere translation. It was revised by the author, and

the footnotes were increased and extended by Prof. Lobstein, with a

view to including much German literature on the subject, not cited

in the French edition. Dr. Smith has omitted most of the footnotes

on the ground that the literature cited would not be accessible to

English readers. This omission detracts from the usefulness of the

book, since these notes are not mere citations of books, but include

statements of the theological positions of many of the authors cited,

so that the footnotes are valuable helps for the student beginning the

study of Systematic Theology.

Lobstein’s Introduction has been before the theological public so

long, and his theological position is so well known, that it is probably

unnecessary to give any account of the contents of this volume. The
author belongs, broadly speaking, to the Ritschlian school. The char-

acteristic feature of this Introduction is the fact that many of the

questions usually discussed under this head are excluded on the

ground that they belong either to the Philosophy of Religion or the

doctrinal system itself. Lobstein confines himself to an attempt

to determine the nature of Christian dogma, and, in the light of

this, to set forth the task, source, norm and method of Protestant

dogmatics. He shows the influence of Sabatier more clearly than

perhaps most of the theologians of the Ritschlian school.

Since the publication of this Introduction in 1896, Kirn’s Grundriss

der evangelischen Dogniatik, and the larger systematic treatises on

Christian doctrine by Kaftan, Haering, and Wendt, have appeared,

each of which follows in general, though with marked individual dis-

tinctions, the idea of the task and method of Dogmatic Theology here

outlined by Lobstein.

Princeton. C. W. Hodge.

The Sociology of the Bible. By Ferdinand S. Schenck, D.D., LL.D.,

Professor of Practical Theology in the Theological Seminary of

the Reformed Church in America at New Brunswick, N. J. 8vo

;

pp. 428. New York: The Board of Publication of the Reformed

Church in America. $1.50 net.

Plainly it will not be the fault of scholars like Dr. Schenck if

Christianity, as a world-force, comes to be widely regarded as “dim
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with the mist of years.” He believes that “The Book” speaks authori-

tatively with myriad voices to the men of our time as truly as it offered

a divine, many-sided message to the world of twenty centuries ago.

Moreover, he is keenly interested in the conditions and problems of

to-day, and especially those of our own land. He is no mere scholastic.

He keeps his eyes and ears open. He reads the newspapers. He
recognizes the ills of present-day society, its spirit of unrest and many
of its major tendencies

;
and he believes that now, as ever heretofore,

the Bible holds the key for the solution of every social problem.

So much, we think, may be inferred from the book before us
;
and

the spirit of the author thus outlined commands our sincere admira-

tion. We rejoice that there are so many present exponents of Chris-

tianity, of whom the author is an example, who teach that it is a

religion to live by as well as to die by, and that it regards human
society as well as the individuals as the object of redemption. There

is, we think, much of promise for the sanity and power of the Church

of the future in the increasing emphasis that is being laid by Chris-

tian thinkers and teachers upon the “Social Aspects of Christianity.”

Dr. Schenck’s book is an attempt to present the sociological teach-

ings of the entire Bible. The plan has been suggested to him by the

principle of a Biblical Theology. If there is a Biblical Theology,

why not a Biblical Sociology? Accordingly, the author breaks into

what he regards as new ground. He says, “This is the first book,

oo far as I know, upon Biblical Sociology.” With his scheme no

fault can be found, though we are inclined to question his analysis

in differentiating the sociology of the Bible from its theology (p. 55) :

for, strictly speaking, theology as the science of sciences involves such

teachings of the Bible as pertain to sociology,—they are not sister

sciences, but the latter is the child of the former; but letting that

pass, we are bound to put a large question mark over against his

method of treating the Biblical elements that are related to his theme.

He gives us the impression of regarding the customs, laws and polity

of the Old Testament as of well-nigh equal value with the teachings

of the New Testament in indicating the mind of God concerning the

ultimate or ideal human society; or, perhaps, we should say, rather,

that he seems to regard the social orders of the Bible ages more
as a horizontal plane than as an evolutionary ascent from Genesis

to Revelation.

In our judgment, therefore, he overemphasizes the importance of

Old Testament law's and usages in the effort to determine the mind

of God concerning the human framework of the kingdom of God in

its finality. In fact, we do not believe that the Christian is to go to

the Old Testament to learn sociology any more than to learn Church

government or the functions of the Christian ministry. Indeed, to be

precise, there is no sociology of the Bible. There are Biblical sociolo-

gies perhaps—patriarchal. Mosaic, monarchical, Christian—one scheme

succeeding another; but there is no detailed program for the final

constitution of human society presented in the Bible more than there
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is an explicit outline of the final and ideal Church government. And
if the occasional experiments of first-century Christians with com-
munism, let us say, are not to be taken seriously by twentieth century

Christians, still less are we to go back to Moses or Abraham to

determine the social goal toward which we should strive. There is

danger of our missing the mark in Old Testament study at this point.

The one central aim of the Old Testament is to present the historical

unfolding of Redemption until the appearing of the Christ. But the

peculiar constitution of Hebrew society prior to Christ was clearly

designed to be provisional, like the Levitical rites of worship, and

like the theocracy itself. This is made perfectly clear by the attitude

of Jesus toward the Old Covenant. For instance. He modified the

Mosaic law of divorce; He treated the Mosaic laws of criminal

punishment as defective; He abrogated the time-honored rites of the

Levitical plan of worship
;
and He denied that His kingdom was to

be outwardly modelled after the old theocracy. Thus we are to go

to the New Testament rather than to the Old to learn the principles

that should determine our social duties in this Christian dispensation.

The Old offers its lessons as side lights, but the New is better.

The Chosen People dwelt in a small territory, they were for special

reasons forbidden to have large dealings with neighboring peoples,

and their interests were agricultural rather than commercial. As
Edersheim says, “The whole occupation of the nation, that for which

it was best fitted, and in which it took most delight, was agriculture;

the cultivation of the rich and fertile land, as well as the tending

and pasturing of flocks and herds.” So primitive were trade and

commerce among them that it was possible for them to live under a

law forbidding interest on loans. Now to employ the laws that gov-

erned a society so situated and so employed as standards to measure

the ethics of the Reading Railroad, or the moral quality of the Stan-

dard Oil Company, is to be projected into difficulties that the law of

Christ does not impose. It is safe to say that if Abraham were liv-

ing in Pittsburg to-day, he would not offend his God if he acted under

a different set of laws and commercial usages than those with which

he was familiar amid the hills of Canaan. Perhaps, by the way, his

marital history, to look no further, would be an improvement over that

of the patriarch as we know him. And so we venture to give expres-

sion to our fear lest methods like our author’s in this department shall

unintentionally lead young men who are entering the ministry into

trouble by inducing them to assume teaching obligations that are too

heavy to be borne. The minister who undertakes to teach men in de-

tail how to conduct business, or how to make, interpret and enforce

laws, will soon find that he has a contract that is too big for him.

Moreover, it may finally appear that he is more remote from the spirit

and method of Christ than he at first sight seems. Only the other day

the report came to us that a brilliant young friend had so far lost his

head through his sociological studies as to leave his pulpit to pursue

what he possibly styles “Christian Socialism ;” and we are confident
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that St. Paul would be a better model for him than Henry George.

And if we are not mistaken, there are a goodly number of the younger

preachers in various connections who might become effective preachers

of the Cross of Christ but who are in the way of becoming weak
apostles of Socialism instead. Our American churches are, doubtless,

about to be afflicted with the Socialistic fever ; but the average preacher,

at least, will possibly have reason to believe, when he renders his

final account, that he has been true to his marching orders if he

shall have left to Caesar the things that are Caesar’s, and held firmly to

the central duty of preaching Christ crucified—the power of God unto

salvation. Preachers may congratulate themselves that they have not

been appointed to be train-despatchers on all the moral lines of the

Universe.

We do not mean by this that Dr. Schenck’s book is not on the whole

to be commended as a contribution to theological scholarship, nor do

we wish to go on record too positively in raising the question as to

the possible unhappy effects of the increasing emphasis that is being

given in our schemes of theological study to the department of Chris-

tian Sociology. There is a good deal of wholesome meat in the work;

though possibly some of it is rather too strong a diet for theological

babes. We are glad to have read it, and we shall probably often

turn to it as a book of reference in relation to many of the live

topics of the times.

Cranford, N. J. George Fr.ancis Greene.

The Code of the Spirit. An Interpretation of the Decalogue. By
WiLFORD L. Hoopes, a Priest of the Episcopal Church. 8vo; pp. 154

Boston: Sherman, French & Company. 1911. Price, $1.20 net.

The peculiarity of this interpretation of the Decalogue is that it

finds its principle, never in the divine nature, but always and only in

the constitution of man. That is, the Ten Commandments, even the

First, are all of them, what they are because, and only because, we

are what we are. Thus by nature man is a thinker, an admirer, a

creator, though not in the absolute sense, a receiver, an honorer of

those of whom he is a beneficiary, a saviour of life, a sanctifier of

his experiences, a proprietor, a reporter of truth, a trader, and, as the

sum and substance of all, a lover; and, therefore, the law is that he

should be each one and all of these. In a word, the will of God

as expressed in the constitution of humanity is ultimate. There are

not some commandments, as, for example, the First, the Second,

the Third, and the Ninth, which are what they are because God himself

is what He is, which, therefore, even He could not cause to be other

than they are, and in which, consequently, we have the foundation

for a morality that is valid not merely for the present constitution

of things, but is eternal and immutable as God Himself.

A further objection to our author’s principle, or at least to the use

which he makes of it, is that it leads him to give to some of the
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commandments a meaning which is not in them. Thus he paraphrases

the Third Commandment, “Thou shalt take the name of the Lord thy

God, and be as God is a creator.” “But not in vain, not ineffectually,

not so that the result will be emptiness and worthlessness. On the

contrary, thou shalt take the name of God as God takes it; thou

shalt create virtue.” Instead, therefore, of requiring reverence for

God and His works, this law, according to Mr. Hoopes, enjoins wise

and effective activity.

In spite, however, of these and other misconceptions and some
undue refinements of thought and frequent artificiality of style, the

Code of the Spirit is often suggestive and even instructive; and
though few will agree with it throughout, all should find it well

worth reading.

Princeton. William Brenton Greene, Jr.

A Day for Rest and Worship. Its Origin, Development and Present

Day Meaning. By William B. Dana. 8vo, pp. 265. New York,

Chicago, Toronto, London. Edinburgh : Fleming H. Revell Com-
pany. 1911.

“The author of this volume, a distinguished graduate of Yale Uni-

versity, and brother of the renowned American Geologist, James D.

Dana, was for forty-five years the editor and proprietor of the

Financial and Commercial Chronicle.” The significance of the work,

therefore, is that it gives what we may call a Christian business man’s

view of the Sabbath. And it is a very high view. We can not agree

with the writer that the word “ ‘Remember’ at the opening of the

Fourth Commandment, especially when contrasted with the beginning

of the others, is suggestive of entreaty rather than of command:” but

we do follow him in all his argument to prove that the Sabbath

was necessary for rest and worship from the creation of man, and that

the week, so far from being only a natural division of time, was God’s

device and had for its purpose to establish and preserve a day for rest

and worship; and we are particularly edified and confirmed, both by

Mr. Dana’s presentation of the peculiar need of the Sabbath to-day

growing out of the unprecedented strain of modern business, and by his

broad and sympathetic and thoroughly Scriptural discussion of the

way in which the Lord’s Day should be kept holy.

We regret that this excellent and needed treatise could not have

been revised by its author. It would then have been free from the

blemishes of style and mistakes in proof reading that now mar it.

Princeton. William Brenton Greene, Jr.

PRACTICAL THEOLOGY

The Home of the Soul. By Charles Wagner, Author of The Simple

Life, etc. Translated from the French by Laura Sanford Hoffmann.
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Wiith an Introduction by Lyman Abbott, D.D., LL.D. New York

and London; Funk and Wagnalls Company. 1909. i2mo, pp.

XV. 349. $1.20 net.

This collection of fifteen sermons by Pastor Wagner is named, as

the visitor to Paris will surmise, after the author’s celebrated insti-

tutional church in the Faubourg St. Antoine. “The Home of the Soul”,

we are informed, numbers between 3000 and 4000 adherents in all parts

of the city, including Roman Catholics, Jews and Freethinkers. That

such diverse elements should be attracted and held by any preacher of

the Gospel is a noteworthy tribute to his message. Nor have we far

to read in these sermons to discover some of the secrets of their fas-

cination and power. The simple, lucid, incisive, often brilliant style,

the unconventional mode of sermon-building, the abundance of vivid

and striking illustrations, the picturesque diction, the noble earnestness

and candor, the breadth and intensity of the minister’s sympathy for his

fellowmen, the glow of his religious feelings, the appeal to the heroic

elements of man’s nature, the inspiring optimism that constantly inter-

prets life in the light of its wealthiest possibilities in the attainments of

character and service—these are the most obvious merits of these dis-

courses. No doubt, too, the very vagueness of many of the forms of

expression, permitting now a more and now a less pronounced evan-

gelicalism, helps to captivate many a hearer who is dissatisfied wtih some

of the traditional conceptions of the meaning of the Gospel. The Intro-

duction truly says : “He does not intellectualize religion. He ex-

presses it in terms of experience, not in terms of philosophy. He does

not discuss the Trinity; what interests him is the manifestation of God
to men. He does not discuss the atonement

; what interests him is the

harmonization of men with God and therefore with each other. He
does not discuss regeneration

;
what interests him is the new life con-

secrated to God in His children.” But these antitheses hardly state the

whole truth. For, on the one hand, the preacher cannot altogether get

along without a metaphysical theory of his own manufacture; as, for

instance, in this characterization of Christ: “Christ is not a private

individual. He is for us, the spirit which embodies the total sum of

moral light of which humanity is capable . . . He is not a propa-

gator of a definite doctrine, of a system forming men exactly to its

pattern. Christ is all that is normal and all that is best in humanity,

human and divine . . . The spirit of Christ is therefore the essence

of that which we find everywhere, in the East and in the West, in an-

cient and modern times, the best, the most supremely human, the most
grandly generous, the most evident in the suffusion of good, bounty,

and the gift of self” (p. 6). On the other hand, there is a gulf fixed

between the ethical and the religious elements in this presentation of

the Gospel that even the most expansive of these mystically indefinite

phrases will not enable us to cross. Whence can come the motive

force that will help a poor sinner to realize the lofty idealism of this

matchless example? “To love others, to grow in gentleness and
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Strength, to despise our fellows less, to have less fear of those great

in a worldly sense and less disdain for those of humble appearance

—

this is the task of brotherhood, kindliness, and faith.” And how is

“the task” to be accomplished? The answer is characteristic in its

juxtaposition of the divine name and the light of the stars, with

an utter absence of any reference to Christ; “You, who read this mes-

sage, if you be weary, may God give you strength. If your thoughts

are jangling and discordant, may peace and tranquility enter into

your hearts. If you are afraid, may you be soothed and calmed by

the sovereign benignity shining from the stars, the sweet divine peace,

the pure glitter of which, on the clearest nights, is only a distant prom-

ise.” No doubt it is a cause for thanksgiving that in a city like Paris

thousands of Romanists, Jews, and Freethinkers, as well as others,

should be so earnestly and strongly interested to find the true “Horn.;

of the Soul.” At the same time we cannot but wish that the seekers

might more frequently be persuaded to leave the mere vestibule of

revealed truth and draw nearer to the altar of atonement where the

Divine Savior offers the sacrifice for sin that alone can kindle and

keep burning the sacred flame of our own love to God and to our

fellowmen.

Princeton. Frederick W. Loetscher.

Light in Dark Places, or Lectures on the Epistle to the Philip-

PIANS. By Rev. Nathan Bachman, D.D., the Evangelist. Rich-

mond, Va. : Whitlet & Shepperson. 1910. i2mo, pp. 150.

Of the twelve sermons here gathered together in book form all but

the last, which is suggested by Ps. xvi. 8, are based on passages in

the Epistle to the Philippians. The title is chosen to hint at the en-

couragement and comfort that the author desires to convey to his

readers from a New Testament book that a summer’s special study has

endeared to him. The sermons are simple, well-planned, persuasive

spiritual discourses, full of the good cheer of their inspired source.

Princeton. Frederick W. Loetscher.

Writing on the Clouds. By Arthur Newman. Boston : Sherman,

French and Company. 1910. i2mo, pp. 91. Price, 90 cents net.

“We ourselves listen”, says the author, “when one sincerely and out

of a full heart tries to tell, though with stammering speech, what great

things he has found to help in God’s word, and in the Gospel of Jesus

Christ our Lord.” But the title of the book as of many of the thirteen

brief “meditations”, and much of the subject matter itself, suggest that

after all the chief source of “help” here utilized was not the Bible.

It becomes somewhat difficult to lay hold of the aim of these discourses

or to determine the rhetorical species to which they belong. But if the
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reader will pursue these pages without troubling himself too much
about establishing the connections between contiguous paragraphs he

will have his reward in finding many a nugget of practical wisdom by

the wayside and in gazing upon many a scene of poetic beauty, to say

nothing of his enjoyment of the many fair and fragrant blossoms of

speech that have been plucked for him from many fields of literature.

Princeton. Frederick W. Loetscher.

The Secret of the Lord. By the Rev W. M. Clow, B.D., Glasgow,

Author of The Cross in Christian Experience, The Day of the

Cross. New York and London: Hodder and Houghton. i2mo,

PP- vi. 353. $1.50 net.

Readers of The Cross in Christian Experience and The Day of the

Cross will eagerly welcome this new volume of sermons by the cele-

brated Glasgow preacher. Nor will they be in the least disappointed.

For like its predecessors this book is a noble sanctuary of evangelical

truth in which strength and beauty are united in a most impressive

and charming manner. Indeed, among recent publications of sermons

we know of none more interesting, more instructive, or more profitable

for the cultivation of the spiritual life.

This “series of addresses” deals with “the sayings and doings of

Jesus during the days of a religious retreat held in the neighborhood

of Caesarea Philippi.” “The purpose of these studies is to set the events

of this quiet season and its solemn words in relation to the purpose of

Christ’s life and death, and to expound their teaching for faith and

righteousness. The title of the book has been chosen not for the music

of its sound, but for the fitness of its meaning. To His chosen disciples,

in those days of seclusion, at the summit level of His ministry, Jesus

disclosed ‘The Secret of the Lord.’ ” The passages studied are Matt,

xvi. I, xvii. 21 ;
Mhrk viii. 27, ix. 29; Luke ix. 18-51, and the sermons,

twenty-six in number, are grouped together under the following head-

ings: The Ruling Law (The Men of the Secret)
;
The Disclosure of

the Person and His Purpose; The Disclosure of the Cross and its

Issues ; The Disclosure of the Glory and Its Significances
; The Face

toward Jerusalem; and The Consummation of the Secret (Hos. vi. 3

and I Cor. xiii. 12).

We heartily join with the author in expressing the hope “that those

who read will also be led to spend some quiet days with Christ, to see

His glory, to feel their need of the w'ord of His grace, and in a renewing

dedication of life and service, to confess Him Lord”; and we cannot

but state our conviction that the sympathetic study of these discus-

sions will do much to make this hope a blessed reality.

Princeton. Frederick W. Loetscher.

The Transfigured Church. By J. H. Jowett, D.D. Fleming H. Revell

Company. 1910. i2mo, pp. 252. $1.25 net.
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This volume of sermons by the distinguished Dr. Jowett, now the

pastor of the Fifth Avenue Presbyterian Church of New York, has al-

ready received such wide notice in our religious periodicals and such

high commendations in ministerial circles, that by the time this number
of the Review makes its appearance, most of our readers who arc in-

terested in this sort of literature will no doubt have made their ac-

quaintance with this book at first hand. We simply make this formal

acknowledgment of the receipt of the volume and express our high ap-

preciation of these remarkable sermons and our hope that the author

will be abundantly blessed in delivering such messages from his new
pulpit and in publishing them for his many parishioners on both sides

of the ocean.

Princeton. Frederick W. Loetscher.

Jesus, The Worker. Studies in the Ethical Leadership of the Son

of God. By Charles McTynire Bishop, D.D. The Cole Lectures

for 1909. New York: Fleming H. Revell Company. $1.25 net.

The Cole lectures have been delivered before Vanderbilt University

since 1903. This book contains the substance of the lectures for 1909.

In his preface, the author, who is a pastor in active service, speaks

of two great “impressions which have the force of final conviction in

his mind:”
II. If men are to know Christ at all as an effective Redeemer and

Saviour, they must know Him in the Man, Jesus of the New Testament.

2. Jesus, Himself, must be known in His complete manhood.

Jesus can be known in his superior power to give Himself to others

“only through His works—that is through His conduct in, general and

the way in which, as a typical man, He viewed the responsibilities

of His own life and undertook to discharge them. ... In these

aspects of His life we want to study Him.”

Dr. Bishop does not try to discuss Jesus as a supernatural risen

Saviour, but concentrates his attention on the active life of our Lord

and uses the Synoptics as his chief sources of material. There are six

chapters corresponding to the original lectures. We study “Jesus The

Man,” “The Acts of Jesus,” “The Attitude of Jesus Toward the Uni-

verse,” “The Constructive Purpose of Jesus,” “The Ethics of Jesus,”

and “Jesus The Preacher.”

While critical questions occasionally appear, they are necessarily

made exceedingly subordinate. Dr. Bishop’s method is a rapid survey

of the field covered with a very continuous use of the Gospels, and

especially of Luke. The book is so clearly and interestingly written

that it is only too easy to read. There is such a mass of material

considered, the questions discussed are so tremendous, that the reader

regrets that the attempt was made to place in one short volume an

adequate treatment of so many themes.

All the lectures are illuminating, but none are wholly satisfying.

Thought is stimulated, but before any subject is deeply considered it

has to be dropped. While the discussion is in the main correct and
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the Scriptures quoted convincing, the general effect is too often one

of superficiality, and is therefore transitory.

The attempt to separate the man Jesus from the divine Saviour

who continually concentrated man’s trust on Himself can never do
Christianity any service. Dr. Bishop displays only a tendency in this

direction, but he fails to note the emphasis placed by the Gospels

on Jesus’s death and resurrection as the greatest of His works, ones

without which all others would have proved futile.

Cranford, N. J. Gordon M. Russell.

GENERAL LITERATURE

Charms of the Bible. A Fresh Appraisement. By Jesse Bowman
Young, D.D., Litt.D. i2mo, pp. 255. New York: Eaton and

Mains. 1910.

The aims of this volume, says the author, are “to call forth in fresh

array the beauties of the Scripture
;
to illustrate by pertinent citations,

and in systematic orders, those features of the Book which invest it

with perennial attractiveness; and to indicate anew the main reasons

which underlie its supremacy in the world.” The seventeen chapters

into which the discussion is divided are not of co-ordinate importance

in the development of the theme, and the spiritual charms of the

Word, though given the place of honor as the climax of the argu-

ment, are not set forth with the comprehensiveness and cogency with

which some of the other aspects of the subject are treated. But taken

as a whole the book admirably succeeds in impressing upon the reader

the unique and commanding attractiveness of the Bible for all ages.

After an introductory chapter on the world-wide appeal which the

Scriptures make, the following considerations are presented as their

chief “charms;” their structural peculiarities and the wide diversity of

materials embraced under a single dominating purpose; their literary

traits (the sublimity of certain passages, the yearning, human tender-

ness of others, the quality of pathos, “the searching and awakening

force and penetrating power revealed in the questioning methods of the

Bible,” the picturesque simplicity of style, and the s}mibolism of the

biblical writers); their poetry; their biographical attractions; their

grip on the conscience ; their promises ; their pictures of home life

;

their ideals of God and man; their appeal to the intellect; their

“credentials”—a combination of the old and the more modern apolo-

getic; their portrayal of the Supreme Teacher; their “great portrait”

of the divine and perfect character of Christ; and their spirit of hope.

The book is written with much charm of style, and some portions,

notably the chapter on Christ as the supreme teacher, are marked by a

fine critical acumen and vital freshness in the mode of treatment. The

pages are interspersed with appropriate verses—for which a separate
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index is made—dealing with the various “charms” of the Bible.

Princeton. Frederick W. Loetscher.

How TO Develop Self-Confidence in Speech and Manner. By
Grenville Kleiser, Formerly Instructor in Public Speaking at

Yale Divinity School, Yale University; Author of How to Speak
in Public, Humorous Hits and How to Hold an Audience, How
to Develop Power and Personality in Speaking, How to Argue
and Win, etc. New York and London; Funk and Wagnalls Com-
pany. 1910. i2mo; pp. vii, 288. $1.25 net.

How TO Argue and Win. By Grenville Kleiser. New York and

London; Funk and Wagnalls Company. 1910. i2mo; pp. 310.

$1.25 net.

We have read these books with much pleasure and profit. They
are worthy additions to Mr. Kleiser’s well-known treatises on the

subject of public speaking. Based upon sound psychological principles,

his counsels are full of good sense and practical worth.

The former of the two volumes is designed to give special help

to those “who daily defraud themselves because of doubt, fearthought,

and foolish timidity.” Attention is directed, among other things,

to the importance and the proper methods of building up the will-

power; curing self-consciousness in speaking; developing the capacity

of right thinking; cultivating the best “sources of inspiration” in

literature and life, first and foremost those in the Bible; mastering

the art of concentration ;
securing an adequate physical basis for a

forceful personality; finding oneself and strengthening one’s individ-

uality; forming the habit of expressing oneself in an energetic man-

ner
;
overcoming discouragements ; making the best of one’s voice

;

and living a life of faith. Throughout the book the importance of

a sober estimate of one’s talents and opportunities is emphasized, and

many suggestions are given for the cultivation of specific elements

of strength of character. Scores of memory passages are cited to

make the candidate in this arduous school of discipline come to a

hopeful conclusion as to the possibility of acquiring self confidence

in his speech and manner.

The second treatise gives in popular form the basal laws of argu-

mentation, but the main stress is laid upon the more thorough develop-

ment of the personality of the debater. Separate chapters deal with

the subject of persuasive argument from the point of view of the

lawyer, the business man, the preacher, the salesman, the public

speaker. The Appendix, consisting of some sixty pages, contains

a “Note for a Law Lecture,” by Abraham Lincoln; “Of Truth,” by

Francis Bacon; “Of Practise and Habits,” by John Locke; and “Im-

proving the Memory,” by Isaac Watts.

Princeton. Frederick W. Loetscher.

What Have the Greeks Done for Modern Civilisation? The Low-

ell Lectures of 1908-1909. By John Pentland Mahaffy, C.V.O.,
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D.C.L. (Oxon.), etc., of Trinity College, Dublin. New York and

Lcwidon : G. P. Putnam’s Sons. The Knickerbocker Press. 1909.

In an age when democracy is in the saddle, when college and semi-

nary curricula are in a state of flux, when “occupational courses”

hold the field in education, when efficiency in teaching is measured

by the “cost per student hour” method, when the occupation of the

teacher of Greek is almost gone, and the university professor of dis-

tinction is thankful when one or two adventurous spirits elect his

course in “beginning Greek,” it is refreshing to read a defense of

Greek studies by so able an advocate as Professor Mahaffy. In his

Lowell Lectures Dr. Mahaffy feels that he brings a message to his

age, and to the educational world of America, and his thesis, frankly

stated and forcibly defended before his audience in the Athens of

America, is that the giving up of Greek as an instrument of educa-

tion will mean a serious intellectual loss—a return in fact to the

Dark Ages, only to be dispelled again by a renascence of classical

study. He warns the ardent advocate of Latin (to the exclusion of

Greek) that Latin will be poorly taught by those who have not studied

the Greek models of Latin literature, and is fearful lest in time Latin,

too, may be “thrown to the wolves.”

The powerful and pervasive influence of Greece upon modern civili-

zation is traced in the fields of poetry, prose, architecture and sculpture,

painting and music, science, politics, philosophy and theology. The
author shows himself to be a humanist in the best sense with wide

acquaintance with modern as well as ancient literature, and his dis-

cussion is lightened by interesting comments upon modern writers

and shrewd observations upon men and affairs. Some obiter dicta

may be quoted. “The huge amount of time spent by Americans in

travelling is perhaps one of the most serious obstacles to their in-

tellectual advancement.” “You have heard much talk about the Super-

man, whose main attribute seems to me infra human, when the rights

of others are concerned.” The effect of Gladstone’s eloquence is said

to have been produced by embarking his audience with him upon the

billows of great periods, and exciting wonder as to how they would

ever come safely to land.

As an exponent and defender of Hellenic culture Dr. Mahaffy is

the “noblest Roman of them all” (if the expression is allowable),

and he looks back with some complacency upon a life spent in devo-

tion to his favorite study. “There are probably few men who have

lived longer and more intimately with the old Greeks, in more phases

of their life, ever probing and seeking for better knowledge of their

vast legacy W mankind, of which the rodent tooth of time, the sacri-

legious hands of men, have lost or destroyed so much. The farther

I seek, the wider the vistas I see opening before me. So now, when

my part in the race is nearly run, there remains to me no higher

earthly satisfaction than this, that I have carried the torch of Greek

fire alight through a long life—no higher earthly hope than this, that
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I may pass that torch to others, who in their turn may keep it aflame

with greater brilliancy perhaps, but not with more earnest devotion, ‘in

the Parliament of men, the Federation of the world.’
”

Lincoln University, Pa. Wm. Hallock Johnson.

The Evolution of Literature. By A. S. Mackenzie. New York:
T. Y. Crowell & Co.

As stated in the Preface, “the object of this treatise is to try to

account for the origin and successive changes of literature as a social

phenomenon” giving a “presentation of what is usually termed Com-
parative Literature.” Confronted by such a world-wide scheme, the

author makes no attempt “to write a complete account of literary

evolution,” but wisely limits his area, aims to be “suggestive” rather

than exhaustive, and freely acknowledges that there is a spacious

domain of unsolved and, indeed, insoluble problems. The introductory

chapter, entitled “The Problem,” includes the subject of literary criti-

cism, the purpose of the book, as scientific and objective, the diffi-

culties and complications of such a study as literature, the explana-

tion of the term, evolution, and the specific method of study, as his-

torical and comparative. The author then takes up the subject of

the “Primitive Literature” of the world, expressed in drama, lyric and

epic, as contrasted with “Barbaric Literature,” as, also, expressed in

drama, lyric and epic, and goes on to a comprehensive survey of what

he calls Autocratic Literature, as expressed in prose and verse,' and

Democratic Literature in the ancient, mediaeval and modern world.

In the concluding chapter under the caption, Provisional Laws, he

states these three laws, as those of Progress, Initiative and Respon-

siveness, and somewhat strangely closes the volume with a definition

of literature as “the linguistic expression of aesthetic ideals.”

Here is a scheme of literary study, therefore, almost encyclopedic

in its scope and, as such, naturally involving the merits and defects

incident to so elaborate a plan. It is a work, however, which despite

all conceded defects, belongs to that class of books that make a dis-

tinct contribution to the subject they discuss, stimulate thinking and

rational inquiry, and serve to place discussion on the highest

intellectual plane. Contending that the science of literature is still

rudimentary, that its primitive eras are especially difficult to inter-

pret, that a part of its study consists in the removal of misconcep-

tions, that, first and last, literary evolution is based on social evolu-

tion, that the evolution itself has been, in the main, for the better,

and that “vitality is the quality that gives permanent value to all

true art,” the author has succeeded in keeping within the bounds of

historical accuracy and the well established principles of literary criti-

cism.

The view given us of primitive literatures in their relation to later

and contemporary types is especially valuable, while the survey, as

a whole, may be safely recommended to all those who are interested
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in the examination of literature as a world product and vitally related

to the questions of race, nationality and the successive stages of

progress from the crudest myths and songs of the earliest eras to

the most highly elaborated forms of modern verse and prose.

Princeton. T. W. Hunt.

World Literature. By R. G. Moulton: The Macmillan Co., New
York.

Professor Moulton is widely and favorably known, both as an

educator and author, most especially by his contributions to Shakes-

pearian and biblical study. The object of the present volume, as he

states in the Preface, is to present “a conception of World Literature,

as a unity . . . seen in perspective from the point of view of the

English-speaking peoples.” In the Introduction he indicates three

important topics

:

The Unity of Literature and the Conception of World Literature.

The Literary Pedigree of the English-speaking Peoples, and

World Literature from the English Point of View.

In the first of these, the distinction is drawn between World Liter-

ature, on the one hand, and Universal Literature, on the other. In

the second, he presents the salient topics of Hebraism, Hellenism,

Mediaevalism and Romance; while, in the third, he insists in studying

all literature from the English as a basis. The comprehensive subject

is then fully outlined and developed under ten distinct divisions.

I The Five Literary Bibles—The Holy Bible, in which he asserts

that “biblical study is essential for a sound literary education."

II The Five Literary Bibles—Classical Epic and Tragedy, as illus-

trated in Homer, Aeschylus and Virgil.

III The Five Literary Bibles—Shakespeare, wherein he reveals the

universality of Shakespeare’s genius.

IV The Five Literary Bibles—Dante and Milton, exponents, re-

spectively, of Mediaeval Catholicism and Renaissance Protes-

tantism.

V The Five Literary Bibles—Versions of the Story of Faust.

VI Collateral Studies in World Literature, as seen in Arabic, Per-

sian, Celtic, Norse, and Flemish.

VII Comparative Reading, illustrated in The Alcestis Group, repro-

duced in Alfieri, Morris and Longfellow
;

in The Bacchanals

Group, as seen in Ecclesiasticus, the Rubaiyat, The Faerie

Queene and Tennyson’s Vision of Sin.

VIII Literary Organs of Personality, as expressed in the Essays of

Bacon, Cicero, Epictetus, Pascal, Montaigne, Addison and

others, and in Lyrics, as in the Psalms, The Odes of Horace,

and the Sonnets of Dante, Petrarch, Shakespeare and others.

IX Strategic Points in Literature, as Plato, Lucretius, Aristophanes,

Malory, Chaucer, Spencer, Froissart, Don Quixote, Moliere,

Scott, Balzac, Victor Hugo, Byron, Wordsworth, and others.
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X World Literature, as The Autobiography of Civilization, in

which civilization is presented in its best products.

The author closes the volume by noting The Place of World Liter-

ature in Education, in which he argues, that the study of classics

should be literary more than linguistic; that through translations into

English the literature of all nations is at our hand; that the study of

the Bible as literature is essential; that in literary study the cultural

should dominate the vocational; and that the modern movement in

the line of University Extension emphasizes the diffusion of culture

among non-university classes and thus contributes to the general good.

From such an outline it is clear that Doctor Moulton has traversed

a very extensive area of literary study, and given his readers many
interesting suggestions as to what may be called, the inter-relations

of literar>' life and product as expressed among different peoples.

Some of the primary objects of the volume are to prove that literature

should be lifted above the merely “departmental stage” and made
equal in rank with history, philosophy and language; to exhibit in

true perspective the importance of the Hebraic and Hellenic elements

in modern letters; to emphasize the central place that Shakespeare

holds in the English and general literary world; to illustrate through

Dante and Milton and Goethe the elements of Romish Mediaevalism,

English Puritanism and the irrepressible conflict between the world

and the soul
; to exhibit those literatures that are collateral to the

English; to illustrate the comparative principle in letters through

comparative reading of great authors, such as Euripides and Brown-

ing; to reveal the principle of personality in literature, especially

through essays and lyrics; to place the reader at the most command-
ing points of view from which to study literary product; to reveal

the relation of literary and general civic progress, and finally, to

present world-literature as an essentially educating study.

The discussion is conducted on a high intellectual plane and so

dispassionately and fairly that even when we differ from the author

as to any particular theory or statement, we respect his opinions as

candid and are disposed to give him every legitimate concession. It

is, in a word, a suggestive and thought-provoking volume, and may
be profitably studied in connection with a recent book on “The Evo-

lution of Literature”, which we have already reviewed in these

columns.

It is such books as these that will do much to redeem the study

of literature from any suggestion of the superficial and merely

aesthetic.

Princeton, N. J. T. W. Hunt.

The Girl in Her Teens. By Margaret Slattery. Philadelphia:

Sunday School Times Company. 1910. Pp. 128. Price, 50 cents.

This is a book for teachers by a teacher. It considers the average

girl at the age when so many teachers find her a difficult problem.

The whole field of her life, physical, mental, social, spiritual, is treated.
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One of the best chapters is that discussing the matter of the girl’s

amusements. A good many of us who have to deal with the play

side of life can sympathize with her perplexity when she writes, “My
observations of the social side of the girl in her teens, and especially

the girl who has left school, has made me feel that if the opportunity

came to me as to Solomon, I would rather have the knowledge and

power to give the young people of to-day sane, safe amusement than

anything else I know.”

In common with the teacher generally the author seems to regard

enlightenment and training as the road to a stable, perfect woman-
hood. That is, development accounts for all we have and will furnish

us with all we can have. In the chapter on the spiritual side, much
stress is laid on the power of a teacher who has faith, but it is not

clear just what the object of that faith must be. It is lack of a frank

avowal of the need and power of a vital, personal, immediate religious

experience which is the chief fault of the book.

Princeton. W. B. Sheddan.

PERIODICAL LITERATURE.

American Journal of Theology, Chicago, April: F. Crawford
Burkitt, Historical Character of the Gospel of Mark; Clarence A.

Beckwith, Influence of Psychology upon Theology; Shirley J. Case,

Is Jesus a Historical Character : Evidence for an Affirmative Opinion

;

John E. Russell, The Crisis in Doctrinal Christianity; Edouard

Montet, Thoughts on the Idea of a First Cause; Gregory D. Walcott,

Logical Aspect of Religious Unity; William B. Smith, The Pre-

Christian Jesus; Shirley J. Case, Jesus’ Historicity: A Statement of

the Problem; Edgar J. Goodspeed, The Toronto Gospels.

Bibliotheca Sacra, Oberlin, .April : Henry A. Stimson, Congrega-

tional Reconstruction
;
Edward M. Merrins, Heredity and Social Prog-

ress; James Lindsay, Philosophy of .Art; Fr.ank Fox, What Does the

New Testament Teach about Healing?; Harold M. Wiener, Scientific

Study of the Old Testament; Theodore W’. Hunt, Spenser and the

Later Sonnet-Writers; J. J. Lias, Theology of Fourth Gospel a Guar-

antee of its Genuineness; George Stibitz, Message of the Book of

.Amos.

Church Quarterly Review, London, April : The Government of Eng-

land; John Vaughan, Some Prison Literature; W. C. Bishop, The
Mozarabic Breviary; The Mond Collection; A. E. Burn, Cardinal

Pole; The Revolt of the Cures, 1789; Community Life in the Church

of England; H. C. Beeching, The Story of the English Bible.

East & West, London, April: F. J. Western, Religious Training in

Indian missionary schools ;
F. J. Gould, Moral Education in India

;

R. J. Hunt, .Aborigines of South America from a missionary and

commercial standpoint; W. Ball Wright, Commemoration of the
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heathen dead; A. E. Johnston, The missionary message; Hubert
Kelly, Missionary Volunteering; N. Macnicol, Two cults of popular

Hinduism
;
Herbert Baynes, Hindu Conception of sin

;
E. Greaves, Is

Hinduism pantheistic?

The Expositor, London, April ; G. Buchanan Gray, The Virgin

Birth in the Interpretation of Isaiah
; Ed Konig, A. Modern Expert’s

Judgment on the Old Testament Historical Writings; B. W. Bacon,

Songs of the Lord’s Beloved; Alex. Souter, Did St. Paul Speak
Latin?; A. E. Garvie, Did Paul Borrow His Gospel?; W. M. Ramsay,
Historical Commentary on the Epistles to Timothy; H. T. F. Duck-
worth, Notes on Dr. Lepsius’ Interpretation of the Symbolic Lan-

guage of the Apocalypse; J. H. Moulton and George Milligan, Lexi-

cal Notes from the Papyri.

Expository Times, Edinburgh, May: Notes of Recent Exposition;

S. R. Driver, Authorized Version of the Bible; James Hendry, In the

Study; Willoughby C. Allen, Harnack and Moffatt on the Date of

the First Gospel; Arthur Wright, Oxford Studies in the Synoptic

Problem ; P. S. P. Handcock, Identification of an Unnamed Old
Testament King.

Harvard Theological Review, Cambridge, April; William F. Bade,

Italian Modernism, Social and Religious; Percy Ashley, University

Settlements in Great Britain; Benjamin W. Bacon, Jesus as Lord;

George P. Adams, Beyond Moral Idealism
;
Clarence A. Beckwith,

Types of Authority in Christian Belief
;
Charles A. Allen, Reverence

as the Heart of Christianity.

Hibbert Journal, Boston and London, April : Leo Tolstoy, Philoso-

phy and Religion
;
M. M. Pattison Muir, Can Theology Become Scien-

tific?; Percy Gardner, The Sub-Conscious and the Super-Conscious;

G. A. Johnston Ross, The Cross: The Report of a Misgiving; Lewis
R. Farnell, Moral Service of the Intellect; W. B. Smith, Judas Iscar-

iot; J. W. Jenkinson, Vitalism; Charles T. Ovenden, Water-Finding

and Faith-Healing; Neville S. Talbott, A Study of the Resurrection;

W. F. Cobb, The Problem of the Church of England; Phillip Oyler,

Essentials of Education; E. W. Lewis, Beyond Morality; E. M.

Rowell, Personality.

International Journal of Ethics, Philadelphia, April
; J. S. Mackenzie,

Meaning of Good, and Evil
;
F. Melian Stawell, Goethe’s Influence on

Carlyle; Ralph Barton Perry, Question of Moral Obligation; H. S.

Shelton, Spencerian Formula for Justice; W. S. Urquhart, Fascina-

tion of Pantheism
; M. E. Robinson, The Sex Problem.

Irish Theological Quarterly, Dublin and New York, April: Hugh
Pope, Oxyrrynchus Papyri and Pentateuchal Criticism; T. Slater,

Modern Sociology, II; J. MacRory, Christian Writers of the First

Three Centuries and St. Matthew 19: 9; P. J. Toner, M'atter and Form
of Original Sin

;
Garrett Pierse, Origin of the Doctrine of the Sacra-

mental Character; Mi. J. O’Donnell, Historical Basis of a Jansenist

Error, II.

Journal of Theological Studies, London, April: G. Morin, L’Origine
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du Symbole d’Athanase; M. R. James, New Text of the Apocalypse

of Peter, II; E. Bishop, Liturgical Comments and Memoranda, iv-vii;

Martin Rule, ‘Transformare’ and ‘Transformatio’
; W. D. Sargeaunt,

The Lambeth Articles, II; C. F. Rogers, How did the Jews Baptize?;

G. Margoliouth, Two Zadokite Messiahs; H. M. Bannister, Frag-

ments of an Anglo-Saxon Sacramentary; H. C. Hoskier and F. C.

Burkitt, Elzevir New Testament of 1624 and 1633, Euangelium Gatia-

num, and the Antinoe Gothic-Latin Fragment; V. C. Macmunn, The
Menelaus Episode in the Syriac Acts of John.

London Quarterly Review, London, April ; Edward Walker, Chris-

tian Science and Disease
;
William Spiers, Dr. Wallace’s ‘World of

Life’
;

H. Maldwyn Hughes, Christian Experience and Historical

Fact; Samuel E. Keeble, Literature and the Movement for Social Re-

form; W. M. Holdsworth, Philosophic Basis of Caste; W. Fiddian

Moulton, An Interpretation of the French Revolution; Arthur T.

Burbridge, Personality and God; T. H. S. Escott, Evangelical Fore-

gleams in Seventeenth Century Verse; John Telford, The Bible and

the Bible Society.

Lutheran Quarterly, Gettysburg, April : George W. Pepper, A World
Conference on Questions of Faith and Order

;
L. B. Wolf, The Edin-

burgh World Missionary Conference; J. M. Hantz, Man’s Relation to

God; M. R. Hamsher, Benefits and Solemnity of Confirmation;

Charles W. Super, Individualism
;
T. F. Dornblaser, Desirability and

Possibility of a United Lutheran Church in America; L. H. Larimer,

Samuel Alfred Ort—A Memoir; A. G. Voight, Relation of Genesis i

to Following Chapters
; C. Rollin Scherck, “Evolution up to Date”

;

Theo. B. Stork, Pragmatism; Leander S. Keyser, Does Nature Make
Progress?; J. A. Singmaster and A. R. Wentz, Current Theological

Thought.

Methodist Review, New York and Cincinnati, May-June: R. J. Cooke,

Do We Need a Supreme Court?; Oscar Kuhns, Apologia Pro Pro-

fessione Sua; A. W. Stalker, What Is Man?; L. H. Hough, The
Lure of Books; Andrew Gillies, Fresh Water From an Old Well;

George R. Grose, Preacher as Teacher; Daniel Steele, Why I am not

a Premillenialist; W. W. Guth, Literary Style of Borden P. Bowne; A.

W. Leonard, Passing of the Sunday Evening Service
;
E. W. Cantwell,

The Christian Sermon; J. E. Charlton, Jews of Marlowe and Shakes-

peare. A Contrast.

Methodist Re^'iew Quarterly, Nashville, April: John A. Kern, Influ-

ence of the Authorized Version on Language, Literature and Life of

the Anglo-Saxon Race; G. W. Dyer, Problem and Pathos of Our

Illiterate Population; E. Y. Mullins, The Modern Issue as to the

Person of Christ ;
George Herbert Clarke, The Ring and the Book

Expounded ; J. W. Shackford, Tendencies in Modern Thought Re-

garding the Atonement; S. Parkes Cadman, Stonewall Jackson; J.

Ritchie Smith, Training of the Ministry for the Times; W. P. King,

Ultimate Authority in Religion
;

T. J. Scott, “The Varieties of

Religious Experience.”
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Modern Puritan, London, April: D. M. Mcintyre, The Christian

Preacher, II; A. H. Drysdale, Puritanism and Art; Adolphe Monod,
Man Proposes, but God Disposes, II

;
E. K. Simpson, Prevalence and

Purport of Human Sacrifices; W. Burnet, Elhanan : A Jewish Le-

gend.

Monist, Chicago, April: Svante Arrhenius, Infinity of the Universe;

A. H. Godbey, Greek Influence in Ecclesiastes; Arthur O. Lovejoy,

Schopenhauer as an Evolutionist; Bernhard Pick, Attack of Celsus on

Christianity; Lucien Arreat, On the Abuses of the Notion of the

Unconscious; The Ideal and Life, Schiller’s Poem translated by Paul

Carus; Paul Carus, Finiteness of the World; Alfred H. Lloyd, Games
of Chance.

Philosophical Review, Lancaster and New York, May: J. B. Baillie,

Moral and Legal Aspects of Labour; B. H. Bode, Realistic Conceptions

of Consciousness; W. H. Sheldon, Ideals of Philosophic Thought;

Elijah Jordan, The Unknowable of Herbert Spencer.

Reformed Church Review, Lancaster, April: Alvin S. Zerbe, Were
the Early Old Testament Books Written in the Babylonian-Assyrian

Language and Cuneiform Script?; John Alfred Faulkner, Is Christ

Divine? A Study of the Arian Crisis; Edward S. Bromer, Edwin
Markham, the Poet of Democracy ; A. S. Gluck, The Reformed Church

Year; George W. Richards, The Declaration of Independence; A. V.

Heister, Contemporary Sociology; Contemporary Religious and Theo-

logical Thought.

Review and Expositor, Louisville, April: Robert J. Drummond, Suf-

ficiency of the Gospel Ethic; O. P. Gifford, Christian Science; Philip

L. Jones, Henry Drummond; R. E. Chambers, Christianity in Awak-
ened China; T. P. Stafford, Expository Preaching—A Criticism; J. L.

Kessler, The Preacher and Biology; W. W. Evarts, The Apocrypha,

a Source of Roman Catholic Error.

Theological Quarterly, St. Louis, April: Walther the Lutheran; Rise

of Antichrist ; Doctrine of Election according to Eph. i
: 3-14 ; Proof

Texts of the Catechism with a Practical Commentary.

Union Seminary Magazine, Richmond, April-May: Arthur G. Jones,

The Power is of God; J. B. Warren, Evolution as it Stands Related

to Christian Faith ; F. J. Brooke, Duty of Prayer for the Ministry ; W.
D. Reynolds, How We Translated the Bible into Korean.

Buletin d’ancienne litterature et d'archeologie chretiennes, Paris,

Avril : Giulio Bertoni, L’exoroisme chretien du musee de Zagabria

;

Andre Wilmart, Un Anonyme ancien de decern Virginibus (fin)

;

Pierre de Labriolle; “Mulieres in ecclesia taceant”. Un aspect de la

lutte antimontaniste, II.

Revue Benedictine, Paris Avril : D. D. De Bruyne, La finale mar-

cionite de la lettre aux romains retrouvee; D. A. Wilmart, Les ver-

sions latines des sentences d’fivagre pour les vierges; D. G. Morin,

fitude d’ensemble sur Arnobe le Jeune; D. U. Berliere, Lettres inedites

de Benedictines de St-Maur.

Revue D’HistoHre Ecclesiastique, Louvain, Avril : J. Flamion, Les
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Actes apocryphes de Pierre. B. Les Actes de Pierre en Orient (suite,

a suivre)
;
L. Bril, Les premiers temps du christianisme en Suede.

Etude critique des sources litteraires hambourgeoises (suite, a suivre)

;

G. CoNST.\NT, La transformation du culte anglican sous Edouard VI.

II. Tendances zwingliennes et calvinistes. Le second “Livre de la

priere qublique” (1552).—L’ordinal anglais de 1550-1552 et la validite

des ordinations anglicanes (suite, a suivre)
; A. Cauchie, Le R. P.

Charles De Smedt, president de la Societe des Bollandistes.

Revue de Theologie et des Questions Religieuses, Montauban, Mars:
Andre Arn.\l, La Personne humaine dans les Evangiles (suite et fin) ;

A. Wabnitz, Note supplementaire sur le Paradis du Hades; A. Wab-
NiTZ, Addition a la Note supplementaire sur le Paradis du Hades;

Ch. Bruston, La Version synodale de la Bible; J. E. Neel, L’Eglise

et I’Etat ; Ch. Bruston, Additions aux inscriptions en hebreu archa-

ique; L. Perrier, La Cure d’ame moderne et ses bases religieuses et

scientifiques.

Revue des Sciences Philosophiques et Theologiques, Kain (Belgique),

Avril : A. Gardeil, La “Certitude Probable” ; P. Doncceur, La Re-

ligion et les Maitres de I’Averroisme; £t. Hugueny, La Redemption;

P. M. DeMunnynck, Notes sur les Jugements de Valeur; H.-D.

Noble et M.-D. Roland-Gosselin, Bulletin de Philosophie; M. Jac-

QUiN, Bulletin d’Histoire des Doctrines chretiennes.

Theologische Studi'en, Utrecht, XXIX Jaarg. Afl. Ill: W. J. Aalders,

De Duitsche Romantiek en het Roomsch-Catholidsme ; G. Wildeboer,

Nog eens Lukas 1:15b; Boekaankondigingen.

Zeitscrift fiir katholische Theologie, Innsbruck, XXXV Band, 2

Heft: St. v. Dunin-Borkowski, Die alten Schriften und ihre religiose

Mitwelt; C. A. Kneller, Romisch-katholisch beim hi. C>’prian; J.

Biederlack, Weiteres zur Frage von der sittlichen Erlaubtheit der

.Arbeiteraugstande ; H. Bruders, Mt. 16:19; 18:18 und Jo. 20:22-23

in friihchristlicher Auslegung. Afrika bis 258.
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